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GENERAL PHYSICS RESEARCH 

PHYSICS RESEARCH. 

Luis W. Alvarez in charge 

RESEARCH WITH BUBBLE CHAMBERS 

UCRL-10572 

The work reported below has been done--,.as indicated at the end of 
each subsection--by Gideon Alexander (GA), Margaret H. Alston (MHA), 
Luis :W. Alvarez (LWA), Jared A. Anderson (JAA), Angela .Barbaro
Galtieri (AB-G), Pierre Bastien (PB), J. Peter Berge (JPB), Bevalyn B. 
Crawford (BBC), FrankS, .Crawford, Jr. (FSC), Orin L Dahl (OlD), 
Massimiliano Ferre-Luzzi (MF-L), Robert L. Golden (RLG), RonaJ.d~A. 
Grossman (RAG), J. Richard Hubbard (JRH), William E. Humphrey (WEH), 
Darrell 0. Huwe (DOH), .Laurance D. Jacobs (LDJ}, George R. Kalbfleisc;:h 
.(GRK}, Janos Kirz (JK), LesterJ. Lloyd (LJL)_, Gerald A. Lynch (GAL}, 
Gerald Meisner (GM), Joseph J. Murray (JJM), LeRoy R. Price (LRP), 
Alan Rittenberg (AR), .Arthur H. Rosenfeld (AHR), Ronald R .. Ross (RRR), 
Joseph A. Schwartz (JAS), Janice Button Shafer (JBS), Gerald A. Smith 
(GAS); Frank -T. Solmitz (FTS), .M. Lynn Stevenson (MLS), Harold K. Ticho 
(HKT), Robert D. Tripp (RDT), Mason B. Watson (MBW), Charles G .. Wohl 
(CGW), Stanley G. Wojcicki (SGW}, and David Young (DY). 

The K72, Tr72 Experiment (72-Inch Chamber} 

General Information 

The group terminated the K72, n72 run at the Bevatron in early June 
1962 after extended use of the separated high-energy K- beam in the 72-inch 
liquid hydrogenbubble chamber over a period starting in September 1961. 
The following film was obtained: 
(a) K- on hydrogen--789 rolls at nominal momenta of 1.03, 1.09, 1.22, 1.34, 

1.45, 1.51, 1,63, 1.73, 1.82, and L97 BeV/c. 
(b) K- on deuterium--47 rolls at nominal momenta of 1.05, 1.13, and 1.51 

BeV/c, The total K- exposure corresponds to approximately 13,000 MBE's 
(1-mb-equivalent events). ·The hydrogen film at 1.82 and 1.97 BeV/c is cur
rently being analyzed by the UCLA group. 
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(c) High-energy 'TT.- on hydrogen- -453 r<?lls _at nm;ninal,mom.enta of 1. 51, 
1.69, 1.89, 2.05,' 2.17, 2.25;- .arid '2.~6 .BeV/c. ·.- ''·'· "- · '· 
(d) High-energy 'TT- on :deuterium--58 rolls. at 2·.28 ~BeV /c. The total high

energy 'TT- exposure corresponds to approximately 15,000 MBE 1 s. 
(e) Low-energy 'TT- on hydrogen--60 roll:s at 0.520, 0.570. 0.602, 0.670, 

0.722, 0.800, and 0 .. 850 BeV /c. 
(f) Low-energy 'TT+ on deuterium--6 rolls at 0. 765 BeV /c .. The total low- ·~ 

energy;n± exposure corresponds to approximately 2,000 MBE' s. AJT pion 
film W.~S Obt-ained On a 11parasitiC II baSiS With Other experimentS during periOdS 
not ti.§f?d for K-. 

··'::_:Essentially all the film has been scanned the first time. The first 
measurements are approximately 33o/o, 90o/o, and lOOo/o completed for the K-, 
high-energy 'TT-, and low-energy n± experiments,_ respectively. Present re
sults of the various e·xper_imeri.ts from the K72, 'TT72 <;:omplex plus other cur~ 
rent experiments are given below. 

Study of K-+p-A0 + w0 ,A 0 + 11°at 1.51 BeV/c 

and 

Analysis has continued at 1.51 BeV )c of the r.eaction:s 

+ . ' ~--

'IC t- p·-- Jli o t 'TT + 'TT- + 'TTo (A) 

. · · K- + p -+ A 0
' +neutrals. (B) 

Appro~ima~ely -1}50 ·events ·of type (A) and 4900 events of type (B) have .bt::en 
f.ound inAO,O_OO piCtures. About pOo/o ofall eventsjn the former class:a;-e of 
the type K- + p.~A 0 .+ w0 

.- with the w0 subsequently decayingthro-ggh its 
predominant three-pion mode. With the mass limits. 760 ~ M(3'TT) ~,810 MeV, 
600 ~0 events are seen a,_bove ba.ckgr?un9. in the three-pion ef~ective~mass0 _.spectrum. - From these 1t can be estimated that the natural w1dth of the. w. 
is 6~i MeV; this constitutes an appreciable lowering-_of the upper limit on 
the r wO width given by,previou~ analysis. 

, On the basis of 40 events seen above background in the neutral-mass 
spectrum of Reaction (A,_), the neutral-to-charged ratio (w0 :-~> neut)/(w0 -'TT++'TT-+'TT0

) 

has been determined to be 1 0±3o/o. 

The reaction 

K- + p - 1i. o + 'TT+ + 'TT ' (C) 
. - * 

which has :been usefuLfor analysis of the 1385-MeV Y
1

, has yielded a narrow 
peak at 780 MeV in the pion-pion mass spectrum for a specially selected 

.. __ .sample i_n which Y £ ': s have been partially eliminated. A,lthough complicated 
_,by the presence offhe broader. p0 resonance,. the fifteen events in the peak 
may .possibly be examples of the P;redicted·tw:o-;pion decay oLthe w

0
• 

. Since the last report, the,. data .on_the 11° .meson from the re~ction 
K- + p-A 0 + 11° at 1.22 BeV/c have_ be.en increased by _only 15o/o. The sample 
of 40. T)

0 events represents the entire data ayailable;, app:wxim~tely five 
events of·t~e type _ 11°- 'TT+ + _n- + .'Y were observed; ,these, indicate a branching 
ratio of lJ · ...... 'TT++ 'TT-+y ::::: 1 Oo/o 0 

·· . · -. 'lio _ 'TT++ :'TT- +'TTo · 
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A preliminary report of this analysis may be found in the Proceedings 
of the 1962 International Conference on High-Energy Phys1cs at CERN (to 
be published). 

(MF-,-L, DOH, JJM, JBS, FTS, and MLS) 

>:<± + 
Study of K- + p-+ Y + n at 1.22 and 1.51 BeV /c . ~ 

At 1.22 BeV /c, about. 525 ·positi~,e y;• s and 650 negative Yi 1 s have 
been fitted with mass limits 1340 ~M(Y''') ~ 1430 MeV. These represent 
the total yield .of the film taken at 1.22 BeY /c. The projection of A mo
mentum on the normal to the y':~ production plane yields a distribution 1 +a 
(!. . rt)2, with a = .0.69 ±0.22 for the COTbination of y1'+ and yt- data 
(events with production-angle cosine, y··' · K, less than 0.5). Tnis result 
agrees with that earlier obtained by Ely et al. 1 and tends to indicate a spin 
~reater than 1/2 for theA Y}' . Lambd~ pola2ization al. ong the norma~, 
P . ii, vs the quantity JA • n shows a (A · n) dependence; while A polari
zd\ion al<?fg the "magic" direction, F> /A, • rn., ys the quantity .A · rn. s;hows 
a (A · rn) dependence, where m =-·n"""f 2(:6. · A) A . These observations con
stitute further evidence against spin of 1/2 and indicate the state of the 
Y1' to be P 3; 2 rather than D 3/ 2 (spin 3/2, rather than higher spin, being 
assumed). 

' * * At 1.51 I3eV /c, about 500 positive Y 1 s ,and 430 negative Y 1 s 
have been analyzed with mass limits 1340 ~M(Y''') ~ 1430 MeV. There is 
evident nonun~form population of the y':', mass bands of ~~e Dalitz plot 
(M\.-':'+ vs My>:<_); this appears to be the result of p- Y, 1nterference. The 
pion-pion mass spectrum, with the events within the y'•' mass limits eliminated, 
shows the p meson clearly. The JA0 n+ mass spectrum shows an appreciable 
peak, suggesting a 1660-MeV T = l resonance. This is undergoing further study. 

A preliminary report of this analysis may be found in the Proceedings 
of the 1962 International Conference on High-Energy Physics at CERN (to be 
published). 

(DOH, J JM, and JBS) 

K- -Deuterium Interactions at 1.51 BeV/c 

Approximately 22,000 pictures were taken of interactions in deuterium 
produced by an incident K- of 1. 51 BeV /c momentum. These have been 
partially scanned arid analyzed for events y;~elding A's or K 01 s, cascades, 
inelastically produced K- ~ s, and ~· s. Yi' production by K~n interactions 
is being compared with Yi' production by K-p interactions. Collaboration 
has been initiated through which members of the Powell Group can carry out 
a special study of the "internal conversion" of cascade hyperons to produce 
two hyperons of strangeness -1. 

(MHA, AB-G, JBS, RDT, and SGW) 

1 
R. P. Ely, S.Y. Fung, G. Gidal, Y. L. Pan, W. M. Powell, and R. S.,White, 

Phys. Rev. Letters 7, 461 (1961). 
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Study of K- + p - :=:-
Approximately_ 800 :=:- and more than 100 S0 hyper·~l1~ liave :be'~n 

produced in the reaction K- + p - E: + K. Most ·o:f the data were obtained at 
1.51 BeY/c. 

A preliminary analysis of t:P,:ls work was made to determine the.:=:
decay parameters, a';:;',~';::;'' and.y';::;' .. The parameter a';:;'; which.measures 
the amount of' parity fibnc6hservati5h in the decay procesS: -was found to be 
fairly large, namely, . a';:;'= 0.45 ±0. 11. The parameter -~~ •. which in the 
absence of final-state interaction between the l!i 0 and·. rr- ~,should be zero, 
was found tb be equal to ~';::;' = - 0.63 ±0 .. 31, thereby suggesting that the 
A 0 rr- final-state .interactioit plays a -role, . The parameter :'{~ • . which.-meas
ures the difference between the S-'wave and P-wave decay iiuensities ,_was 
found to be • 'I';:;'= 0.63 ±0.31, indicating that the S. wave dominates the· P wave. 

'· ...... . . 
" 

- · ,:.. An alternative _set of parameters was.also found that did: not fitthe data 
nearly as well as the above set. - In fact; this latter set•was.'oniy.l/40:·as .'likely 
as the form,er set.·' · 

In the near future, information will be presented about masses,: life
times' spins' decay modes' excited :=: states' :=: interactions with hydrogen, 

. arid the production mechanisms ·for both · :!3r and E:0
· hyperons. 

. ! ' 

A preliminary report on this analysis may be found:in the Proceedings 
of the 1962 International Conference on High~ Energy Phy.sics at CERN (to 

· .· ·be published).. ' 

(LWA, JPB, GRK, JBS, FTS, .MLS, and. HKT) 

* Study ()f .K Pro4uction and Decay 

·, Atthe i~cid~nt rriorri:entum 'of l.2Z BeV/c, app;oxi~ately 3500 K
interactions involving V 0 two-prong events have been analyzed, of which 
about 558 were examples of the reaction 

K- + p- R0 + n-- + p .. 

·These were analyzed with the objective of obtaining the spin and parity of the 
K-'rr(K>:c) resonance as- well as a: better determination of its c·entral value and 
width. The previous work 6£ Alston<·et aL 2 has excluded the possibility· ,of 
'spin > 1. The recent work ofChinowsky et aL3 has determined the spin of 

, the K* to be -~one. Putting-these two.experirnents :together,· one concludes 
that the spin is l. t\ 

: :· ·· ... · 
2 

M. Alston, L. W. Alvarez, P. Eberhard,_ M._L. Good,_. W. Graziano, 
H. K. Ticho, ,and·S. G. Wojcicki, Phys .. Rev. Letters 6, 300 (1961). 
3w. Chinowsky, G. Goldhaber,. S. Goldhaber,. W. Lee, and T. O'Halloran, 
Phys. Rev. Letters 9, 330 (1962). 
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The analysis of the 1.22-BeV /c data is now complete. It has been 
found that the majority (about 3/4) of the K'pTr- events proceed via. the two
body mode. 

followed bythe decay 

The indications are. that the width of the resonance is considerably larger 
than reported previously; 2 and that the central value lies at 890 MeV. The 
determination of these two parameters is hampered at this incident mo
mentum because the resonance lies at a mass that is close to the maximum 
kinematically allowed value. 

>:C 
The decay distributions of the K resonance have .been analyzed to 

see if they exhibit any anisotropy. If the K':< were produced in a peripheral 
collision of the incoming K- with a virtual pion, then one would expe'ct a 
distribution characterized by cosine-squared with respect to the incident· K 
direction, assuming the K':c spin to be .1. At 1. 22 Be V/ c, the distributions 
are not consistent with this expectation, and thus argue against the peripheral 
model. 

The study of the same reaction at the K- incident momentum of 
1.51 BeV /c has so far produced approxirn.ately.900 K* events. Analysis of 
these data is currentlyin progress . 

. A preliminary report on this analysis may be found in the Proceedings 
of the 1962 International Conference on High-Energy Physics at CERN(to be 
published). 

(MHA, GRK, HKT, and SGW) 

Study of K- -p Interactions in the L 1-BeV /c Region 

The 72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber was exposed to K- at incident 
momenta of 1.03 and 1.09 BeV/c, which corresponds to about 350 MBE 1 s. 
Because of the .beam-momentum spread and ionization loss in the chamber, 
the,momentum region covered extends from about 0.95 to 1.11 BeV/c. The 
purpose of the exposure is to study the behavior of various reactions in the 
region.of the isotopic spin-zero resonance .in K-p total cross section. 4 All 
the fllm has been scanned twice,. and approximately 90% of the events have 
been measured. The analysis is too incomplete at this time to permit the 
drawing of any definite conclusions as.to the spin and parity of the resonance. 

(MHA, GRK, DHM, . CGW, and SGW) 

4 
L. T. Kerth, Rev. Mod. Phys. 33, 389 (1961). 
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_Study of Resonances in the !:1r, System,· 

.··. / .. In order to investigate the resonanc~sin the !:1r system ,we ha,ve ana-
:; ·,<lyzed the reactions 

. ± + 
1,22-BeV/c K- + p -z: 1r 1r

0 (c.m. energy 1895 MeV), 
± + .+ --z: 'Tr 'Tr 'Tr 

0 0 + --E 'Tf .. 'Tr 'Tr ' 

and 

I - ± + + -·L5l:BeYcK +p-~ 1r 1r 1r (c.m:_en~rgy2025MeV). 

. . .. . . 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

. (D) 

The reactions {A) show strong enhancements in .t.he region of the neu
tral. system corresponding to 1405 and 1520 MeV, in agr~ement with the 
T = 0 resonances previously discovered by Alston et al. · and Bastien et al. 6 
at 1405 MeV, and by Ferro-Luzzi et al. 7 at 1520 MeV. To a very good approxi
mation all .the reactions (B) .and (C) at 1895 MeV can be described as pro-
ceeding via the productio.l). of a 1405-MeV resonance anc;Ltwo additional pions, 
At 20_25 MeV almost all the examples of the reactions (D) are consistent with 
the assumption that the eventsprodu~e either a 1405 .. or a 1520:-MeV resonance 
in the ratio of about 3:1 .. AU the reactions ,agree wit~ a full width of 50±10 
MeV for the 1405-MeV resonan.ce and 25±5 MeV for the 1520-MeV resonance. 

The !:3'Tr data at 2025 MeV are.insufficient at present to decide whether 
there ,is any enhancement in.the doubly charged !:1r system that might be attri
but-ed to a predicted T = 2 global symmetry resonance in the 1560-MeV ;region. 
The total analysis is based on approximately 7500 events, all of w}:lich have 
been measured. Second measurements are currently being done to finish the 
analysis. 

A·pre'liminary report on this analysis may be found in the Proceeding~ 
of the 1962 International· Conference :·on Hi~gh.;;;.Ene'rgy Phys;~s at. ·CERN (to be 
published). 

(~HA, LWA, MF-L, AHR, H~T, and SGW) 

K--p Charge Exchange at L22 ~eV /c 

The reaction 

.K- + p- K:0 + n. 
~~--------------------------------

5M. 'Alston, L. W.' Alvarez, P. Eberhard, M.L. Good,. W .. Graziano, 
H.- K~ Titho,. and S. G .. Wojcicki, Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 698 (1961). 

'.6'· ' . . ·•. . ~ 

, P, Bastien, M. Ferro-Luzzi, and· A. H. Rosenfeld, Phys. Rev. Letters 
6, 702 (1961}. 
- 7 

M. Ferro- Luzzi, R. D. Tripp, and M. B .. Watson,, Phys. Rev. Letters 
8' 28 ( 1 9 6 2) 0 

• ,. 
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has been studied at an incident K-. mo~entum of 1,22 BeV /c (1895 MeV 
total c. m. energy). The angular distribution for this reaction in the center 

·. of mass shows a prominent backward peaking of the R 0 
•. This behavior .had 

been noticed in earlier experiments at lower K- incident momenta, starting 
at about 760 MeV/c and increasing steadily up to 1.22 BeV/c. Preliminary 
results at 1:51. BeV /c incident momentum (2025 MeV total c. m, energy) in
dicate the effect to have disappeared or--at any rate--to. have lost its spec
tacular character. 

A preliminary report on this analysis may be found in the Proceedings 
of the 1962 International Conference on High-Energy Physics at CERN{to be 
published). 

(MF-L, FTS, and MLS) 

Study of Strange-Particle Resonant States Produced in n + pinteractions 

We have analyzed,the three-body final states 

lT 
- 0 + -+p-A K n {A) 1T - + p _ Ji oKono (B) 

.E°K+n- (C) Z+Kon- (D) 
- + 0 EKn (E) l:- Ko,r+ (F) 

K°K0 n 
1 1 

(G) K°K-p 
1 

(H) 

at incident momenta of 1.51 to 2.25 BeV/c. Based on a first-scan sample 
of approximately 13,000 events, 2500 of the· above reactions have been 
identified., The remainder of the sample consists mainly of two- and four
or five-body final states under present consideration. A study of the effec
tive-mass dist~ibutions in reactions (A) through (F) indicates that the three 

S:< 8 * .-s 6 * 7 resonances, Y
1 

(1385 MeV), Y
0 

(1405 MeV), • and Y
0 

(1520 MeV)· are 
strongly produced. In addition, the data for the Yn systems at momenta 
greater than 2.05 BeV /c show an enhancement in the region of 1660 MeV. 
Since there are A 0 events in this peak, the enhancement is attributed to the 
I= 1 system. The K>:< (885-MeV) resonan.ce is produced inall final states 
except (D), where the Kn system is in an I= 3/2 state. There is some 
evidence for an enhancement in the K~n system at approximately 730 MeV, 
although at this time the statistical significance of the peak is such that the 

. effect cannot be judged a definite resonance. 9 

8
M. Alston, L. Alvarez, P. Eberhard, M. Good, W. Graziano, H, Ticho, 

and S. Wojcicki, Phys. Rev. Letters ~· 520 (1960). 
9 G. Alexander, G. R. Kalbfleisch; D. H. Miller, and G. A. Smith, Phys. 

Rev. Letters .8., 447 (1962); also K-TI Mass Distributions for 
n- + p- 'I+ K +nat Incident Momenta of 1.89 through 2.24 GeV/c, 
UCRL-1.0291, June 1962. . 

·--\ 
; 
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·: - ·. An analys-is of 158 events .of the type (G) and (H) has recently been 
completed~ The R°K0 effective-mass distribution shows a marked enhance
rrientinthe-region-ofl BeV (Q--value o-ft:Q.e systemis about 25 MeV), v;;,.here
as the K- K 0 distribution is consistent with p:b:ase- space predictions. -Since 
the latter state is pure I = L, we attribute .the effect tci the l. = 0 KK system. 
That we detect only K~Kl pairs lead,s to the conclusion that the system must 
have quantum numbers: . even angulaT .momentum, even ~patial parity, and 
even G parity. 10 

(GA, OlD, LDJ, GRK, .. DHM, AR, JAS, and GAS) 

Study of Strange -Pa:~rticle Resonant States Produced .in .1T + d Interactions 
at 2. 28 BeV/C' 

In order to search for the proposed T =· 2 :ETI global symmetry res
ona_nce we are in- the proce'ss of studying the reaction 

- -'... + n + d .oe.:E 1r pK (A) 

the doubly charged :En system cannot be produced in three-body final states 
in the interactions on hydrogen. Preliminary data are too few to permit one 
to draw any conclusions. In addition to reaction (A) we have been studying 
the reaction 

(B) 
''< 

which, owing to the absence of the K... resonance, .has _been selected to look 
for the 1660-MeV Yn I= 1 resonance suggested in the 11'-p~ata. The results 
of this analysis should be forthcoming soon~ -

(GA, OlD, LDJ, .GRK, .DHM, .AR, J AS, and GAS) 

- + - ' The Reaction TI +p- 1T + n + n ,Below 800 MeV 

The Lawrence Raqiation Laboratory 7 2-inch liquid hydrogen bubble 
chamber has been exposed to beams of eight different energies from 360 to 
770 MeV kinetic energy (the settings at 360 and 770 MeV are from an earlier 
run as part of the Associated-Production Experiment). More than 3000 n+
P~.?duction events have been analyzed. For beam 5~ne:rgies in excess of 
Nj;2 + 1T thr~sh~ld t.her~ i~ clear evidence ~or Nj·/2 isobar production. The 
n angular d1stnbut1on_1nd1cates th<.J.t these 1sobar•s prefer the backwal;'d 
hemisphere below 500 MeV, while above .600 MeV the opposite is observed. 
For the lowest incoming beam energies the neutrqn kinetic-energy distri
bution in the reaction c. m, system strongly favors low.neutron energies, 11 

but shows no other striking effects. 

(JK, J AS, and RDT) 

10
Gideon Alexander-, Orin L Dahl, Laurance Jacobs,, G~orge R. Kalbfleisch, 

Donald H. Miller, Alan Rittenberg,, 'Joseph Schwartz, and Gerald A .. Smith, 
Final-State Interactions in the n.;. + p ...... KKN Reactions (UCRL•l0524, 
Oct. 1962), Phys. Rev. Letters (tq be p-q.blishedQ. 

11 s .· ' ' 4 282 J. chwartz, J, Kirz, and R. D; Tripp, Bull. Aril, Phys. Soc. , 
(1962). ' -

.. 
' 
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Associated-Production Experiment (72-Inch Chamber) Parity Conservation 
in n- + p -.11\0 + K 0 

In a complete sample of 2 700 J1i 0 decays produced in the reaction 
n- + p-.lli 0 tK0 at 1035 MeV/c, no evidence was found for parity noncon
servation in.the production process. The decay asymmetry components in 
the production plane were zero, with errors ±0. 03. The results of this 
analysis were reported at the 1.962 Inte·rnatibrEl. Conference on High,-Energy 
Physics at CERN. ' 

(JAA, BBC, FSC, RLG,. RAG, LJL, GM, LRP, and DY) 

High-Angular-Momentum States inTI-+ p.-A 0 ·+ K 0 

On the basis of about 6000 events at pion momentum 1035 MeV/c, 
there seem to be states up to. at least F 512 • . The r.esults of this an~lysis were 

. reported at the 1962 Internatwnal Conference on H1gh-Energy Phys1cs at 
CERN. 

(JAA, BBC, FSC, RLG, RAG, .LJL, GM, LRP, and DY) 

n- + p-A0 + K 0 at Its Threshold 

Both S and P waves seem to be present close to threshold. An 
attempt is being made to extrapolate between this threshold (about 903 
MeV /c)· and 1035-MeV /c data. The results of this analysis were reported 
at the 1962 International Conference on High-Energy Physics at CERN. 

(JAA, BBC,. FSC, RLG, RAG, LJL, GM, LRP, and. DY) 

. Charge Symmetry in the Associated-Production Process 

. By comfaring absolute cross section, angular dist:t"ibution, and polari-
zation of the A in 

n- + d- K 0 + A 0 + n (A) 
and + + o n +d-K +A +p (B) 

and in s.everal other closely related processes, one can test the reactions 
for charge symmetry. No detectable differences were found between these 
reactions (except for the differences in charge that distinguish them. ) Thus 
the reactions exhibit charge symmetry. The statistical errors are about 
1 Oo/o on all the quantities tested. The results of this analysis were reported 
at the 1962 International Conference on High-Energy Physics at CERN. 

(FSC, JRH, JBS, and MLS, in collaboration with Duke University and 
Johns Hopkins University) 

Neutral BranchingRatios of T) 1 s Produced inn+p Inte;nactions at 1170 MeV/c 

Four-prong events and two prongs with an associated y-ray conversion 
are being examined in an attempt to obtain the branching ratios for 
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. . . 
(JAA, BBC, FSC, RLG, RAG, LJL, GM, LR,P, and D.Y. in c<;>llaboration 
with .E. c;. Fowler, Yale) 

''1' .. 

Low-Energy K- +p Experiments (15-Inch Chamber) 
):c 

Y -Spin Analysis . 
· .; _ · ':c .;· >:c ·: O 

Approximately l<XX> events of the reaction K + p - Y 1 + rr; Y 1 -+A ·· + rr 
from the 760-MeV /c K- run of 1960 have been studied in som~ detail in an 
attemP;t to. decide the spin of the Yr .. Using ~he model proposed by Dalitz 
andM11ler, 12 ,we have attempted to f1t the data to the S- a:nd P-wave pro
duction of a Yi< of spin either 1/2 or 3/2. From a comparison of the. good
ness of fit of tli,e data to the several hypotheses, we have attempted to de
termine the Y.~< spin. ··So Jar the results are rather difficult to interpret, 
and work is still in progress. 

(JPB) 

K- -p Interactions Near 760 MeV/c 
. . . . . . 

· ~The· Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 15-inch hydrogen bubble chamber 
has been used to study K--p interactions at 620, 760, and 850 MeV /c. A 
study of the two- body final states shows significant enhancements in the pu,re 
I =1 Yrr and Yrrrr total cross sections at 760 MeV /c. These are interpreted 
as manifestations of a y~< (1660 MeV) exdted hyperon. Furthermore,· a study 
of the angular distributions for these final states clearly indicates that the 
spin of the resonance would be 3/2. · 

(PB and JPB) 

Elastic Scattering and Charged-Hyperon Production at 75 to 300 MeV /c 

Elastic scattering and charged-hyperon production for the low-energy 
K.·-p· in~eraction (75to 300 MeV/c) ofthe 1960 exposure ofthe 15-inch hydro
gen chamber are being completed. New program:s are being written to expand 
the 9-nalysis of the 1ow-energy K-p system beyond the zero-effective-range 
analysis carried outforthedata of the 1958 ·exposure, · 

(WEH and RRR) 

12
R. H.' Dalitz and D. H Miller, Phys Rev. Letters 6, 562 (1961) 
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Determination of the :E -A Parity 

In a previous pubiication7 the existence of an excited hyperon of 
.mass 1520 MeV and full width 16 MeV was established; the state was found 
to have isotopic spin 0, spin.3/2, even parity with respect-to K-p, and a 
KN: l:n:Amr branching ratio of 3:5:1. Frorri a further study of the angular 
distributions and polarizations of the different !:n charge states the KpL: 
parity was concluded to be odd. 13 Combining this with another result on odd 
KpA parity, 14 one may conclude that theE-A parity is even. 

... The Kp!: . parity result was based on data analyzed in the vicinity of 
400-MeV /c K- on hydrogen. Subsequently all the K-p data between 250 and 
513 MeV/c have been subjected to a least-squares fit by usingzero-:-'effective
range amplitudes for the nonresonant S, P, and D waves and a resonant n

3
/ 2 

amplitude. Only odd Kp!: parity is found to fit the data satisfactorily. 

(MF-L, RDT, and MBW) 

Hyperon Production by K- Interactions in Deuterium 

Hype ron production by K- interactions in deuterium at a laboratory
system momentum of 20.0 MeV /c has been analyzed. The experiment was 
performed at the Bevatron in the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 15-inch 
deuterium bubble chamber. The reactions are dominated by three-body 
final states. Branching ratios betweenthe several final states provide two 
independent verifications of the charge-independence hypothesis. The ratios 
are in reasonable agreement with those predicted from the K-p interaction. 

• Analysis of the energy distributions in the final state indicates the presence 
of final-state scattering as well as a dominating impulse type of the K- -nu
cleon interaction. 

(OlD) 

Antiproton Experiment (72-inch Chamber) 

An analysis of two-prong interactions of the 1.65-BeV /c antiprotons 
in the 72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber is nearly complete. The inelastic 
two-prong interactions have been studied. The results of this analysis will 
soon be published. 

(GAL) 

13
R. D. Tripp,. M. B. Watson, and M. Ferro-Luzzi, Phys. Rev. Letters 

8, 175 (1962). 

-
14

M. M. · Block, F. Anderson, A. Pevsner, E. Harth, J. Leitner, and 
H. Coh~, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 291 (1959). 
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DATA REDUCTION 

Programming and. Computer Efforts 

A number of programs that a.re essential to the data"" reduction proe
ess were discussed in the preceding· semiannual report. :For purposes of 
review, these systems do the following jobs: - ' · · 

PANAL takes the output fromthemeasuring projectors and,performs checks 
on the f()rinat of the measurements as well as 0~ the measurements themselves 0 

PACKA_GE performs the geometrical reconstructioh.of the event in the 
chamber and then subjects it to a kinematical constraint subroutine that 
se'arches for the best fit to the input data on.the assumptionofan eventhypo-
thesis~ · · , 
EXAMIN AND SUMMEX perform detailed calculations on the raw -output 

from PACKAGE and plot th~ data in histograms, scatter diagrams,' etc. 

A new program, LINGO, has been added to:the system. This. pro
gram maintains and performs library operations on an event catalog on 
magnetic tape. Serving_as a. control index in parallel with-the physies analysis 
routines, it connects to the analysis, flow only when controlling what events 
are to be measured and wh~n receiving the final results ofthose measure
ments. Such a system is fundamental in large experiments ,(thousc:mds o.f 
events). · 

The -QUEST program,. discussed in a preliminary sense in the- pre
.- ceding semiannual report, has been es.sentially completed~. It is an: on-line 
computing system that can be used. by a physicist:to ap.a,lyze unusual bubble
chamber events. The proc;luction version of· P,ACKAGE has been modified 

. so that the physicist can control the progress of a spe.cific event through the 
subroutines of PACKAGE. Feedback from the computer to the operator 
permits him to decide what hypothesis he should try next, depending upon 
the results already obtained. Because the physicist requires time to think 
what to do next, the QUEST system has been designed so that it can interrupt 
and then restore other programs. 

Franckenstein. System 

The scanning,and measuring system'for the 72-inch hydrogen bubble 
chamber is in continual. operation, with four measuring projectors and ten 
scanning _projectors. One of the measuring projectors previously. US!ed to 
measure film from the 15-inch bubble chamber has been converted to handle 
film from the 72-inch chamber. This machine is now beginning production 
work, and operators are being trained inits use. This will increase the 
measuring capability of the data-analysis system for the 72-inch bubble
chamber·, 

The 15-inch bubble-chamber system has been decreasing because 
there have been no new exposures with this chamber .. The system now con
sists of one measuring projector an,d one scanning projector. One meas:.. 
uririg ·-projector and eight scanning projectors are on loan to other groups in 
the Laboratory. · 
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Data- Reduction Ope rations 

Personnel (Alvarez Scanning and Measuring Group) 

UCRL..:l057.2 

The total effort in full-time equivalents was 63 for May 1962 and 
rose to 80 for June 1962, when many part-time employees went to full time 
for the summero In October the group strength returned to 63 full-time 
equivalents 0 

Scanning 

During this 6-'month period (May through October 1962) the bubble
chamber film was scanned as followso 

Number 
Experiment Scanning of rolls 

4 1 (n- in Hz) 159 

4 Z(n- in Hz) 30 

4 l(n+ in Hz) 66 

4 Z(n+ in Hz) 57 

4 Special 111 

6 1 ( TT - in Hz) Z5 

6 Z(n- in Hz} Z5 

6 Special 1 17 

6 Special Z 17 

7 l (K- in Hz). 457 

7 Z(K- in Hz) 357 

7 1 (K- in Dz) Z5 

8 1 (n- in Hz) Z68 

8 Z(n- in Hz) 131 

8 1 (n- in Dz) 51 

Total .7Z-inch bubble-chamber·rolls scanned 1, 796 
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Measuring 

The measuring activity during this half year was as follows. 

. Measuring 
projector 

IA 

ID 

Total 

IIA 

IIB 

IIC 

IID 

Total 

Bubble 
chamber 

15 inch 

15 inch 

. 72 inch 

~7.2 inch 

72 inch 

72 inch 

Measuring 
hours 

3.53 

454 

807 

2,999 

3.,112 

2,577 

2,396 

11,084 

The Spiral Reader 

Instrument ·Number of 
hours events 

0 l ,635 

16 2,270 

16 3,905 

243 17' 744 

110 16,609 

.186 14,271 

195 12,7 20 

734 61,344 

The spiral reader is now operational though not yet working on a pro
duction basis. Improvements are continually being made in the filter pro
grain and other parts of the system. At present about 70% of the two-prong 
events· measured can be processed completely, and the results compare 
favorably with Franckenstein measu:rements of·the same events. Of the 3po/o 
that fail,. it seems likely that improvements can. soon correct one-half to 
two-thirds of these, The remaining 10 to 15% failures will probably be dif
ficult to eliminate. Single-vertex events are measured in about 6 minutes. 
Improvements being worked on i.n the control logic of the machine will speed 
up the measurements. The ultimate speed is expected to be 3 or 4 minutes 
per event. 

The . SMP System 

A prototype version of an instrument for scanning and measuring 
bubble-chamber film, the SMP (described in,UCRL-10109) has be.en built 
and tested. Tests of the prototype connected to an IBM 709 computer have 
demonstrated the feasibility of this mode of operation, and have shown that 
the instrument is capable of detecting ht;tbbles even on low-quality film. The 
measurement accuracy (for a 0.6-cm track segment made up of bubbles 301-l 
in diameter) was 6 IJ.. 

Three improved versions of the prototype SMP are presently near
ing completion. A computer program has b.een coded that is capable of in
gesting, checking, and analyzing the data from at least three SMP 1 s simul
taneously operating .on-line to an IBM 709 computer. Debugging of the com
plete operational system is just getting under way .. 

,. 

• 
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PEBL 

The· electronic analog of the KICK-GUTS system, PEBL, described 
in the preceding .report, has been completed to the extent of having the capa
bility for analysis of one-vertex events involving five or fewer particles. 
Greater capability is being added on a noninterfering basis, The analog is 
being used currently in a systematic study of the KICK failures that occurred 

. among events of the two-prong vee topology in the 1,22-BeV / c K7 2 run. The 
average time spent determining the cause of a failure, including usually a 
re-examination on the scanning table (but no remeasurement), is about 1/2 
hour. This process reveals that almost all the KICK failures are the re
sult not of faulty measurement but rather of incorrect interpretation. The 
goal, not yet reached, is to determine the distribution of the various causes 
and final disposition of the failures well enough to estimate possible effects 
on other results. This undertaking should end in a few months. 

BUBBLE -CHAMBER OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

72-Inch Chamber Operations 

The 72-inch chamber continued operating on the K72 experiment 
until a broken refrigerator line necessitated termination of the run a few 
days before the shutdown of the Bevatron. Approximately 220,000 photo
graphs (367 rolls) of K- and iT~ in hydrogen and 67,000 photographs (112 rolls) 
of K- and iT- in deuterium were taken during this report period. Since the 
shutdown of the Bevatron, the operating crews have been utilized in repair 
and maintenance of the 72-inch chamber, development of better and more 
reliable spectrometers and construction, and component testing of the 25-
inch bubble chamber. 

25-Inch Chamber Development 

The 25-inch chamber, being constructed as a general laboratory fa
cility, has proceeded well into the ''hardware" stage, The magnet iron and 
support stand have been received and assembled. The first six coils for 
the magnet are due from the supplier by the end of November and the re
maining six coils by the first of the year, The vacuum-system components 
are being as sembled and fitted to the vacuum tank, The control-panel as sem
bly is nearing completion. The stainless steel castings for the chamber and 
window flanges have been received and are being machined. Construction of 
the inflatable gaskets for sealing the windows is under way. 

Some difficulty has been encountered in fabrication of the expansion 
bellows. When the two bellows halves were welded together, radial cracks 
appeared, These were patched by hand welding. The bellows were pulsed 
at double the normal stroke in the rapid-cycle test device at liquid nitrogen 
temperature for two million pulses. The bellows were then leak-checked and 
found to be tight. A room-temperature cycling test was performed, and the 
repaired cracks failed after 1/2 million pulses. Metallurgical investigation 
suggested a change in the type of stainless steeL A test set of bellows is 
being fabricated and will be tested in the near future., 
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During this period, effort has been directed toward development of 
a fast cycling system to permit m-ore economical procurement of track 
photographs. We are designing a photographic system that should be capable 
of obtaining up to five stereo triplets per Bevatron beam burst. 

Primary elements of the chamber light-source system.have been 
tested and have demonstrat-ed the necessary capability. An Edgerton FX-26 
lamp was pulsed approximately Jour fla·shes in 350 msec with a 5-sec cool
dqwn period. 

Quartz camera ports and the large optical blanks have been received. 
Processing of the le_ns elements has been started. One of the blanks for the 
chamber precision window was c.racked at Tinsley Laboratories (Berkeley). 
Although we have a ·spare· blank, this has caused delay and may significantly 
extend the delivery .date of the optics. 

Matched lenses for the stere,o camera have been received and are 
being tested by Lawrence Radiati-on Laboratory Technical-Photo,_group for 
distortion characteristics. A new film--drive system capable of handling 
the pro~igious quantities of film required by fast _sy-cl~ng has been evolved 
and is in the detail-design stage. " 

Dat~ acquisition has become relatively difficult owing to the low: in
trinsi:c brigh:tn-es:s of comme·rci:ally available digita:l displays·. Work is pr:o
gressing on conversion ofthe Industrial Electronic Digital Display Unit to 
flash operation. No test information is ,presently available. 

The 25-inch chamber should be ready for an engineering test run 
with liquid hydrogen by the first part of May 1963. _ 

?''" 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Walter H. Barkas in charge 

STRANGE-PARTICLE RESEARCH 

K- ~MeS.on Reactions in Complex Nuclei 

Angela Barbaro-Galtieri,. Walter H. Barkas, Harry H. Heckman, 
· W. Zack Osborne, Jack W. Patrick, and Frances M. Smith 

A program to study the role played by hyperon-pion and other res
onances inthe capture of K- mesons.in complex nuclei has been in progress 
for about two years. 

The ihvest_igation of events in which the K- meson interacts at rest, 
producing ~± + ,.+, is nearing completion, . A sample of some 250 such stars 
was chosen with the requirement that (a) if the ~ decayed in flight, its 
.sec:ondary came to rest in the stack; (b) the associated 1T came to rest in 
the emulsion with no inelastic scatterings along its path, 

±- . 
jfe have further separated the events showing only the ~ ,.+ and those 

with . ~·· n+· plus a recoil, blob, or electron from those showing additional 
prongs, 

We. are now gathering data on events that indicate multinucleon cap
ture of the K- meson. The purpose of this experiment is to find whether or 
not resonant states are involved in the multinucleon capture process. To : 
date, we have located 54 events of the type K- + ~EP~-E± + p, where the 

kinetic energies of the ~ and p are greater than 6o and 30 MeV, respec
tively. About one-half our scanning effort to locate these events is finished, 

To complete the .analysis of an unbiased sample of K- -meson inter
actions at rest, it was necessary to determine the momenta of a group of 
high-energy particles that left the emulsion stack or otherwise failed to come 
to rest in it. Some 97 momentum determinations have now been made by 
means of multiple-scattering measurements with the Koristka MS-2 digitized 
microscope and the Cooke scattering microscope. In order to have an addi
tional check on these data, however, the entire group of events was also sub
jected to ionization measurements both at the track beginning and at the track 
terminus where feasible, Ideally 1000 blobs were counted in a single. plate, 
and calibration was made on a similar high-momentum track of known velocity 
in that same plate. The emulsion stack "A" employed was the subject of ex
tensive ionization measurements in a previous work, 1 This combined anal-
ysis; is .expected to yield a more accurate high-energy pion spectrum than 
either method used alone. 

1 
J. W. Patrick and W. H. Barka.s, Nuovo Cimento, Suppl. 23, 1 (1962). 
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Hyperfragment Production Process 

Jack W. Patrick and Plyare L. Jain 
I. 

UCRL-10572 

. Analysis of K- stars in which a hyperfragment and a pion were associ-
ated--referred to in the previous Semiannual Report---has not yet been com-
pleted. A preliminary check, begun on the charges or ranges (or both) of "'~ 
the particles involved, failed tb agree wit:h: the previous measurements. A 
reanalysis is now in progress. 

Energy-Momentum Balance in the Reactions 

K- + p -:E± + :rr+ 

Jbhn N. bye'r, Walter H. Barkas, .and Harry H. Heckman 

The apparent anomaly in the .energy and momentum palance in the 
reaction K- + p - 1:;- + :rr+, previously reported, 2 has been the su'bje,ct of 
further study. The measurements described in the preceding Semiannual 
Report have been completed, cind our first results have been.reporte.d. 3 

An adjustment of the range-energy relation (mostly for pions in the· 
neighborhood. of 70 to 90 MeV) is indicated by our data and is ii! present be
'ing calculated. This and possibly other adjustments will reduce the anpmaly 
but proba'!?ly will not completely remov~ it. This work will be completed 
during the present report period. 

PION RESEARCH 

Mean Life of the :rr 0 Meson· 

Hla Shwe_,. Frances M. Smith, and Walter H. Barkas 

Evaluation of the errors in the :rr 0 lifetime measurement, which was 
thought to have been completed in the last report period, is not. yet finished, 
and a final mean-lif~ estimate cannot be made. 

Interactions of J6-BeV :rr""' Me~ons with Protons 

J. R .. B.urwell, Walter H. Barkas, A. G. Barkow, 
. Piyare L~ Jain, G. Kane,. Z. O'Friel,and Hla Shwe 

.. . , .• Interactions,in emulsion of 16;-:BeV :rr- mesons, found in extensive. 
alorig.,the ... track scanning, were analy:z;edto select from among them tl~e ones 
that correspond to collisions with free protons. Th_e number, angq,lar distri
ht1tion, and energy: distribution of the .secondary particles produced in these 
collisions have been rr1easured, and analysis of the data is _now, in progress. 

' .r. 

2 . 
John N. Dyer, Charged ~-Hyperon Production and Decay: Energetics, 

Lifetimes, and Branching Ratios (Thesis), UCRL-9450, Nov. 1960. 
3 ' 

Walter H. Barkas, John N. Dyer, and Harry H. Heckman, Energy 
Balance in K- + p-+ E± + :rr1=', Blill. Am.. Phys. Soco 7, 469(1962).' · 
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HEAVY -ION RESEARCH 

Neutrons Produced in Heavy-Ion Reactions 

William G. Simon 

Measurements of the neutron yield from bombardment of Au by o 16 

ions have been extended to a neutron energy of 25 MeV in the forward di
rection. These new measurements were made by using an external poly
ethylene radiator together with nuclear emulsions to detect the recoil pro
tons. An abstract has been submitted for the APS winter meeting in the 
west: William G. Simon, Neutron Spectra from Heavy-Ion Bombardment, 

.UCRL-10507:Abs., Oct. 1962. 

Multiple Scattering of Heavy Ions 

William G. Simon 

Measurements were4tpade of the multiple scattering of o 16 
ions in 

Au and ·zapon foils and of A ions in Al, Au, and zapon foils. No other 
such experiment is known to us. In those cases in which the. Molie're theory 
is applicable, the results agree well with the theory. (The Au foil was thin
ner than the minimum thickness for which Moliere 1 s theory applies, so that 
no comparison was made for gold. ) 

Charged Particles from o 16 
Interactions 

Donald V. Reames 

. ~<t,lysis of the angular distribution of protons and alphas from o9 to 
159 for 0 interactions in Al is continuing. Further scanr~ing has also 
been done on the 0° magnetic analysis of particles from 01 interaclions in 
·Al,. Ni, Ag, and Au. The spectra produced in the interactions of 0 1 on Ag 
have been included to see if there is a general decrease in the yields with in
creasing A of the target or if the decrease seen for Au is primarily due to 
competition with fission. Suchinformation may make it possible to say on 
the·average how early fission occurs in the de-excitation process. 

An Automatic .Counting Device for Heavily Ionized Tracks 

Donald V. Reames 

An attempt is being made to use the electrical conductivity of the 
solid shaft of silver left by heavy ions to cqunt these ions. Thin layers (5 to 
20jJ.) ~f K.5 emulsion were %oured on electrically conducting .Nesa glass and 
exposed to the 167-MeV 0 1 beam at normal incidence. The processed plates 
were then placed on a standard microscope stage, and the objective lens of 
the microscope was replaced by the tip of a fine ball-point pen. As the stage 
is driven under the pen, electrical contact is made between the pen and the 
glass surface when a track passes under the pen. A simple circuit has been 
made to coupt the resulting pulses. 

. Pr~liminary results indicate that the technique is quite feasible, al-
though fufther development is necessary to improve its reliability. It is 
expected that a wide range of particles can be counted by this method, possibly 
including stopping alphasf 

6 
The technique is currently being applied to the 

angular aistributlon of 01 ions scattered by thin Al, Ni, and Au foils. 
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DIRECT OBSERVATION OF THE MIRRORING OF 
GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PROTONS 

ON A DISCOVERER SATELLITE 

Harry H. Heckman 

(In cooperation with Dr. George Nakano, Lockheed Missiles and 
Space Division, Palo Alto, California) , 

We are now analyzing a group· of four small emulsion stacks (each 
4 ern diarnXO,S ¢.rn) that were recovered on SepL 1, 1962 from a space
orie:q.ted·Discoverer satellite. The orbit was inclined 65 .. 2° to the equator; 
~pogee a~d perigee were 407 km and 178 km, ·respectively. The 'number of 
orbits was 65. Because of the low altitude of the satellite,· only'those geo
rnagnetically trapped protons that mirrored over the South Atlantic (where 
the geomagnetic field has its lowest value) were detected, Limits can be set 
on the area over which the mirroring protons were detected, Moreover, the 
distribution of pitch angles we observe, a Gaussian with a = 7.8°, suggests 
that. the region may be very small, and that pitch-angle. distribution is close 
to the actual one, Preliminary results on the 'orientation of the mirror planes 
in .the emulsions show that the inclination I o£ the magnetic field was .. about 
40°' ~or responding to a geomagnetic latitude 'X.rn = 22, 8_ 0 at th~ point .of maxi
mum Intensity .. ,We also have observed an asymmetry In the .flu~ of protons 
arriving at' our detectors from the west relative to the flux arriving from the 
east, The asymmetry, an effect attributable to the residual atmosphere at 
this altitude,. is consistent with the calculations by Lenchek and·Singer, who 
first suggested that the asymmetry' would exist. 4 Energy and flux measure
ments are now being taken, 

UNIVERSAL RANGE TABLE 

Walter H. Barkas 

As a contribution to the work of the Subcommittee on Penetration of 
Charged:· Particles in Matter of the National Researeh Council, a universal 
range :..energy'-:lable has been prepared. It has been issued as a report. 5 This 
table is consister{t with the niost ~ccurate data available for all. stopping ma
terials. With onfy a few restrictions it ·permits interpolation to obtain.the 
range of any particle at any energy in any materiaL. 

.. . '· ' . . . 

V._IDEO TRACK ANALYZER 

Harry ft Heckman and Walter H. Barkas 
• I . , • . 

The construction ~f the television microscope described in the p~e
. ceding report has been completed, The initial test operation of the instru
ment was t6 measure the 'mean track width of stopping heavy ions. Ions of 
carbon,· neon, and argon, accelerated by the Hilac, were used, The :rneas-
U.:rernent of meant rack width over a range. of l oo' to 200 1-L was found to be 
r~prociucible to about itl, 7o/o for a given track; A sample of fi v~ tracks of 

4
A. M. Lenchek and S, F. Singer, J. Geophys.' Res, 67, 4073 (i962), 

5 
Waltel:"' H. Barkas, The Rq.nge-Energy ·Function, UCRL-10292, Aug. 

1962. 

..) I_': 

.) 
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each of the ions listed above was mea"sured. The a of .the distribution of 
the mean track width.for all ions was about 2o/o. The ions were completely 
resolved with respect to charge for ranges greater than 60 l,!.. 

Several functional improvements have been made on the microscope. 
The operational tests showed that the track signal varies with .the position 
of the track in the electronic gate. It is upon this problem that we are now 
concentrating. 

. ( 

. ' 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH . ' 

Kenneth M. Crowe in ch;arge 

MESIC x-RAY STUDIES 

Alan Astbury a:nd Robert Shafter 

UCRL-,10572 

A program of measurements of rr and fJ. mesic x rays produced in 
transitions of mesons between Bohr orbits of various elements is in progress. 
A bent-crystal x-ray spectrometer is being used for. precision energy meaS·
urements of the x rays in the range 20 keV to 1 MeV" The experiments are 
being perfor~ed in the meson cave of the 184-inch cyclotron. 

The spectrometer utilizes an 8 X 8-in. quartz crystal with a 6. 5 X6. 5-
in. usable aperture. A run has been made using the .411-:keV x rays .from a 
Au 198 source, and the resolution was found to be 0.3o/o. 

Precise measurements of mesic x rays would be useful for a variety 
of reasons, such·as determination of the pion and muon masses and more pre
cise knowledge of nuclear charge distributions. Measurements of energy
level splittings due to the spin of the mesons can .be used to study magnetic
moment effects, radiative effects, and nuclear quadrupole moments. 

THE K+ DECAY 
':c 

Robert Beck and Roy P. Haddock 

This experiment, ·the first phase of which was performed at the 
Bevatron in the summer of 1961, seeks to determine the branching ratios 
for the different K+ decay modes and to study the momentum spectra of the 
charged decay products, using a magnetic spectrometer in coincidence with 
a counter hodoscope, Data were taken in the form of four trace oscilloscope 
photographs recording the counter pulses, and a time-of-flight record of the 
event was photographed to assist in particle identification. 

Four computer programs have been instituted to aid the analy9i~: 
IDEAL. EXACT,. SELECT, and SHOWER. The first two study the focusing 
properties of the spectrometer magnet and determine the momentum ranges 
of acceptance into the various "bins" of the counter hodoscope. The SELECT 
program can then identify the various. decay modes. The SHOWER program, 
based on Monte Carlo calculations, will be used to estimate the electron-de
tection efficiency for the Ke 3 ;mode. 

The analysis is presently in progress. Ten thousand useful events 
have been examined,. and tentative results on the ·K 2/K 2 relative branch
ing ratios will soon be obtained. A second run is bJlng <fonsidered, to meas
hre · the branching .ratios of the rarer modes and the momentum spectra of · . 
the charged secondaries more ciosely. We also wish to investigate the angu
lar correlation in the Kl-1

3 
and Ke 3 decays frbm K+ at rest. Such a study 

would yield information as to the nature of the interaction leading to these 
decays. 

>:<Present address: University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. 

;'!, 
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BOUND-MUON DECAY 

Philip Beilin and Alan Astbury 

An experiment of the muon decay, 1-1 -:+ e + v + v, from bound atomic 
states has been performe'd to study the distortion of the electron spectrum. 
The run was recently concluded at the 184-inch cyclotron with a 180° mag
netic spectrometer ·in conjunction with counter telescope arrangements to 
detect and measure the momentum spectrum of the decay electrons for 1-1-
stopped in copper. 

Interest in this problem stems from two considerations: The experi
ment has been performed once to date;l furthermore, experiments by several 
groups indicate an anomalously high decay rate--when taken as a function of 
the atomic number of t~1.e binding nucleus Z-- in the neighborhood of iron. 2 
Theory predicts no such behaviour. However, the electron spectra for bound 
muon decay has been calculated theoretically. 3 Thus, an experiment examin
ing the electron s.pectrum would represent a definitive check on theoretical 
predictions. 

MESON PRODUCTION IN p + d COLLISIONS AND 
THE I = 0 n-n INTERACTION 

Alexander Abashian, t Norman E. Bootn, t Kenneth M. Crowe, 
Roger E. Hill, and Ernest H. Rogers>:· 

High-resolution momentum spectra of de
3 

and H 3 nuclei produced 
in the reactions 

p + d -+He 
3 + no and p+d -+ 1-I3 + + 1T 

-+He 
3 wo - H3 + + + w 

-+He 
3 n+ __. H3 + no + + n + 1T + 

-·He 3 + no + tTO 

were studied in a series of three experiments performed at the 184-inch 
cyclotron. Each· spectrum exhibits a peak due to single pion production and 
a continuum due to the double pion production. Moreover, an anomalous 
bump has been observed in the He3 spectra which has been interpreted as an 
I :: 0 virtual dipion with a scattering length of 2 il/ IJ.C • The preliminary re-

1 
G. Culligan et al. , in Proceedings of the 1961 Conference on Elementary 

Particles, Aix-en-Provence, p. 1 

cf. R. W. Huff, Ann. Phys. 16, 288 (1961), p. 292. However, tl.1.e results 
of an experiment only recently published reports seeing no anomaly in the de
cay rate:I. M. Blair et al., Proc. Phys. Soc. (London)86, 938 (1962). 

3
H. Uberall. Phys. Rev. 119, 365 (l960);V. Gilinsky and J. Mathews, Phys. 

Rev. 120, 1450 (1960); R. W. Huff, op. cit. 
':'Present address: Department of Physics, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 
~Presentaddress;Enrico Fermi Institute, Univ. Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 
+Present address: Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California. 
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sults have been reported; 4 and the final results and interpretation are to be 
presented in a series of four pa.pers. 5 

The main p,roblems of interest are the results of the measurements 
on single pion pr6d:~i;:tion and the determination of the spin and parity of the 
anomalous bump <is: ~ell as its. interpretation. Absolute cross sections for 
the reactions p + ::4 -+ He3 + Tr0 and p + d - H3 + Tr+ have been measured .at 
several angles and energies, and results are in good agreement with other 
experim,ents. Comparison of the wiciths and shape .of the single pion peaks 
with our resolution calculations enabled us to check the experimental reso
lutions at He3 momenta corresponding to 2Tr production? Moreover, com
bining our measured cross sections with the cross sections for the process 
p + p -+ d + Tr+, we calculated the He3 form factor thr.ough the use of the im
pulse-approximation integral relating the two processes 

· d p + d -+ HJ + Tr+ 
an p + p -:+ d t Trt 

In the last ofthe 'three experiments the spin and parity of the anomaly 
was determined; the 

3
I = 0 isotopic spin state was infe~red from ~ co~pari

son of the He 3 and. H momentum spectra. The. expenment cons1sted 1n 
measuring the relative numbers of x rays and charged pions in coincidence 
with the He 3 of several different momenta.· Since the anomaly has an extremely 
short lifetime, it .was conside!ed that the dominant decay was into two pions 
(i.e. , the anomaly is an enhan~emerit in twC>-piori production for low energies 
of the two-pion systems). The charged-to-neutral ratio was 2:1, indicating 
a state J = o+ 0 • 

The anomaly can be satisfactorily explained by a strong final-state 
interaction between the two pions from the reaction p + d - He3 + 2Tr. The 
S-wave TrlT scattering length in the I = 0 state was determined as 

1i . 
a = 2- . This value, however, is accurate .to within a pion Compton wave 

SO jJ.C 

length, since its determination is dependent on the radius of interaction, which 
is not well known. 

A, Abashian, N. E. Booth, and K. M .. ·Growe,. Rev. Mod. Phys. 33, 393 
(1961 ); Phys; Re~. Letters 5, 258 (196.0); Phys. Rev. Letters 7,. 35 
(1961). .. .. - .. 

5 
Alexander Aba~·liial)., Nor~an E .. Booth, Kenneth M~ Crowe,Roger E. Hill, 

and Ernest H. Rogers, Meson Prodi.lction in p + d Collisions and the 
I 3 0 TrlT I~teraction .. L !"1easurements of the ~o~entum Spectra of He 3 and 
H Nucl~1 Produced 1n H1gh-Energy p + d Colhswns, UCRL-10407, 
Nov.. L 1962. . .. 

. ~ 
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS 

David L. Judd in charge 

.- November 1961 through October 1962 .· 

I. S-MATRIX AND ELEMENTARY-PARTICLE THEORY 

The emphasis in elementary-particle physics, both experimental and 
theoretical, has been shifting to unstable particles and resonances. Field
theoretic approaches to these problems a~e clouded by questions of existence 
of the basic quantities. An S-matrix theory of unstable particles and res
onances has been developed on the basis of rigorous Fredholm solutions of 
the physical unitarity equations. It is proved that the associated poles must 
occur at exactly the same complex energy in all S-matrix elements, and that 
the residue R.. factorizes: Ri: = R. R.. This means that, for multichannel 
processes, thPcontribution of a!n un~tathe particle or resonance splits into 
factors depending separately on the initial and final states. Stable-particle 
poles factorize in this same way, and the two factors are, in this case, them-

. selves S-matrix elements. In analogy, the individual factors for the unstable 
particle or resonance poles can be considered S-matrix elements for the un
stable particle. These generalized S-matrix elements are well defined, but 
only at the precise mass value associated with the pole; no extension off the 
mass shell is defined. Stable and unstable particles enter, then, into S
matrix theory in a quite symmetrical manner. The theory provides a rel
ativistic, and relatively simple, basis for the usual analysis of multichannel 
resonance processes by the K..,matrix formalism. The usual boundary-value 
treatment in coordinate space is nonrelativistic and involves an ambiguous 
radius of the resonance region. The work was reported at the 1962 Inter
national Conference on High Energy Physics at CERN, and in Laboratory 
reports. l, 2 Publication is planned. (Henry P. Stapp} 

. The equality of the masses and Jifetimes of conjugate antiparticles 
has been proved by Luders and Zumino on the basis of CPT invariance. 
Their proof is not rigorous because its use of unperturbed eigenstates con
flicts with the theorem of Haag4 and Hall and Wightman. 5 A rigorous proof 
has been given in the framework of the S-matrix. theory of unstable particles. 
The proof is based on the fact that the structure of the Fredholm denominator 
function is such that', for it, the CPT transformation is equivalent to anti
particle conjugation. The work was reported at the 1962 InterrJ.ational Con
ference on High Energy Physics at CERN, and in a Laboratory report. 2 

Publication is planned. (Henry P. Stapp} 

1 
Henry P. Stapp, Unstable Particles inS-Matrix Theory, UCRL-10259, 

May 23, 1962. 
2
Henry P. Stapp, On the Masses and Lifetimes of Unstable Particles, 

UCRL-10261, May 24, 1962. 
3

G. Luders and B. Zumino, Phys. Rev. 106 385 (1957). 
4

R. Haag, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selska'4 Mat. - Fys. Medd. 29, no. 12 
(1955). 

s· 
D. Hall and A. S. Wightman, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab .. Mat. -Fys. 

Medd, ~. no. 5 (1957), 
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The program of developing s.:..rnatrix theory into a complete self
contained framework for elementary-particle physics has been further Eursued. 
A formal development, following the lines sketche.d in an earlier work, has 
been partially completed, The postulates have been slightly weakened and 
brought··:c::loser to physically verifiable principles. A major improvement is 
a new S:f:·tflcatrix proof of the normal connection between spin and statistics. 
The pre:yi'ous one depended on a now eliminated assumption, not experi
mentally ·verified· in all cases, that self-conjugate combinations of particle
antiparticle amplitudes have measurable magnitudes. The new proof has 
similarities to the field theoretic proof obtained recently, but is not based 
on conjectures involving local field operators. Parts of the work have ap-' 
peared as UCRL reports. 7 • 8 A preliminary account was given as an invited· 
paper at the 1962 New York meeting of the American Physical Society, and 
has now been published, 9 A complete report is in the process of preparation, 
(Henry P. Stapp) 

The concept of intrinsic parity has been examined from the S-matrix 
viewpoint. No a priori notion of particle intrinsic parity is entailed by S
matrix principles; one has rather the possibility that experimental cor
relatie.ns are the same in two mirror image systems, If this is the case, 
then for each process occurring in nature the sum ove:r initial and final or
bital quantum numbers either is even or is odd. This defines for each process 
an intrinsic parity, which, in principle, is experimentally observable. The 
relationship between the process intrinsic paritles of the various processes 
described by a single scattering function is fixed by the analyticity require
ment; the switch from initial particle to final antiparticle reverses the pro
cess intrinsic parity inthe fermion case and leaves it unchanged for bosons. 
A corresponding result in field theory is well known. From the existence of 
process intrinsic parity the useful concept of particle intrinsic parity can be 
obtained by construction, The certain vagueness of the a priori concept intro
duced in field theory is avoided and well-known difficulties connected with 
the possibility of .super selection rules are not encountered. A report of the 
work is shortly to appear, 10 (Henry P. Stapp) 

The problem of constructing invariant scalar amplitudes for the 
scattering of particles of arbitrary spin has been investigated in the frame
work of Stapp 1 s spinbr S·"matrix theory.. Reported results include a proce
dure for definingthe Stapp invariant amplitudes for arbitrary spin in terms 
of representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, the construction of 
projection operators for the irreducible parts of a tensor of arbitrary rank, 
and the development of a covariant formalism for constructing a set of basis 

Henry P. Stapp, Phys. Rev. 125, 2139 (1962), 
7 Henry P. Stapp, The Decomposition of the S Matrix and the Connection 

Between Spin and Statistics,, UCRL=10289, June 18, 1962. 
8

Henry P. Stapp, Coordinate Space and Position Variables in S-Matrix 
Theory, UCRL-10288, June 11, 1962. 

9Henry P. Stapp, Revs. Modern Phys. 34, 390 (July, 1962). 
10 Henry P. Stapp, Intrinsic Parity from the S-Matrix Viewpoint, Phys. Rev. 

28, 1963 (1962)., 

\ 
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matrices for the S matrix, for particles of arbitrary spin" 11 A brief dis
cussion of possible kinematical singularities was also given" . With the assump
tion that scalar amplitudes satisfying the Mandelstam representation can be 
found, the unique continuation of the partial-wave helicity amplitudes in total 
angular momentum was obtained" {David N. Williams, Asim 0. Barut, and 
Ivan Muzinich) ' 

For two-body reactions a method of constructing scalar amplitudes 
haying no kinematical singularities has been developed. This means that a 
Mandelstam representation can be used for higher spins whenever it can be 
used in the corresponding problem without spin" Work on the classification 
of the .amplitudes according to space and time~inversion properties is in prog
greS~So(David N. Williams) 

For problems involving arbitrary spin a generalization of the usual 
spin - l/2 calculus has been developed. A question that arises here is how 
to construct the isotropic spinors, which are invariant symbols having the 
same numerical value in every frame. A complete characterization of all 
isotropic spinors and tensors under the homogeneous proper orthochronous 
Lorentz group has peen given in terms of the metric tensor, g , the alter
nating symbol, Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and the Pauli mat~fces. This 
generalizes known results for the rotation group. ·(David N. Williams) 

In order to construct, in S=matrix theory, invariant scalar amplitudes 
with useful analytic properties it is necessary to use generalizations of the 
Hall- Wightman theorem to regions other than the future tube" Needed gen
eralizations have been proved. The question arises: What is the most gen
eral kind of domain for which a Hall- Wightman theorem can be proved? Nec
essary and sufficient conditions for a domain to have this property have been 
found" The theorem holds, for example, for domains with boundaries deter
mined, in a certain sense, by scalar invariants. Work is in progress to ex
tend the Hall- Wightrnan theorem to analytic functions invariant only under 
the proper Lorentz group, the Lorentz group without space inversion. Ex
tension of the theorem to functions defined only on complex manifolds such 
as the mass shell is also being studied. (David N. Williams) 

, It has been shown earlier that the analytic structure of perturbation 
theory described by the Landau-Cutkosky rules is in fact more general than 
its origin suggest~, and is characteristic of a very wide class of unitary 
theories" Dr. Stapp has independently been investigating this problem and 
our work has much in common" A question that arises in this work is to 
what extent it is necessary to make continuations in the external masses in 
order to establish an identity of physical=sheet properties between pertur
bation theory and any unitary theory" This had seemed necessary in or.der 
to establish the existence of anomalous thresholds. However, investigation 
shows that, at least for certain cases, the interlocking structure of unitary 
singularities ensures that an 'unconventional" choice of anomalous thresh
old singularities would result in the necessary occurrence of unwanted com
plex singularities. The result indicates a way to avoid analytic continuation 
in the external masses, which is disagreeable in an S"'-matrix theory. The 
work is being published. 12 , 

11 
A. 0. Barut, I. Muzinich, and D. N.: Williams, Construction of Invariant 

ScatteringAmplitudes for Arbitrary Spins and Analytic Continuation in Total An
gular Momentum (UCRL-10463, September l r, 1962), to be submitted to Phys. Rev. 

12John Polkinghorne, Anomalous Thresholds in Unitary Theories, Phys. Rev., 
Dec. 1, 1962. 
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Investigations have been made rel.ating to recently publi$hed papers 
by Henry P. Stapp on S:..matrix theory. The connection between the iterations 
of the equation for M functions.~ derived by Stapp from the tinitarity condi
tion, and renormali-zed perturbahon theoriy h<)::V'e been examined. Also; at
tempts have been made to .relate Stapp 1 s formU'l1ati~n of S-matrix theory of 
unstable.·:f>·~rticles to specific simple cases ip'potential theory. (John Hutchins) 

c.;: 

.A.<~tudy of the St<:~.pp foTmalism in dis·persion theory was carried out. 
Ca,leulati;bri:s were made to study t,he :r.elations:hip of this formalism to the 
field"'"theorehc perturbation scheme anP: to the field-theoretic expression by 
Jacob and Sachs 'for the lifetime o<f an unsta::Pl~ particle. In connection with 
these calcul<~.tion::s, a study was'a1so made of the analytic properties of the 
field-theoretic pertur.bation expansion. (Alexander Maksymowicz) 

Work ha.s: been done in the general ~.re<:~. of relativist~c S.,.matrl.x theory. 
The workis descr:ibed in three repo·rts. 13 .,15 (Asim 0. Ba.rut) · 

Two-particle •Scattering amplitudes ar·e known to have a natural 
boundary along the negative real axis ·on the second sheet. Yet the individ-q.al 
partial-wave amplitudes a;re known to h~ve no such b~undary. This apparent 
anomaly has been examined. and the way in which the natural boundary is 
"erased" by the partial-wave integration has ibeen explicitly demonstrated. 
{Jack Wong) 

An investi'gation of mechanism of the '•'boot strap" type, botp in field 
theory and in S-[..ha'trix theory, was continued. In field theory the fact that 

·such solutions rieed not have the symmetry ofthe Lagrangian leads to diffi
culties, and some provisional attempts to avoid the.se dif:fl.culties have been 
made. (Jeffrey Gqldstohe) · 

At the suggestion of Dr. Malvin A. Rudermari, work was started on 
extending a theory due to F. E. Low 0n the distincti0n between elementary 
particles 'and bound states. 16 Lowv s model consists of two particles involved 
in scattering in the static approximation. He shows that one cannot distinguish 
between the cases i:n which the two particles form a bound state or in which an 
elementary particle is connected with them in a trili.ne.ai vertex. It is de
sirable to extend the theory to incll':lde mor.e particles and to make it relativ
istically inva.riant;, ·In thi$ ditecti(m, it h<:~.s been shown that· the Low model 
admits no more than one bound state and that the symmetry between elemen
tary particle and bound state, in this rn.odel., is due to the initl.ally assumed 
crossing symmetry. By investigating the Mandelstam representation of the 
scattering amplitude, whichino.o'rpo,rates relativistic invariance and crossing 
symmetry, there is reason to hppe that a more general moder canbe con
structed. No results have yet been obtained. The Lee model has also been 
critically examined with re-spect to the bound..,.state-elementary-partlcle 
symmetry. ,(James H~ Cr~chton) · · 

1 3 . . . ' .' 
A. 0. Barut and D, Zwanziger, Phys. Rev, 127:• 974 .(1962). 

14
A. 0" Barut and F. Ca'logero, Singul.arities of the Scattering Amplitude 

for a Glass of Soh~ble Potentials, Phy,s. Rev, (rin press}. 
15 

A. 0. Barut, Analyticity in Angular Mon1entum of the Many- Ch~:mriel S 
. Matrix from Dispersion Relations and:. Ui:J._itarity, Phys. Rev .. (to be published). 

16F,E. Low, N'uovo,Cimento 25, 678 (19'62).· 

. ~ ·.:- .. 
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Under the direction of Dr. Weinberg the problem of composite parti
cles vs. elementary particles is being examined both within the framework 
of the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation and in field theory, the latter by 
means of the ·Bethe-Salpeter equation. The Born series for the S matrix 
diverges at a certain energy, because of the pole in the amplitude at a hound-

. state energy. The procedure adopted is to remove this natural divergence by 
"substracting out" of the Fredholm kernel the bound- state parts by the Schmidt 
method or, in the nonrelativistic case, by subtractions of certain potentials. 
If "proper" subtractions are made, then the Born series for the scattering 
amplitude converges. The method, if it can be perfected, should provide 
fundamental insight into the relations between bound states and elementary 
particles, and may lead to practical methods of calculation in field theory. 
(Michael Scadron) 

A model in which the photon is regarded as a bound state of a positron
electron pair is being investigated .. The one-photon exchange supp,lied the 
attractive force. In the Born approximation to quantum electrodynamics this 
leads to a divergence of the integral over the left-hand cut in a N/D calculation. 
The infrared divergence may be removed by giving the photon ·a small mass. 
The ultraviolet divergence is removed by considering the photon to be a Regge 
pole ·in .the amplitude, which supplies a cutoff related to the slope of the photon 
trajectory in the plot of J vs s. Another parameter is the derivative of the · 
effective coupling constant with respect to energy squared. With these two 
parameters it is hoped to fit the zero mass of the photon and the fine-structure 
constant. A pilot calculation in which the spin of the electron is ignored is 
'being performed with the assistance of Mr .. Larry Tribe, who is programming 
the· calculations for the IBM 7090o This work is still in progress. 
(John M. Charap and Euan J. Squires) 
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. IL .. COMPLEX A-NGULAR MOMENTU:M, . 
. RE:GGE. J,=>OLES, AND DISPERSION RELATIONS 

>_D,uring the past year there has .been ra,pid and exciting progress in 
the theo!:y, .of strong interactions basedcon the. S matrix. , T:he major, develop
ment ~~~:6:recognition.of the importance ·of continuation in.angular momentum 
and of pgles in the complex angular momentum plane .(Regge poles). The 

• Theoreffcal Group at Berkeley has been. a-ctive in following up this break~ 
through~ and my main concern has been to encourage: and correlate the various 
aspects of "Regge polology" being studied locally. Otherwise, my chief con
tribution has been to point out,. together with Frautschi:, that when. aU experi
mental data- ..;for both high and low. energies.:. -are examined from the point 
of view of Regg·e poles,. it becomes plausible that the entire spectrum .of 
,strongly interacting particles and their interactions may emerge from simple 

. assumptions aboU:Lthe. S m~.trix. The.re should be no arbitrary parameters 
allowed. Recently Ihave developed a new set of S-matrix equations in order 
to check this conjecture.. Publications during this peri-od are listed below.l-6 
(Geoffrey F. Chew) .· 

The study of Regge pol~-s was continued, ,and the role .tpey play in· 
determining the behavior of high,-energy cross wections recogniz:ed. In 
te·rms of Regge poles one can understand and correlate the. rates at which 
variou~ high-energy cross sections approach their constant limit. 7 A de
taile<i numerical analysi,s of the available data on high-energy total cross 
sections of 7T:I:p .:. K±p, pp, pp, np was carried out. This showed that al
though it was possible to fix the values of 'ap(O), aw{O), the. value or Clip' {0) 
could be determined only with a ,large degree of uncertainty fr,om the pres
ently available data. (Bhalchandra, M. Udgaon:kar) 

T,he nucleon-nucleon problem was considered from the standpoint of 
analyticity in angular momentum. The Regge poles with the quantum numbers 
of the nucleon-antinucleon channel con.tro·l the high-momentum transfer be
havior of the nucleon-antinucleon amplitude and hence; by crossing, the high
energy behavior of the nucleon-nucleon amplitude. A detailed analysis of 
the high-energy nudeon-nucleon amplitude was performed by use of the Regge
pole hypothesis. In particular th.e contribution of the 7T and p mesons was 
considered in some detaiL This work has been described in a paper sub
mitted for publication. 8 (Ivan Muzinich) 

lG. F. Chew and S, Frautschi., Phys. Rev. Letters 8, 41 (1962). 
2 
G.F. Chew,.Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 394(1962}. 

3 
G. F. Chew, Phys. Rev. Letters 2_, 233 (1962). 

4 
G. F .. Chew, Strong Interaction Theory without Elementary Particles, in 

Proceedings of the 1962 International Conference on High Energy Physics, 
CERN, p .525. . . . . 

5·•. 
"G. F. Chew, The Self-Consistent S Matrix with Regge Asymptotic Be-

havior, Phys. Rev. (to be published). 
6

G. F. Chew, The Artificial Singularity in, the N/D Equations of the New 
Strip Approximation, DAMTP preprint, Cambridge University. 

7 . 
B. M. Udgaonkar, Phys. Rev. Letters 8., .142 (1962). 

~I. Muzinich, High-Energy Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering (UCRL-10331, 
June 26, 1962), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
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A' detailed investigation of the problem of analytic continuation in 
anguLar' mdinentum of the scattering amplitude for many-channel potential-

, scattering problems with spin has been carried through, This included a 
·general proof of the factorizability of the residues of Regge poles, valid for 
the many-channel potential-scattering problem, This proof can, under certain 
reasonable assumptions, be extended to relativistic S-·matrix theory. The 
work has been submitted for publication, 9 A continuation of the S matrix for 
many-channel potential-scattering problems with arbitrary spin, away ·from 
the physical values of the angular momentum, was defined. The scattering 
amplitude was expressed as a sum over physical J values of a summand 
merorhorphic on the entire J plane. It was then proved possible to make a 
generalized Sommerfeld- Watson transformation on this partial-wave sum. 
On the basis of an important symmetry proved for the partial-wave amplitudes, 
it was also shown possible to perform a modification of the Sommerfeld
Watson transformation analogous to that of Mandelstam. A pole of the S 
matrix at J = a was shown to be associated with a contribution to the scat
tering amplitude which, for large values of z = cos 8, behaves like za.. Ex
change potentials and the generalization of J garity were also discussed. 
The work has been submitted for publication. l (John M, Charap and 
Euan J. Squires) · 

A study of nucleon-nucleus scattering, as dominated by the 
Pomeranchuk Regge pole at high energies, showed that the very-high-energy 
n~cJ:ron-nucleus C\IYoss section should be pr~porti_ona_l t~ _A instead of to 
A I· , . as had been thought, The rate at wh1ch th1s hm1t 1s expected to be 
reached was calculated on the basis of a simple model. This also indicated 
the possible existence of a cut in the angular momentum plane for this problem, 
irL.which one has an anomalous threshold, The work has been published. 11 

(B. M. Udgaonkar) 

made,· 
tire J 

A study of the Regge poles for Coulomb scattering amplitudes was 
It was shown that the amplitude is a meromorphic function in the en
plane. This work has been published, 12 (Virendra Singh) 

Problems associated with the continuation of partial-wave scattering 
amplitudes to complex values of the angular momentum have been considered. 
It has been shown that the conditions set on the amplitude for large values of 
the angular momentum by the requirement that .it be useful in practical appli
cations effectively define the continuation uniquely. Some properties of this 
continuation for nonrelativistic potential scattering, and for a relativistic 
amplitude satisfying the Mandelstam representation, have been obtained. The 
work has been published. 13 (Euan J. Squires:) 

9John M. Charap, Elihu Lubkin, and Antonio Scotti, Theory of Nucleon
Nucleon Scattering on the Strip Approximation to the Mandelstam Representa
tion (UCRL-1 0028, December 19, 1961), submitted to Ann, Phys. 

10John M. Charap and Euan J, Squires, On Complex Angular Momentum in 
Many- Channel Potential Scattering Problems, I and II (BCRL-10 138, March 
22, 1962, and UCRL-10209, May 3, 1962), submitted (in two parts) to Ann. Phys. 

llB. M. Udgaonkar and l:vL Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. Letters 8, 346 (1962), 
1 2Virendra Singh, Phys, Rev. 127, 632 (1962), 
13Euan J, Squires, Nuovo Cimento 25, 242(1962). 
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A study has been made of the effect of ~he requirement of unitarity 
in crossed chani'l:els on the behavior of scattering amplitudes in the Regge 
plalf-e. This is a charaCteristic'of relativistic theories not found in potential 
theory. A consideration of the elastic term of the unitary sum showed that 
this t~,rrn would have many singularities in addition to the Regge poles. Simi
lar si¢,:~g~l§trities have been shown to occur for an arbitrary term in the uni-
tary s\ifi:l( Mo.reo:ver, each term gives anidentical set of singularities. This ~ 
means~that no firm conclusion can be drawn, from these considerations, 
about th,e behavior of the complete amplitude, since there is a possibility of 
canceliations. The result is of interest as it shows that an assumption of 
pure pole singularities in the Regge plane is not necessarily false in a full 
relativistic theory. This work is described in a paper submitted for publi-
cation. 14 (John Polkinghorne) 

Other problems that have been investigated, but on which work is 
incomplete, are cert;;tin special cases of second-type singularities of scat
tering amplitudes, the- high-energy behavior of perturbation theory, and a 
means of finding in a relativistic theory the cuts in the Regge plane that 
Udgaonkar and Gell-Mann \have suggested, on the basis of impulse-approxi
mation calculations, should exist for the s'cattering of composite systems. 
(John Polkinghorne) - '' 

An investigation was undertaken of Regge trajectories for potential 
scattering. 15 N~merical results were obtained for single attractive and 
repulsive Yukawa potentials. The IBM 7090 code used for the majority of 
this work has been generalized to treat any analytic potential, and is ayailable. 16 
(Akbar Amadzadeh, Philip G. Burke, and Cecil Tate) -

14
John Polkinghorne, Complex Angular Momenta and Uni,tarity in Crossed 

Channels (UCRL-10353, July 6, 1962), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
15 A. Ahmadzad,eh, P. G. Burke, and C. Tate, Regge Trajectories for a 

Single Attractive Yukawa Potential (UCRL-10140, March 1962); A. 
Ahmadzadeh, P. G. Burke, and C. Tate, Regge Trajectories for Yukawa 
Potentials (UCRL-10216, May· 1962), submitted 19~2 Inter!lation/aLC0n£e:rence 
on: High Energy Physics (Geneva, July 1962). 

16
Philip G. Burke and Cecil Tate, FORTRAN program called TREGGE 

to calculate Regge trajectories and S-matrix elements for an arbitrary 
pot_ential, UCRL-10384, July 24, 1962, 
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Regge trajectories have been calculated for relativistic scattering. 17 

The results imply that the method's adopted can be used to calculate physically 
significant eros s sections by use of the Mandelstam representation;·.· Certain 
associated FORTRAN subroutines have been written and are available.l8 
{Philip G, Burke and Cecil Tate) 

Ageneral method has been developed toi approximate the Regge tra
jectories in the relativistic case. By writing a once-subtracted dispersion 
relation for the real part Rea{t) and using the known properties of Ima(t) 

·.and Rea(t), it has been possible to derive Rea(t), using a plausible assump
tion for Ima{t} .. The method has been applied to the nucleon Regge trajectory 
and the physical impllcations discussed. The same method can be applied to 
any Regge trajectory, the accuracy of the approximation c;lependingon the 
experimental knowledge about it.· Currently the method is being applied to 
the Pomeranchuk trajectory. (Ismail Sakmar and Akbar Ahmadzadeh) 

The kaon-nucleon high-energy scatte.ring has been investigated from 
the Regge pole viewpoint. Appropriate partial-wave amplitudes have been 
defined and analytically continued into the complex angular moniimtum J 
plane. Regge-pole contributions to the three different channels of the problem, 
which mutually control the forward and backward scattering .of one another, 
have beeninvestigated and the quantum numbers for.Regge trajectories de
termined. The effects of the exchanged particles on KN and KN scattering 
have been studied, with emphasis on the different behaviors in these two chan
riels of the backward-scattering amplitudes. Work is in progress onthe iso
topic spin aspects, the crossing relations, and the dynamics of the problem. 
(Ismail Sakmar) · 

An investigation was made of the analyticity in complex angular mo
mentum plane of the various partial-wave amplitudes occurring in TIN scat
tering and in the eros sed 2TI - NN channel. The notion of J parity is 
clarified by considering nonconservation. It was found that, corresponding 
to a Regge pole in TIN scattering channel, J = a(W), there is also a Regge 

·pole .at J = a (-W), W being c; m. energy in the TIN scattering channel. 
The observed particle and resonance states in the two channels are discussed 
from the R~gge point of view .. Also, the expression for high-energy back
ward and forward pion,- proton scattering are given. A paper has been written 
describing the work. 19 (Vir.endra Singh) 

A program of calculating the nucleon mass and the position of the 
3/2-3/2 resonance of the TIN system by means of a reciprocal bootstrap 
mechanism was initiated. The work is still in progress. {Virendra Singh 
and Bhalchandr.a M. Udgaonkar) 

17 
Philip G. Burke and Cecil Tate, Calculation of Regge Trajectories by 

Using Dispersion Relations (UCR.L-1 0217. Submitted 1962 Conference on 
High Energy Physics {Geneva, July 1962). 

18
Philip G .. Burke and Cecil Tate, Routines Bl-EO-T ANZ, C3-EO-BESL, 

C3-EO-GAMMA, C3-EO-HYPR, C3-EO-LEGN. 
19virendra Singh, . Regge Poles in the TIN Scattering and iT+ iT - N + N 

(UCRL-10416, August 7, 1962), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
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·.Dynamical. 'IT'TT equations have been set 'up for partiai-wave amplitudes 
(in particular for the .I = 1. 1. = 1 amplitude). The input parameters ar~ esti
mates from experiment of the slopes and values of the residues and positions 
ofReg2e poles in cross channels. The equations used are .those outlined by 
Chew •.. o The program will, at least in its first stages, be semiphenomeno
logicaL}a;t:p.er than bootstrap. Calculations are being made on the IBM 7090. 
(G. Edw~rd. Jones) 

Tihe 2'!T contribution to the electromagnetic structure of the nucleon 
has been.'recalculated by a new method for evaluating .the left-hand cut of 
the Frazer~ Fulco amplitudes" Excellent agreement with experimental data 
was obtained by using the experimental values for the position .and the width 
of the p meson. The work has been reported. 21 (Virendra Singh and 
Bhalchandra M .. Udgaonkar) 

The nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude was examined within the 
framework of the strip _approximation, Asyrilptoti.c _bounds to the behavior 
of the scalar amplitudes were derived and were applied to limit the number 
of "allowed" single spectral functions to six, and correspondingly to limit 
the types of dynamically independent one-particle states. ·The unitarity 
equations in which only two-particle intermediate states were retained were 
explicitly derived for both the NN and NN ch~nnels. The NN equations 
express a portion of the double spectral functions in terms of the '!TN ampli
tudes. ~he NN equa~ions express another portion o~ these functi~ns _throulh 
co-qple.d Integral equations. The work has been submitted for publicatiOns. 2 

(John M. Charap, Elihu Lubkin, and Antonio Scotti) , 

Formulas have been derived for the . NN two-pion exchange potential, 
using the strip approximation, arid the numerical calculation of this potential 
inltiated .. Some experimental consequences of the assumption ~hat the nucleon 
is a '!TN bound state have been investigated, and the results· reported. 23 

·Several calculations were made in low-energy. 'IT1T scattering, using a com-
bination of the Chew-Mandelstam and generalized Ball- Wong techniques with , .. 
self-consistency. Most of the results of these calculations have been reported.24. 25 
(Louis Balclzs) · · 

20
G. F. Chew. The Self-Consistent S-Matrix with Regge Asymptotic Be

havior,. CERN preprint. 
21 v. Singh and B. M. Udgaonkar, Vector Charge and Magnetic Moment 

Form Factors of the Nucleon (UCRL-10264, _May 25, 1962) ,(to be published). 
22 

John M. Charap,. Elihu Lubkin; and Antonio Scotti, Theory of Nucleon-
Nucleon Scattering on the Strip Approximation to the Mandelstam Representa
tion (UCRL-10028,_December 19, 1961), submitte.d to Ann. Phys. 

23
Louis Balazs, The I= i. J = i State in 'TT-N Scattering with the Nucleon 

as a Bound State (UCRL-10026, January 19, 1962), Phys. Rev .. (tb be pup
lished). 

24L . . B 1"' . 5 OUIS a azs, Low-Energy Pion-Pion Scattering. Part I (UCRL-101 7, 
March 28, 1962), Phys. Rev. (to be published), 

25 ... . . . '·. ' 
Louis Balazs, Low-~nergy, Pion-Pion Scattering .. P~rt II '(UCRL-10376, 

July 23, 1962) ,/ submitted to Phys. Rev. · ' · · 
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The rrA system is being studied in the resonance. approximation, 
using the bootstrap mechanism ofBalazs. Numerical calculations are in 
progress. (Michael Der Sarkissian) 

An unsubtracted dispersion relation for the isovector kaon form 
factor maybe written in terms of the mr- KK, J = 1, I= 1 scattering ampli
tude B and the pion form factor. The B may be calculated by writing a 
dispersion relation. for the function r = BD, where D is the denominator 
function for the J = 1, I= 1 Tr'TT-scattering amplitude. The integral over the 
left-hand ·cut in r has been evaluated in the kernel approximation first used 
by Bala:z;s, 1 which yields a two-pole expression for r. The .residues of the 
.poles were determined by matching at two points the amplitu~e continued 
analytically from the crosse.d channels. In these only the K resonance was 
retained. The possibilities of spin-0 and spin-1 assignments to this res
onance were studied,and it was shown that only the spin-1 assignment gives 
rise to the correct order of magnitude for the contribution to the isovector 
kaon charge. This work has been prepared for publication. 26 
(Alberto Pignotti) ' 

* . ! . 

A self ... consistent calculation of the K resonance has been· attempted. 
The N/D· method was used,and the kernel approximation due to Balazs 24 · 
was invoked. The forces introduced are the exchange of the K* in the u 
channel and the exchange of the p and the "Pomeranchon II in the t channel. 
The "coupling 11 of these unstable particles to the KK system is calculated 
by solving the equations for the corresponding 'TT'TT- KK partial waves. The 
only free para,meters left are the pion m,ass, which sets the mass scale, 
and the kaon, p, .. and "Pomeranchon" masses.· Numerical calculations are 
in progress. (Alberto Pignotti) 

Alberto Pignotti, The K* Spin a,!ld the Isovector Kaon Charge 
(UCRL-10467, September 12,. 1962), submitted to Phys. Rev. Letters. 

. . 
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. In.·, LEPTON·PHYSIOS 
,. '.,' .· .... ,-; :.c., .. _,. · . . ,;,/' . : ·,:_·:.. .. ·.·· ': ... ..... _ ... ·.: 1 
A previously developed theory.; of weak ip.terattions · has .been extended 

to include the neutrino interaction. The following ratios of cross sections 
are. predicted: . , . 

····.·-' . ' ' ,. 
(v' + n ..:...-:P+;~-) : (v + n ~ p + ~"'") : (i) + n- .:I:~ + J:l-), :: ( v +n ___ t+. +e-) 

. - . .···~{.-.~-.~-~- ,,= 0 : T!~/4 : 5
2 

T!
2 /4' (f?r'v· froni iT.-fJ. de.cciys). · 

z ., . 

; ' '·. 1 : 5
2
/4 : '62 -~~ /4 :'_0' '(fe>r v_ frc)m .K:~~-qeca:§:s) 

H~re 6 2~1/H) and ~:2 ~· 1/lO.(Gyo ,'!aKe~a) , .. 

The possibility. of intermediate ·V:~cto-r posons' bel_ng. p~od).lted_ -~uch 
more copiou~ly 'tiian usually estiniated_.ha_s be~ri exi:i.rnined. · Thi's'is shown 
to be possible if ''(a) th'e.re are two' kinds of vector bosons~ one be1ilg _:t:espon..o I 

sible for the leptonic decays of elementary particles and the other 'for 'the 
nonleptonic decays, and (b) the coupling constants_ between the, vector field 
a;n~the c~~;r~nts are :~~ff~reJJ.t for the ~s = 0 cur'rents a.'nd" ~s* # 0 c~rrents. 
The. poss1b1hty ()f so~~ of the ~~served resonance_s such,,as K. .. (:tvh~*·~730 
_MeV) has be~~ exam1ned. (qyo Takeda) ... _ 

'The nelitrino beani "intensity.'to be exp~~ted fro~ high~en'ergy acceler
ators· has been c'alculaie_d .. The. ne~trirl~S a're the, 'res'uit'ofthe de~ay 9f pions 
and kaons produced by p~oton bombai-dment ofan e·~t~J;nal;targf;!t. · The · 
empirical' Perkins formula has been used forthe_sp~,c:tr~ of p'i9ri~i and l:>osons, 
and the isotropic neutrino spectrum in the pion rest· systein has be'en trans
formed to the laboratorysystem. (Joseph Lepore and Robert J. Riddell, Jr.) 

At the suggestion of Professor Malvin A. Ruderman, the effect of the 
possible existence of a first-order (ev) {ev) coupling on the neutrino-pair 
emission rate by a hot, partially degenerate relativistic plasma was investi
gated. Calculations were made for temperatures and densities relevant for 
certain stages of stellar evolution.. Neutrino-pair emission by collective 
electron modes, especially transverse plasma excitations, is found to be 
the main mechanism for neutrino radiation by a dense stellar plasma, when 
e-e prodl;l.ction is small either because the temperatureis too low 
(T .:::; 108 °K) or because degeneracy suppresses it. ,The neutrino luminosity 
of a .star can greatly exceed its photon luminosity for a central core tem
perature > 108 °K. The results have been reported. 2 (C. H. Woo) 

Work has continued on the attempt to understand the transition. paths 
taken by a f.L~ meson captured in .solid lithium. The wave functions of the 
J.L-mesonic atom of the solid were obtained by means of perturbationtheory 
and numerical integration with the IBM 704. The energy dependence of the 
various transition rates. such as radiation rate, Auger rate involving the core 
electrons, and Auger rate involving the band electrons were obtained through 
analytic methods and by numerical calculations on the IBM 704. Matrix 
elements involving J.L-mesonic coordinates also were obtained. The various 
approximations used have been examined. (Coates Johnson), · · · 

lc. Ta:keda, Arin. ;Phys .. ·u~; 310, (!9i/~S: · .. , , _· . : ;: .. ·· ·: . · . . · 
2J. B~r~lay Adams, Malvin A.:' Rud~·~m~n;· and Ching~Hu~g Woo, Neutrino 

Pair Emission by a Stellar Plasma (UCRL-10343, July 2, 19o2), submitted 
to Phys. Rev. ' 
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IV. NUCLEAR. THEORY 

Calculations have been made over large regions of the NuClear 
_Periodic Table to determine the deformation of and the energy difference be
tween spherical and deformed nuclei as functions of neutron and proton num
bers. These. calculations involve. minimizing the sums of S. G. Nilsson's 
single-particle energies as functions of deformations without pairing. Ex
tended regions of deformed nuclei occur for the very-neutron-deficient rare 
earths and for neutron-deficient actinides. Experiments are suggested for 
the observation of deformation in these regions of the Nuclear Periodic 
Table and, also, for other more limited regions. The work was done in 
collaboration with Eugepe Marshalek of the University Institute for Theoretical 
Physics at Copenhagen and Raymond K. Sheline of Florida State University. 
(Lucy Wu Person) 

Work was continued on the model in. which fission fragments are 
represented by ·idealized charged liquid dl,"ops constrained to spheroidal 
shapes. A study of the dynamics of the separation of completely symmetrical 
drops was made by using an IBM 7090 computer to integrate the classical 
equations of motion. For this re.stricted case it was found that the final 
translational kinetic energy is approximately related in a very simple way to 
the initial conditions. By use of a distribution of initial conditions determined 
by assuming statistical equilibrium at the saddle point, a formula for the 
translational kinetic energy distribution was derived. Various generalizations 
to more realistic asymmetric cases are now in progress. (James Rayford 
Nix) 

Quantitative results on the properties of saddle-point shapes of nuclei, 
idealized as charged liquid drops, have been reported. 1 The work was done 
in collaboration with Stanley Cohen of the Argonne National Laboratory. 
(Wladyslaw J. Swiatecki) 

The IBM 7090 code used in the above studyha·s been generalized to 
include the effect of rotation, and the various families of equilibrium of a
rotating charged drop are being tabulated as functions of the two parameters 
in the problem, the charge on the drop and its angular momentum. The ex
istence of nonaxially symmetric configurations of equilibrium of a drop are 
predicted provided the charge is not too high and the angular momentum is 
between a lower and an upper limit, both of which appear in general to be 
accessible in bombardments of nuclei with heavy ions. The work was done 
in collaboration with S. Cohen of the Argonne National Laboratory and 
Franz Plasil of the Chemistry Division. (Wladyslaw J. Swiatecki) 

The second part of the analysis ofthe time-of-flight ex~eriment on 
fission fragments and neutrons from Cf252 has been reported. The work 
was done in collaboration .with Harry R. Bowman, J. C. D. Milton, and 
Stanley G. Thompson of the Chemistry Division. (Wladyslaw J. Swiatecki) 

1w. J. Swiatecki, The Deformation Energy of a Charged Drop: Part V: 
Results of Electronic Computer Studies (UCRL-10450, Aug. 1962), sub-
mitted to Ann. Phys. -

2w. J. Swiatecki, .Further Studies of the Prompt Neutrons from the Spon
taneous Fission of Cf252 (UCRL-10139, Apr. 1962), submitted to Phys .. Rev. 
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The anomalous behavior of the number of neutrons emitt_ed by fission 
:• :fragments of different ma's'ses has been discus sed in terms of the optimum 

-.-,Wonfiguration of the fragments (idealized as two spheroids in close proximity) 
' 'at the• rno'ment of d:lvision. An attempt was m.ade to estimate the influence of 
· -. s,heil effect on the fragment shapes, and a semiquantitative account of the 

pjltterri of neutron emission appears possible. The work was done in col
laboration with J. C. D. Milton of the Chemistry Division and Chalk River, 

. Canada. (Wladyslaw J. Swiatecki) 

A mass formula that includes shell corrections .was derived on the 
basis of simple theoretical considerations of a Fermi gas whose ener'gy 
levels are ''bunched" in an empiricai way to reproduce the special stability 
of magic numbers ·of nucleons, By assuming the bunching to be associated 
with the spherical symmetry ofthe nucleus and to disappear when the nu
cleus is sufficiently distorted, one obtains an expression for the mass of a 
nucleus as function of its neutron and proton numbers, and of its shape. 
In its simplest version the formula has three adjustable parameters to 
describe shell effects. With its aid it is possible to reproduce the general 
behavior of shell oscillations as functions of N arid Z and to accou'rit for 
the appearance of large ground- state deformations of nuclei in certain p:arts 
of the periodic table. This work was reported at the "Discussion on Nuelear 
Chemistry" held at Oxford, England in· September 1962. (Wladyslaw J. 
Swiatecki) - · 

.\,; 

; ) 

'• 
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V. ATOMIC PHYSICS 

. W9rk was continued .and completed, with Kenneth· Smith of the 
Argonne National Laboratory, on a review article covering .theoretical and 
experimental aspects of the low-energy scattering of electrons and positrons 
by hydrogen atoms. 1 (Philip G. Burke) · 

Numerical results have .been obtained for the elastic and inelastic 
scatterinz of electrons and positrons by hydrogen atoms between 11.00 and 
54.4 eV. The significant feature of the work is the disagreement with · 
experiment for the ls-2s and ls-2p excitation cross sections by electrons. 
This is possibly attributable to the normalization difficulties associated with 
the experiment. (Philip G. Burke) 

. . . 
The generalized optical-potential method has been applied to the 

elastic scattering of electrons by hydrogen atoms for energies below the 
second quantum le;vel (10.2 eV), with ls, 2s, and 2p atomic states in the 
close-coupling scheme. The resulting set of coupled integrodifferential 
e,quations was numerically integrated on an IBM 7090 computer, yielding 
phase shlfts in various spin and angular momentum states. Comparison 

. with other theoretical predictions and available experimental data gives in
formation .on the importance of various physical effects on the. scattering. 
Very narrow resonance-type effects in phase shifts of various spin and angu
lar momentum states were found at energies slightly below the second quantum 
level. Their origin was examined. . The triplet results. are much better than 
.the corresponding singlet results, in general. This seems to be due to a 
better provision for the Coulomb repulsion in the triplet trial wave Junction. 
Based on this conjecture, a modified form for the singlet wave function has 
been proposed. (Robert Pu) · 

The elastic scattering of an electron from a neutral hydrogen .atom 
in the ground state has beeri studied. A variational method gives the phase 
shift of the scattered wave .. and the wave function of the system. Numerical 
calculations are currently under way on ariiBM 7090 computer. (Robert L . 

. Armstead) · 

An attempt is being made to obtain the radiative corrections to energy 
levels in a strong Coulomb field.· Relatively precise measurements of the 
x-ray fine structure have been obtained by Shacklett and DuMond. 3 The 
screening .effects have been quite difficult to take into account but, as ob
served by Schawlow and Townes, 4 these effects should give very nearly, 

1 
P. G. Burke and K~nneth Smith, The Low-Energy Scattering of Electrons 

and Positrons by Hydrogen Atoms, Rev. Mod. Phys., to be published July 
1962). 

. . 
2

P. G. Burke, H. M. Schey, and Kenneth .Smith, Collisions of Slow Electrons 
arid Positrons with Atomic Hydrogen,. to be submitted to Phys. Rev. 

3 . 
R. L. Shacklett and J. DuMond, Phys. Rev. 106, 501 (1957). 

4 --
A. L. Schawlow and Townes; Phys. Rev. 100, 1273 P955). 
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equivalent corrections to the 2
2

:Pfj2and the, 22
p 3; 2 levels .. There is thus 

some hope of a consistency check 1f the radiative corrections can be cor
rectly done. Initially, expansion of the Coulomb Green 1 s f1,1nction in angular 
momentum eigenstates similar to that used by Brown, Schaeffer,. and Langer 
was:y~dertaken and the radfal Green 1 s functiori of Kroll alld Wichmann6 used. 
But:'tlie radial integrals have proven intractible .. Currently the variational 
meflio~ developed by Schwartz and Tieinann7 is being appiied to th~ probl'em. 
The· tesults are encouraging and it is hope~ that definite conclusions will soon 
be fqrthcoming. (Michael M. Austin} · 

An investiga.tion has been made qf the applicability o~ ~any-body ,per
turbation theory in calculating electron correlations in atoms.· It Y.,as found 
that; in order to obtain results that agree well with expetirTI:enf;· certain _ 
classes of diagrams, representing terms· of the perturbation sE!ries; must 
be included to many orders .. The higher-order ciiagrams were found to be 
more important in calculating correlations among the outer electrons than 
amonginner electrons. _Methods for suminipg various c'lasses. ~Jthese -
dia-grams were found. Diagrams in which the exclusion prin2ipi~ is Viblated 
i:q intermediate states were found to ·b~ of particular importahce'. The totCl,l 
correlati<m energy in be:r,-yllium was calculated 'by perturbation tll.eo'ry, with 
an IBM1090 computer.· The resultis -2,48±0.11 eV. Thevalueol;>taine:d 
from experiment is -·2. ?9 eV.. The cal~ulated correlation energies fqr'the 
differe:ht electronic shells were found to be ~ L 19. e V among Z"s eleCtrons, 
-1.15 eV among· ls electrons, and ~0.135 eV between the -1~ arid. 2s s'hells. 
This work has be.en reported. 8 (Hugh P. Kelly) ' ' 

The random-phase approximation, ·useful for'stU:dies of:the infinite 
electron gas and nuclear s'tructure, has been applied to atomic ·st·ructur'e; 
Excitation energies, oscillator strengths, and photo..:-ionization cross sections 
were computed for the lPq states of beryllium, magnesium, calcium, zinc, 
and strontium. It was found that the values of the lowest excitation energy, 
and the corresponding oscillator strength, were substantially improved in 
the calculation by random-phase approximation over the bare Hartree or 
Thomas-:Ferrrii values. The photoionization cross sectioris riear threshold 
were greatly increased over the bare values, except for beryllium. This 
increase, needed to explain the experimental results for strontium', appears 
also for magnesium and calcium. The disagreement with experiment for 
magnesium and calcium is probably ·(:lue to auto-ionization effects ~ot in- · 
eluded in the theory~ (~hilip L .. Altick) · · ·· 

5··- . - . . . . ' 
G. E. Brown and G. W, Schaefer, Proc .. Roy. Soc. (London)A233, 537 

(195t>); G. E.· Brown, G. W. Schaefer, and J~S. Langer, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
- (London)A251, 92 (1959);, G. E. Brown and D .. F. Mayers, .Pro c.-· Roy. Soc. 
(London) A25l, 105 (1959}. 

6 --
N. Kroll and E. Wichmann, Phys. Rev. 101, 843 (1956), 

·7: ' ' .. ' ' . . . -- .. . .. 
C. Schwartz, .Ann. Phys. 6~ 156 (1959); 6, no (1959); C. 'Schwartz and 

J. J. Tiemann, Arin. Phys. 2,-178 (1959); C.-Schwartz, Phys. Rev. 123, 
1700 (1961). - -. -. 

8
Hugh P. Kelly, Correlation Effects iri Atoms, UCRL-' 104:71;: :October 

8, 1962, 
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VI. PLASMA PHYSICS 

_ .. A review of adiabatic charged-particle motion. written in 1960 has 
-been revised and put in a forrri suitable for publication as a monograph. 1 
Further applications of the theory have .been included. There .is 'now a section 
on plasma stability via the first .two adiabatic invariants. A section has also 
been added in which Fermi acceleration is presented in terms of present-
day adiabatic theory. (Theodore G. Northrop) 

Work continues in kinetic theory of plasmas, particularly the scat
tering of light by a plasma. The question i.s whether interf~rometer t~chniques 
with the scattered radiation can be usefully employed. (Theodore G. Northrop) 

The energy transfer between a photon and a plasma has been. investi
gated, with particular concern for the influence of cooperative effects in the 
plasma upon the rate of energy transfer. The problem has been reduced-
in good approximation- -to a quadrature. The evaluation of the expression 
is still in progress. (John Stack and Andrew M. Sessler) 

The interaction of radiation with a plasma has been studie.d, 'with 
emphasis given to nonequilibrium behaviqr. The work is described in reports2 
and is still in progress. (Robert J. Riddell and Andrew M. Sessler) . . . 

The Helmholtz instability of two compressible fluids of equal density 
and infinite conductivity permeated by a uniform magnetic field paral,lel to 
the fluid velocity has been investigated by a normal-mode analysis. Stability 

· ag~!nst perturbations uniform in the .direction parallel to the ·fluid-fluid in
terface and perperidicu1ar to the fluid velocity was found for · 

21 2 [ 2 2 2 2] . 1 [ 2 · . 2 2 2]· 
s a > a - (v - a· ) . a + (v . - a ) 

where the fluid velocities are ±v , s is the Alfven speed, arid a the sound 
speed. The configuration is less stable against more general perturbations, 
but a general stability condition has hot been obtained. (Alan Macmahon) 

Northrop's analysis of the Helmholtz instability of the interface be
tween a plasma flowing across a magnetic fieid and a vacuum3 has been re
viewed and an inconsistency in his perturbation amplitudes resolved. His 
vacuum electric field amplitudes were found to be missing te:rms correspond
ing to the displacement of the unperturbed surface charge from its equilibrium 
position. (Alan Macmahon) 

1 
T. G. Northrop, The Adiabatic Motion of Charged Particles, to be pub

lished by John Wiley and Sons in 1963. 
2

R. J. Riddell and A.M. Sessler, COT-62-42; COT-62-43; COT-62-44; 
COT-62-45 (1962). 

3 
T. G. Northrop, Phys. Rev. 103, 1150 (1956). 
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A study of electromagn~tic' waves .in nonuniform plasma is in progress. 
It includes a particular study of the plasma in the cylindricai. 'geometry of 

. Hothouse II. .In .Hothouse II, the axial magnetic field ·decreases• with .axial 
<distance toa magnetic. beach .. Effects of Hall current, finite electron mass, 
: 'an'C,i:}¢.onductivity are retained .in a two-fluid· model at zero pressure. Retention 
. oftli¢ke effects in a. cylindrical geometry .leads to a fourth-order differential 
eqtf~t{on for the wave fcields. The behavior of the wave fields away from the 
beach:;. and the energy transmission, .reflection, and absorption by the beach 
will be calculated by asymptotic expansion ·Of solutions of the fourth-order 
scalar differential equation. Previous workers in this: field have omitted·· 
various .effects in order to reduce the wave field·equation to two second
order differential equations which are~ uncoupled or weakly. coupled. 4 

(David L .. Sachs) 

The stability of a mirror machine with c:.ondu~ting .end plates was 
examined by means of.the hydromagnetic energy principle. A, stability 
criterion, valid for arbitrary 13 and for arbitrary curvature of the lines 

. of forc.e, was de:rivect. Current investigations, concern evaluation of the 
stability of a mirror machl.ne with conducting end plates by means of the 
nonadiabatic energy principle. (Shalom Fisher) 

To obtain the contributio~s to the the~modynamic functions of a 
quantum plasma from the generalized second vi rial coefficient- -i.e~ •• two
body scattering .effects from the te.mperature-:dependent effective potential 
reflecting the po~arization of the medium- -it is possible to perform an. ex
pansion about the classical limit.,· Calculations to complete. the results of 
this expansion are now being undertaken .. Anintegral equation for the sum
mation' of all classes of diagrams from the perturbation expansion of this 
generalized second virial coefficient has been obtained. Bound-state contri
butions are formally included. Calculations using this equation will be 
started iii the near future by H. E. DeWitt and others. (Sidney Putnam) 

4
T. H .. Stix, Phys. Fluids 3, 19 (1960). 
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VII. LIQUID HELIUM 

The properties of liqui-d He 3 
near the absolute zero are being studied 

from a microscopic point of view by employing the powerful new techniques 
of the Green 1 s -function formulation of the many-body problem, The molecular 
interaction of He3 atoms has been fitted (via digital computation) with separable 
potentials, which should afford a significant simplification in the subsequent 
parts of the calculation. A first approximation to the ground- state properties 
of the system is being computed,with better approximations to the thermo
dynamic behavior planned for the future. (Donald Beck and Andrew M. 
Sessler) 

The Green's -function formulation of transport properties in the many
body problem has been studied, and the method applied to the calculation of 
the thermal conductivity, specific heat, and self-diffusion coefficients of 

·liquid He3. The Landau phenomenological theory is derived in the limit of 
very low temperatures, •. and deviations from this theory for higher temperatures 
are now under investigation.. (Chi-Ching Sung and Andrew M. Sessler) 

Continued study of the properties of liquid He 
3 

has led to the definition 
of a number of problems which are either presently under investigation or 
planned for investigation in the future .. · The present state of knowledge of the 
substance is reviewed in a Laboratory report. 1 (Andrew M .. Sessler) 

1 
A.M. Sessler, Helium Three, UCRL-l0465,'September 11, 1962. 
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. . A theoretical study''a{the aberiati6ns .of quadrupole magnets has been 
.hi progress for some time .. ' An: IBM 7090 program has been completed which 
calculates the first-order optical properties of any beam system,. calculates 
all aberrations through third order .of a beam system consisting of quadrupole 

. and octupole magz{ets' and calculates the tolerances in various physical' prop
erties and in ~lignment of the. quadrupole magnets that must be met if such 
errors are not to dominate the unavoidable aberrations. A general scheme, 
using linear programming, for optimizing first-order optical properties is 
included, This scheme is to be extended to allow the minimization of ob
jectionable aberrations .. The ~umerical calculation of the sixty'-four co
efficiE:mts describinftli.e aberrations has been checked by verifying twenty
eight relationshipsan1.6ng them that have been derived from theori bCJ.sed on 
the Poi,1,1care integrCil.irlVariants, (Philip F'. Meads, Jr. and David L~ Judd) 

A project in~olving calculation arid study of iron-free beta spectr-om
eters has been started at the request of J, M. Hollander of Nuclear Chemistry. 
Ail ex~sting spectrometer ofthis type, ioc'ated in the field,.:J'r:ee laboratory, 
has disphtyed anomalies that affect its resolution in an unexpe.ded way, Thus 
far the work has ,c;onsisted of preparing an IBM 7090 FORTRAN progr;am, 
which calculates magnetic fields 1n'terriis ofassumed chrrents in a set of 
circular conductors, and represents the results in terms of fitted polynomials. 
This program also obtains certain functions of this data, which appear in pre
vious analytical work on the theory of particle orbits in magnetic fields of 
this character, as developed by Lee- Whiting at the Chalk River Laboratory 
in Canada, The primary purpose of this program is to aid in the interpreta
tion of the performance of the existing spectrometer and to facilitate compari
son with performance of an ideal instrument free from errors of construction 
and alignment. It is hoped that this program may also be useful in finding the 
optimum design of an instrument of this type, Further work, in collaboration 
with Hollander and his co-workers, is planned. (David L, Judd, Alper Garren, 
and Donald Chaffee) 

A central goal of the Bevatron improvement program is the improve
ment of intensity. One of the important sources of increase is the optimization 
of all injection parameters. As an aid in this process, an analysis has been 
made of the influence, at injection, of inflector geometry, of rate of rise of 
magnetic field, of rf voltage, and of magnetic field shape (which determines 
the frequencies of betatron oscillations) on the intensity of the beam captured 
into phase-stable orbits. In these calculations account is taken of radial 
motion only. Vertical motion is ignored, and space-charge effects have not 
been included thus far. The approach adopted was motivated by those used 
for Nimrod at Harwell in England and for Saturne at Saclay in France, but 
the work was extended so as to be applicable to a wide variety of conditions 
in any weak-focusing accelerator. The resulting equations are too lengthy 
to be evaluated without use of a high-speed computer, An IBM 7090 program 
has been prepared which accepts as input the machine parameters and the 
distribution in phase space of the injected beam. It computes and prints the 
distributions of the accepted intensity in radial-betatron phase space, in rf 
phase space, in pha·se oscill&tion amplitttd·e ( ~n:d in the time of injection.» as 
well as giving the total intensity accepted into stable orbits, This program 
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is almost complete; it is expected to be useful in understanding the interplay 
of the various paramet~rs in maximizing injection efficiency. (David L. Judd 
and Hermanil. Gr~nder, Mechanical Engineering) ·. 

One of the interesting reports at the UCLA Conference on Sector
Focused Cyclotrons in April 1962 was from the University of Colorado, by 
D. A. Lindand his associates, who had successfullyaccelerated negative 
hydrogen ions (H-) to around.l5 MeV in their cyclotron. After the conference 
it was determined that previous work by John R. Hiskes and by.Robert V . 

. Pyle et al. at this Laboratory supplied a basis for making reasonably reliable 
estimates of the maximum energy to which such ions canbe accelerated in 
co:"l;.·:::ntional cyclotrons, spiral- ridge cyclotrons, and~yn£hrocyclotrons. 
This limit is set by dissociation in the electric field ·yv X B/ c due to motion 
in the magnetic field. The use ofthese ions in sector-focusing constant-fre
quency cyclotrons of several hundred MeV intended .as 1meson factories" 
would require magnetic fields lower than usual by at least a factor of three. 
However, this effect should not limit their use in the present g~neration of 
such machipes of 30 to 80 MeV having .B < 20 kG. The lower ene.rgy 
gain per turn in synchrocyclotrons leads na~hssociation .at somewhat lower 
energies. This work will appear in a special issue of Nuclear Instruments 
and Methods devoted to the UCLA C,anference. As a result of these calcu
lations,.· a preliminary design study pf a low-field large-diameter meson
factory cyclotron has been started at, UCLA, The advantage of u.sing these 
ions is that they can be completely and easily extracted into a well-collimated 
beam; this extraction method is not only convenient and efficient but also 
avoids the severe problems of component irradiation and induced radioactivity 

. inside such accelerators. (David L. Judd) 

An article on alternating-gradient focu,sing was written for 
The Encyclopedia of Electronics (Reinhold Publishing Corp. , New York, 
T9b2). · , (David L. Judd) 

During the period covered by this report a large amount of analytical 
and computational work has been devoted to a variety of problems in con
nection with the 88-inch cyclotron. A number ofpapers describing this work 
were presented at the International Conference on Sector::-Focused Cyclotrons 
at UCLA in April 1962. These papers will soon appear in a special issue of 
Nuclear Instrument~ and Methods devoted to this conference; therefore this 
work will not be described in detail he.re. Among these topics are the develop• 
ment and use of computer programs (a) to accept highly precise magnetic 
field measurements from which are computed the properties of particle orbits 
throughout the machine, (b) to determine optimum currents in seventeen 
sets of pole-face connecting windings by use of linear programming, and 
(c) to study in detail the design andthe optical properties of an adjustable 
two-segment electrostatic deflection system. In addition, the influence of 
various nonlinear effects on orbit properties in the outer region near extrac .. 
tionwas examined by approxi~ate analytical methods. Calculations relating 
to the 88-inch cyclotron are continuing; as operating experience accumulates, 
progress is being .made toward achieving the high degree of flexibility of.which 
this accelerator is capable. This work h.as been performed by a number of 
people working under the direction of Dr. Alper Ga.rren, who is continuing. 
the· study of problems .of this chara<:;ter .during a 3-month stay (September.,. 
November 1962) at the Rutherford; Institute at Harwell in Great Britain. 
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Studies have continued relating to the design of a large. aiternatiri,g-
gradient synchrotron. Duringmost of the period covered by this report, 
effort: was concentrated ·on an energy of 300 BeY. Consideration was givEm 
to a number of topics (general parameters, linear accelerators, magnet 
ripple and tr·arisients, induc'ed radioactivity, accelerating systems,. and 
magnet design) on which progress is reported in the paragraphs below. More 
recently, interest·has been focused on the 100-BeV range of energy. Studies 

·have been begun on methods of achieving high intensity, o"n ,determination of 
the best type of injector, and on suitable beam-extraction methods at 100 
BeY; ·Work on large AGS machines is under the direction of Lloyd Smith. 

A .. General Parameters 

Tentative values hav:e been established for the basic parameters of 
the accelerator, and the .tolerance-s required for successful operation. In 
order to avoid difficulties at low magnetic fields an injection energy of at 
least 2·BeV has been chosen. This is attainable with a linear accelerator. 
Long straight sections w:lth matching quadrupoles would be used at the experi-

. mental areas and for injection. (Lloyd Smith) · · 

B. i. Linear Accelerator 

Si'nce a near- relativistic proton linac would be a new type of accelerator, 
there are many beam dynamic problems to be investigated.before realistic 
desigh~:work coulcfcbe;gin. An IBM 7090 progr-am.has been-writtenthat follows 
the longitudinal and transverse motion of individual particles through a suc
cession of accelerating sections :with independently specified parameters. The 
problem of transverse focusing was invesU:ig_at:ed, and it was found that quadru
pole doublets between sections would focus adequately from 200 MeV on up. 
The possibility of designing the separate sections for uniform phase velocity 
is being examined. This study is not yet complete, but longitudinal stability 

. seems adequate even though the energy is as low as 200 MeV. (Lloyd Smith 
and Hartland S. Snyder) 

G, Magnet Ripple and Transients 

It was realized during the design period for the present synchrotrons 
that the distributed capacity of the magnet coils can cause large azimuthal 
variations in the guide field,· since the system responds as a transmission 
line to variable power-supply voltage. This question was re-examined for 

·'larger machines and was found to be even more serious; ripple filters and 
reduced rate of rise at injection would probably be required. (Lloyd Sm:lth) 

D. Induced· Radioactivity 

A 300-BeV synchrotron should be capable of producing 10
13 

protons/ 
· .. pulse or more. It is obvious that radiation effects would have an important 

influence on design and operation~ A study of the activation problem was 
' therefore. initiated. Thl.s study took the form of looking for a proper method 
ito ·ex't:ra·polate residual activity measurements on the present machineand 
trying:to identify the iSotopes responsible for the long'-lived components. At 
the"present .stage 6£ this work, • it appears certaiil. that the primary beam should 
eithe·r be e'xtracted for use or' ;dumped in pre -'ar·ranged locations where spei::d.al 
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handling and maintenance techniques are available.. The general level-of 
radiation in the tunnel appears to be borderline; further study is needed to 
decide whether or not conventional maintenance methods are allowable. Re
garding specific isotopes, existing data are too meager to identify the worst 
ones positively, but it should be possible to estal:llish this point with more 
experience and some specific measurements. (Robert E. Taylor) 

E. Accelerating System 

~Aninjection velocity close to the velocity of light has the advantage 
. that the required range of frequency modulation is small. The choice of 
accelerating system is thereby less restricted than.in present p:roton accelera
tors. Astudy was madeofthe possibility of using 200-Mc quarter-wave 
lines, ·mechanically tuned, a system which would be spatially compact and 
highly efficient. Theoretical analysis of the tuning servo loop indicates that 
this system is feasible;. measurements on a low-power mock-up have corrob
orated this result. (Wolfgang Schnell and Lloyd Smith) 

F. Magnet. Design 

The magnet for a new accelerator would be similar. to those of the 
present alternating-gradient synchrotrons, but probably not identical. Ex-

. perience has shown, however, that the field distribution at intermediate fields 
is calculable to high accuracy .from t}J.e geometrical arrangement, in cross 
section, of steel and coils. Thus it should be possible to by-pass much. of 
the usual model work by computational procedures. A 7090 program was set 
up to solve the two-dimensional problem for C-type magnets by _the relaxation 

·method, including the dependence of permeability onflux density. Some cases 
have been run, with sufficient precision to show the sensitivity of field gradient 
to pole shape, but the convergence of the procedure is not yet satisfactory and 
modifications are still being made in the program. (Hartland S. Snyder and 

·Lucy ,W. Person) 
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tX. MISCELLANEOUS CALCULATIONS ,;"-'·':' 

. The study _of very-high;;.energy huclea:r interactions initiated .at the 
beginning of last year has been continued. It is based on the relativistically 
fnya:riant phase-space statistical model. The computer program for calcu
lation of expected-:multiplicities and energy spectra of secondary particles 
has .. been improved and extended to include the recently ,discovered resonances. 
'(Graham Campbell, Joseph Lepore, and Robert' Riddell, Jr,) 

·Research has been continued on. a pe·rturbation expansion for the elec
trical polarization of a gas of neutral· molecules. 1 .The elementary derivation2 
6f the perturbation results has beenirnproved and the.improv,edmethods applied 
to the study .of nonlinear and nonlocal effects found earlier by means of-the per
turbation treatment. . -Work was begun on the evaluation of the first corrections 
to the Clausius -Mossotti formula for a gas· of spherical molecule.s, using a 

. simple m·ode1: for the molecules.. {Louis T. Klauder,. Jr.) · 

A simple theory of the photoprodu:ction of n° mesons from complex 
nuclei has been studied, and the results compared with an experiment of 
Goodwin, Anderson, and Kenney. 3 (:Robert Traxler} 

The relative rate of the. radiative absorption of ;r- mesons in hydro
gen and deuterium,. T'= R{1r- + d --'"''2n + y) /[ R(:rr:":. +.p -+.n + y)]. was:calcu

, ·lated by means of the impulse and closure approximation. : The result. is 
·. 0.83·±•0,08. (Robe.rt Traxler)~---

Certain properties of syst·ems were studied in assbciation with the 
Jason Division of The Institute for Defense Analys·es. The work is describe.d 
in an: IDA report co.,.authore'd with R. Blankenbede·r of Princeton University 
and -H. Foley of Columbia University. , {Andrew .M. Sessler) 

Various formulas relating to the partial-wave analysis for>the reactions 
nN-nN* and n-N~pN have been derived and tabulated for use in experimental 
analysis. Some important aspects of the analysis concerning the cause of the 
higher resonances of pion-nucleon scattering have been investigated. 
(Gyo Takeda in collaboration with Victor Perez-Mendez) 

The anomaly in the 2n mass spectrum for T = 0 observed in 
nN-2n-N reactions4, 5 has been investigated. The interference between the 
two processes,. pion production· by a one-n exchapge process and the reaction 
n-N-n-N*, was shown to give an effect similar to .one observed. A quantitative 
analysis is in progress. (Gyo Takeda) 

1 
A Kaufman and K. M .. Watson, Phys. Fluids 4, 655, 931 (1961). 

2
A. Kaufman and K. M .. Watson, J. Chern. P~s. 36, 439 (1962). 

3
L. K. Goodwin, J.D. Anderson, and R. W. Kenne~ Bull. Am. Phys. 

Soc. 1 3, 4 21 ( 1 9 58). 
4- 0 . 

J. Kirz, J. Schwartz, andR .. Tripp,.Phys. Rev. 126, 763(1962). 
5 B. Barish, R. Kurz, V. Perez-Mendez, and J. Solomon, Bull. Am. 

Phys. Soc. 7, 280 (1962). 
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The polarization of K,~ prodqced by K+ + p - K* + N or 
K+ + p - K* + N* has been studied. (Gyo Ta~eda in c'oll~boration with 
Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, and William Chinows~) .. 

The simultaneous phase-shift analysis of the world 1-s proton-proton 
scattering data at energies below 400 MeV is continuing .. Paran;1eters govern'
inf the energy depend.ence of the individual phase shifts are the variables in a 
x search. Good fits are obtained, which defi!feS allowed phas~-shift bands. 
Th.e wqrk was done in collaboration with M. J. Moravcsik and H. Pierre _; 
Noyes of the Livermore Laboratoryand was reported at the 1962 International 
Conference on High Energy Physics at CERN. A report .is being prepared. 
U-Ienry P. Stapp) · 
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'-:' The tn'ea.'surefueilt (jf a··differential stattering cross·seet1on gives only 
th~_ ~magnitude of the scattering amplitude (or S matrix) and not its phase. This 
's'olC'aUed: HJ?hase''probh~rri" has been much discussed, but without a satis
factory solution, particularly in connection with x-ray analysis '6f'structures. 
Two atte:inpts fci 'solve this problem ·have been made. · The first involves· a 
'dispersion relation to provide a' relation between the real and imaginary parts 
of the scattering amplitude. Unfortunately, the dispersioh relation leads to 
a finite· number of different phase functions, and so does' not provide a unique 
solution to the problem;• The second method involves a new experimental 
technique for doing scattering experiments. In this rnethod two scattered 
particles, from different sources, are made to interfere with each other in 
the detector. A direct measurement of the scattering amplitude is obtained 
in this way. The work was done in collaboration with H. W .. Lewis of the 
University of Wisconsin and M. L. Goldberger of Princeton University. 
(Kenneth M. Watson) 

·Recent developments in the study of analytic properties of wave func
tions permit an extension and generalization of the work of Watson regarding 
final-state interaction. A formalism is being developed for multiple final
state interactions. This includes techniques for treating inelastic processes. 
A study of the influence of the number of final-state particles on the observ;,.. 
able effects of final-state interactions is included. (John Gillespie) 

The electromagnetic field may be introduced into quantum theory by 
demanding that the gauge transformations on the Schrodinger'wave functions 
be coordinat~-dependenL The Yang-Mills field may be similarly motivated. 
It has been shown that the gravitational field is of the same gauge character. 
Parallel transfer can be presented by means of a Feynman path integral, and 
the curvature tensor emerges from closing its circuit. The approach is es
sentially global rather than local as in differential geometry. (Maurice 
Neuman) 

Two methods are employed in formulating classical statistical me
chanics. The first, due to Gibbs, starts with microcanonical distributions; 
from it one dexives microcanonical distributions which are employed in cal
culating averages of dynamical variable_s. The second, due to Fowler, starts 
with the averages. This latter approach has been mostly~used in quantum 
theory. It has been shown that the method of Gibbs involving actual distri
butions can be carried through in quantum theory. Probability distributions 
underlying the Fermi and Bose means of the numbers of particles in a given 
state and inany more general results can be obtained by this formation. With 
a probability distribution on hand one can easily calculate fluctuations frorri 
these means. (Maurice Neuman} 

I 

Wigner has shown that there exists a representation of the Lorentz 
group describing massless particles having continuous spin. The spin is 
described by an internal vector coordinate having two degrees of freedom. 
The wave f~nction describing the free particle has infinite extent l.n certain 
directions and allows the addition of a class of arbitrary functions which 
equally well describe the particle. It was suggested that this corresponds 
to a gauge freedom and that only certain derivatives of the wave function, 
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which are· fi-'·ee of ?.il:ibiguit:y;, can have phy!3ic.al significance. One can .take 
advantage of this gauge invariance to postulate a ''minimal" universal coupling 
for these particles to arbitrary fields and thus to develop a t4eory o£ inter.,. 
acting continuous-spin particles. (Daniel Greenberger) 

Criteria have been established to test whether invariance under a. con
tinuous transformation leads to a conservation law. The scale transformation 
was examined as a special case, and was shown to lead to no conservation 
law, and to be in fact of a rather trivial nature. This is due to the artificial 
way in which scale invariance~is usually introduced. A theory was then col').
structed by introducing an internal co.ordi:nate of dimension ''length" in order 
to allow only the dimensionless ratio of lengths to appear, a;nci by exploiting 
the gauge-lU<e struc'ture of the scale transformation. In.this thec;>ry the scale 
transformation does lead to a new conserved current (a~ well as to an almo$t 
conserved one). The internal coordinate was shown to play the same role for 
the scale transformation as the internal coordinate spin plays for rotatl.on$. 
(Daniel Greenberger) 

The most general linear motipns that leaci to a loss of l.n£ormation 
aqout physical systems have been investigated. . Special attention was paid 
to t;hose motions which preserve the uniform ensemble. They were shown 
l').ever to lead to an increase in il').formation about the systems. Fcir quantum 
mechanica1 systems that can be described on finite -dimer1sional Hilbert · 
spaces, the set of all time-development transformations of this subclass of 
motions forms a closed, bounded, convex set. It was shown that the extreme 
points of this set include transformations which are neither unitary nor anti-

,· unitary. Studies were made of those motion's ~n this class which can be il'l
terpreted as corresponding to a diffusion on the group manifold of a finite,.. 
dimensional I,.ie group. For such motions the close analogy between the de .. 
scription in quantum mechanics and the description in classical mechanic;s 

·was stressed.· The work was guided by. Professor E. H. Wichmann. Some of 
the results have been reported. 1 (C. H .. Woo) 

An investigation into the mathematical .foundations of phase-shift 
analysis has been begun under the supervision of Dr. Eivind I-I. Wichmann. 
(James H. Crichton) 

A wave equation for free particles a11d fpr a particle in a potential 
ha.s been constructed which eliminates the necessity for subsidiary conditions. 
It is a partial differential equation of order 2s, where s is the spin, pf the 
particle; · It has not been established that this equation leads to a renprm,_aliz
able field theory for higher spins, or even that it ca:p. be consistently quantized, 
A practical value of the equation at present might be the construction of in
variant scattering amplitudes in a manner analogm,1s to the Dirac, as opposed 
to the manner used in two-component spinor formalism. (Davi4 N. Williams) 

1 
C. H. Woo, Linear Stochastic Motions of Physical Systems, UCRL,.10431, 

August 196 2. 
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During the period of this report, m~mbers of the Mathematics and 
Comp\lt.ing Ser;v.ic.es Oro~phave. written the .following program~ for the Labo;.; ·· 

,rat9r'y Re s~arc.h gr;oups.. · · · 

. .. ..... . . ~ . '{ I. Phy:si c $ 

=·. ,. 

. A ... Hy~rogen .Bubble.· Chamber:Dat~ Analysis. 
, ..... 

. . . · ... r . )?rogramr;ning .and allied. services performedfo~ the, Alvar,ez Physics 
. . . qro:up fr()!n J'~<Ic)_vel:nber 19.61 thro.ughOctober 1962 were .as desc,ribed 'below . 

. / ·~. 

Experience with PANAL 
1 

has shown that we' shriuld not incl~d~ cal
culatio:r~~ that tran,sform or destroy th~ basic Franckenstein .. data at such an 

. early,st'a:ge in_ processing. We hav¢ now~ t:riimspl~nte9- .. ~uch sectio~s fro-m 
·_pfi,N_A_L_ to. PACKAGE:· 11amely;' MAT(;H,_ the.track vi~w· .. as.sociations; 

., C.HO~z .•. ~ .. d1oi9e of the best.ste.reo~pair; and· <:;;I:IOP~. discard~ng,_end sections 
oftx',acks ori th~ basis of sier.eo :consiqerations. . . ·. ; . . . .. ~ . ' . . '· . . : ,. . . . -~ ... 

.. ... ·. _The rnea~.uring proj-~ctors that .proc:lu<;ed data on.imnched. paper t,ape 
·.ha:ve b,ee:n.;inodif.ie,d. to ,p.roduce magneti~ tape .... Several measuring ma,_chip.es 
'car};.re,¢9rd onthe.same magnetic,,tape. -~.T.he_~d<:ita .. fo;r.mat~of.the. magne.tiG tape ..... . 
'is~-irri.ilar to,that.pfthe paper tape with the additionpfan id~ntification ~ord 
·.a§ the first .wor<L of each record. The identification word contains a number 

· _.cl~·signaFing;,'rrHiasu_r'ing J>r~jector~ . A ~ew section has .been,~ritte~ ~o.r PANAL 
,.to unscr;;tmble·sucha,tape into.a format acceptable for subsequent PANA.L 
·aperatio~s·. · ·. · · · · 

.·· ... ·.· .. Qne of the Alv:arez Group 1 s 15 .. inch :rp.easuring projectors, MPIA, 
Wa:$.· C<?~:V'erted fo.r USe in digi,hzing film from the 7.2-inch bubble., chamber. 
Th1s projector has an IBM 026 card punch attached, and produces P.A-taon 
punched cards. New data formats were laid out, and an input subroutine 
~~~.:'ffli'~i,;t~n;fo:r .?ANAl:_, •. 

. . . ';' ,'The;-'i~yo~t and :necess~ry .alteratio~s for the opera~ion of. .PANAL 
''?.p·,a. ~'fP~,cn~nn~l eight,-tape ~:[lit IY,J,acl:line were completed. , .This yer.sion of 

. , , .· ~ANAL , will be :us~d on the :fBM 7090. at t.he Un.iversity oL Califo;rnia .(l.t 
Ifef,ke,~tt:Y)~~ yvell as_at th~pther installations inv9lved,in_<;:ooperat,iv~ ~xperi-

; .. J:App.ts: . ... ,. · 

;~''''' iPAtKA.ci ,, ' 
:"·!: 

The present version of PACKAGE
2 

(PACKAGE II) has been modified 
to include the MATCH, CHOZ,. and CHOP subroutines .from the PANAL pro
gram. A clock routine was added to provide data on running time. 

1 
Physics Division .Semiannual Report, UCR.l,.-: 10349_,. May J9,62,_._p. 3_7. 

.. - -·: :._.··· :·,' .. (_, ' ~ .... : .~ ! 
. ~:· :··· 
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A subroutine for checking program and machine operation was ·also 
introduced. This subroutine uses a standard event, which accompanies the 
program tape, and performs the following sequence of calculations. The 

. PACKAGE program is initialized by making use of data contained in the tape 
labeL which is the first file of every data-input tape. The checkl.ng subroutine 
then processes the standard event and ca:lculates check sums on the PACKAGE 
results. These check sums are stored and normal data processing is· begun. 
Once every 100 events, the standard event is reprocessed and the check sums 
.are compared with those calculated at the beginning of the run .. Deviations 
are noted both on line and on an off-line printer tape . 

. A new assembly, PACKAGE Ill, .is being prepared in order to collect 
the several experiment program tapes onto one. The PACKAGE II program 
tapes differ only in the experiment-dependent event types and optical and 
magnetic-field parameters. The PACKAGE III tape will consist of the basic 
PACKAGE program, followed by a file for each experiment containing _the 
experiment-dependent parameters. This system will not only centralize the 
PACKAGE program and per.mit more simple modification, but it will also aid 
the operation of PACKAGE on the computer. 

Work has begun on a new three-view stereo-reconstruction program. 
The purpose of this program is. 'to obtain more accurate .data from bubble 
chamber film than can be Cl.chieved with the present geometry program in 
PACKAGE. This hew method will also permit processing complete data on 
highly curved tracks. The track ends are now being cut off by the CHOP 
subroutine in PACKAGE. 

A master program tape has been developed which contains the main 
program·s used in the Alvarez Group data-·processing system. This tape 
contains PANAL, .PACKAGE III, .SELECT, EPC, and LINGO. Any program 
may be catled· from this master tape by a CALL CARD. 

Several 11event-type 11 subroutines, necessary for control of the logical 
flow of event prbcessing through PACKAGE, have been writtenfor the K-72 
experiment and for the associated-production experiment. 

The PANAL and PACKAGE programs were revised and taken out 
of the SHARE Operating System (SOS). The revisions involved changing the 
programming language from SOS to 9AP and incorporating a new set of 
input-output subroutines. This change was prompted by inadequacies of the 
SOS system and the announcement that IBM Applied Programming Division 

·was abandbning the system. These revised versions are capable of analyzing 
data at a rate of four to five events per second for PANAL, arid ten events 
per minute for PACKAGE on the IBM 7090. 

2P.hysics Division Semiannual Report, UCRL-10349, May 1962, 38. 
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LINGO 
'·. 

. .: A f~w>mor~ operations h~ve been added to Library Control (a sub-
se'~#on of LlNG03), and improveme~ts have been made to the' previously 
wiiH¢n operations. Lists have bee.n reworked .to permit more flexl.ble and 

· cotnptete listings. The operations added include 
. measurement error tally, 
· input tape fo.:t .EDI'Il· PA~KAGE, 

· (i l:)asic form of MODIFY . 

The TALLY operation is used to produce tallies on selected items 
not a:vailable in the standard tallies {for example, a list, by er~or type, of 
the number of .events that failed . PANAL owing to Franc~enstein operator 
error, for each operator}. The EDIT PACKAGE input tape operationcom
par~s a PACKAGE input tape with the master list,. selecting ei:nd writing 
events on a new tape according to a set of c'onditions (for example,. select 

. all eve.nts of type 40).- The MODIFY processor is used to make corrections 
and modifications to the master list. This includes replacing .in~o.r~ect scan
ning information. 

. A final operational assembly was prepared and is now being used in 
productionprocessing in experim,ents on K"" and 'IT- in hydro:g~n and Tr- in 
deuterium, all at 1 to 2 .BeY. 'This assembly .includes all basic operations 
_required tp handle event-library processing. Time accounting,:.msiilg the : ~-
chapne!J.;d)' clock on the 7090, has beenincorporated. ·· · 

A special revision of the LINGO RESULTS operation was written for 
the Tr72 experiment to permit replacement of previous results on the master 
iist t,ape by simply updating this tape with ~ew EXAMIN results. 

A subroutine was w~itten for the purpose of decoding the Tr7 2 H~llerith 
scan cards. 

Basic work has been completed on a routine, ncONFL!CT, "for 
co~paririg the re~11lts of two separate scans of film for one experiment. The 
first pass of CONFLICT prepares the conflict listing. The conflicts are 
resolved ~y the scanner, and control cards are punched. In the second pass 
these· control cards are used to update the master list for those. events lil:lted 
as· conflicts. . · ·. 

. . . . Complete instr11ctions fo.r the use and operation of LINGO I have been 
written. 4 ·These notes include the information necessary for p.roper program 
setup and all details needed in order to write a LINGO I program. 

Some subroutines in the LINGO system are useful to other progr'am
ming efforts. To facilitate the distribution of symbolic decks and listings of 
requested subroutines, a program called nsYMBIOSIS'1 was written. 
SYMBIOSIS uses the 9AP printer tape along with request control cards as 
inputs, and produces the desired symbolic decks or listings or both. 

3
Physics Division Semiannual Report, UCRL-10349, May 1962, P~ 39; 

UCRL- 9704, May 1961, p. 30. 
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The LINGO input--output subroutines were modified to include 
symbolic tape assignment, During this period, production delays and opera
tional difficulties encountered by the library personnel have required a con
siderable amount of consulting and supervision to smooth out the total library 
operation. 

SUMX 

SUMX
5 

is designed to aid the physicist in surveying ,the data resulting 
from a large number of events processed event by event with the programs 

. PANAL, PACKAGE, and EXAMIN . SUMX can be made to do many things, 
but it was originally conceived to do simple tasks such as making a histogram 
on the basis of one word from each event on an EXAMIN output tape, or a 
scatter plot based on two wor¢J.s of data. 

Because summary tapes from EXAMIN are apt to contain more than 
one type of event, certain selection routines have been.built into SUMX. 
This selection has been made quite general in. the hope that it would serve the 
purposes of most physicists. 

The read section .is separate .to allow for different forms of EXAMIN 
output. One standard read routine_ is supplied, .and if a user 1 s. format does 
not conform to the conventions of this routine, it can be easily replace.d. 
There are two such alternative read routines at present,. namely, CARDEX 
and READX.' 

An executive routine for tape handling is included. The input-output 
subroutines have been written to permit the use of SUMX at other installa
tions such as UCLA, Florida State, CERN, etc, where configurations of 
the computing machines are different from those at Berkeley. 

The organization of SUMX for making histograms or other simple 
lists is quite general. The main program merely calls subroutines- -des
ignate.d SELECT, TAPE, and BLOC 3 to BLOC 15--on the command of data 
cards which follow the binary SUMX de.ck. SUMX · has no control over 
what the user chooses to put in these BLOC subroutines. Several "standard 11 

subroutines (BLOC 1 s) are provided to do simple things, as follows. 

BLOC 3 

BLOC 4 

BLOC 5 

BLOC 6 

Make a simple histogram of up to 200 bins. 

Construct Gaussian, Idea-gram and .. Resolution functions. 

Make up to five pictorial histograms per pass for up to 
110 bins. 

Make up to five two-dimensional histograms per pass 
for up to 15X 20 bins. 

4
Samuel Penny, LINGO Systems Memo, Alvarez Programming Note P- 7, 

Jan. 4, 1962; Operating Instructions for LINGO I, Alvarez Programming 
Note P-8, Sept.·· 11, 1962. 

5
Lynn Champomier, SUMX, Alvarez Physics Note No. 389, June 21, 

1962. 
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Make one CRT ·scatter diagram per .pass. Can make a 
Dalitz .plot. 

M(ik~ lists of eleven words p~r. record 'pl:us ·event identi-
fication. · , · 

Make ordered list of one word per pass. 

Make up to ten simple histograms per pass. for up to 
110 bins. 

The use of the subrou~ine that mak.es graphs and histograms pn.the 
c~thod~~ray tube permits one to cmake se-vei-al displays on ,a 'single pass of 
anin"put data tape. 

SUMX is now being used e*tEmsively iri experiments bythe Alvarez 
Physics group (e. g. , K72, TT72, APE). 

EXAMIN. 

Several experiment-dependent EXAMIN6 s~broutines were written 
.and used during this period. ·.They include: 

. . . . 

EXAMIN 24: 'A series of calculations used in.connection.withthe 
aria,lysisof the omega resonance; 

. ' . ·.~- , .. ' 

Subroutines for the calculation of production and decay angles (in 
.the laboratory refere.nce system) for the deuterium experiment designated 
0.5; and ' ' 

A buffered -~~ad subroutine, HREAD K7Z, 11 wr!tten,for the EXAMIN 
system and first used in the analysis of the K72 experimerit. This routine 

_permits f~ster reading of the long, complicated PACKAGE output tapes. 

WRING and EXAMW 

Together the two 'new programs' WRING and EXAMW 7 serve to extend 
the power and flexib:llity of the EXAMIN System (EXAMIN · is described in 
Alvarez Physics Memo 271 ). The WRING program compacts the data· 
written on binary tape by PACKAGE, and rewrites these data in an abbre
viated form:. For example, th~ large GUTS error matrix is normalized 

. and triangularized.· EXAMW reads this abbreviated format and performs 
the ope.rations currently done by EXAMIN. Programs are available to order 
and merge data from several WRING output-format t:~pes, and the K72 
library system is being modified to provide the facility for matching events 
from WRING tapes with events from a master list.· This system: parallels 
the present EXAMIN system ai;ld will eventually supersede it. 

6 Dave Johnson, The EXAMIN System, Alvarez Physics Note No. 271, 
Mai-ch 16 ,' 1961. 

7 ' • 
Dave Johnson, WRING and EXAMW, Alvarez Programming Note P-5, 

August 31, 1. 962. 
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--FILTER 

8' 
At the end of March 1962, FILTER had.processed several events 

measured on the.Spiral Reader; however, the percentage of events success
fully handled was smalL Several modifications are .being tried in order to 
speed up the development of both FILTER and the Spiral Reader. One x, y 
measurement on each track has been added, and FILTER has been modified 
to handle these new data; in addition, the method used by FILTER to process 
Spiral Reader measurements has been improved. Extensive tests are being 
made on a large sample of data. Effort is being made to obviate x, y meas
uremer~.ts' on each track, since this is a time-consum~ng process. 

. Calibration and distortio:q. routines FRIGID, CALIB, and DISCON 
have b,een written for the Spiral Reader. The routine FRIGID reads a 
Spiral Reader tape and test each bit to determine deviations from:the ex
pected statistical occurrence. The prggram CALIB is divfded into two 
$ections. The fil"st sectipn, straight-line calibration, measures the orienta-
tion.of the polar coordinate system with respect to the .Cartesian coordinate 
system on. the SpiraL Reader. It also measures any angle-dependent radial 
distortions that m,ay be present. The second section, circular-arc calibration, 
determines the magnif(cation of the Spiral Reader optical system. It cal
culates radial distortions and attempts to fit them to a cubic function of the 
radius. The routine DISCON determines .if there is a discontinuity or bend 
in the measurement of a straight ~ine; this program is used t0 detect misa-
lighment of mirrors in the Spiral Reader. 

SMP 

A 709 program, CHIT-CHAT, was written so that one can do film
scanning with the SMP (scanning and measuring projector)9, 10 on line to the 
.computer. CHIT-CHAT was designed to permit time sharing of the 709 
with another program subject to certain restrictions on the size, etc., of 
the .second program. An IBM typewriter connected to the 709 through the 
direct data lines is used for input and output. communication between the scan-

. ner and the computer. 

Programs were written.to display SMP measurements on the CRT 
and to fit. me.asurements of a straight line for calibration studies. 

· The. SMP executive routine that controls th.e input of coordinates 
,and .the.input~output from the typewriters using the direct-data interrupt has 
been designed and coded and is being debugged. This system was d,esigned 
to control the operation of three SMP' s on lin~. to the IBM 709, including 

8. .. . . . . .. · . ' . .. . . . 
Daphne Innes, FILTER, A Topological Pattern-Separation Computer. 

Program, UCRL- 9461, November 1960. 
9 Luis W. Alvarez et al., SMP-1· Scanning and Measuring Projector, 

UCRL~ 10109, April 1962. 
10 .• ·. .. . ' 

·.·· J. N.- Snyder' Some Remarks on a na:ta Analysis System Based Upon 
the Scanning Measuring Projector (SMP), Alvarez Physics Notes No. 326, 
August 25, 1 961. 
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recording, measuring, checking, filtering, and editing data in the'co-rfect 
format for subsequent PACKAGE processing. The prototype SMP is the 
Only machine available at present,· so-that it is not yet possible-to check the 
logic with multiple SMP 1s, Recent modifications to EXEC include the ·abil
ityto sv/{tch:from one script to another (a script·is a series ofcalling se
quences .fc>':t processing routines); Previous plans caUed· for completely dif-

, ferent scripts to perform even slightly different tasks.·-

Two programs have been written which together will follow a track 
with varying degrees of success. These programs are called "INITIAL 11 

and "SLEW. 11 'INITIAL • examines pbints from the ·firsr 2 em of measure
ment and attempts to determine the direction of the track (or tracks). The 
outpul;from INITIAL_ may actually include several tentative tracks, each 
defined by a point and a. slope; and presented in decreasing'order of proba-
bility of being a.true track; · 

, "SLEW" examines the r-emaining data points and attempts tofit them 
.. i ·in with .the tentative tracks from INITIAL. The acceptance criterion used 

is based on the deviation of a new point from the previous 'projected Erie . 
. Several i:deas for improvin:gtll.is method are beiri:g studied. 

Procedures are now being designed to us·e the SMP as simply a 
measuring device for prescanned'film. This will involve some new logic 
for the.· control of mea<Suring; or scanning,· or measuring arid scanning. Areas 
still to be completed include (a) the analysis ofrnethods to handfe detectable 
errors resulting from the SMP optical corrections, and (b) .equipment for 
television display. · 

QUEST 

· An octal"" decimal-dump operation has been added to the QUEST pro'
gramU-13 to facilitate on-line debugging from the QUEST. typewriter:. A 
report subroutine has also been added to g-ive the user additional KICK information 

. on .. fitted track data. The general raw-data print routine, EPC, has been 
added to the QUEST program tape to allow automatic prOcessing of a QUEST 
binary output tape following a run. The QUEST program has been in oper
ation for the K72 .·.· experirri.enti however; the program is currently being ex
tended to handle other experiments~ This revi-sion will be 'made firSt for the 
APE (associated-production experiment) and the rr72 (rr- in hydrogen) experi
ment .. 'Necessary. alterations include a provision ·for loading optical constants 
and other experiment-dependent paramete·rs at running time on commands 
from the QUEST ... typewriter. · · · · · 

11 
L. Stevenson, The Interrogation System, QUEST, Alvarez Physics· Note 

No. B42, Oct. 18,' 196-1. . . 
12 "':C . :. . ·- _!. . ' :. 

M. Alston, Q', On-Line Event Type Writing Program, Alyarez Physics 
Note 386, April 11, 1961. ' ··' · ·. · · · · 

13
Margaret H. Alston, James E. Braley, and Peter _White, QUEST--An 

On:..Line- Event- Processing Routine' (UCRL- f0400 · Oct; 196~); submitted to 
Re~v. sc·J.. Irts.fr 0·. •• • • •.• -. . 
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Another QUEST development iil. progress involves attaching a mea
suring projector on line to the IBM 709. This will permit the measuring of 
events and the immediate processing of the measurements through use of 

. the QUEST program .. What may turn out to be even more important is that 
if an event should fail the analysis because of poor track measurement, the 
operator may remeasure only the offending track and subject the event to 
reprocessing without the usual long time delays. 

PHASE SPACE 

14:-19 . . 20 
The PHASE SPACE programs reported earher were sub-

jected to numerous production ruris. Minor modifications were made and 
extensive checking has been performed both through hand calculation of 
partial results and through cross-checking by using several independent 
methods to calculate the same quantities. The program write-ups have been 
completed. · 

MIN FUN 

. An off-line graph routine 19DISPLA'' was added to MINFUN. 
21 

This 
graph can plot the progress of the minimizing search for fast analysis by the 
user. Another subroutine, "KEY, "was added to allow on-line control of the 
step size used in the ravine method. 

Miscellaneo~s 

Modifications were made to existing programs for the LEPTONIC 
experiment. The library routines20, 22 for data from the 15-inch chamber 
were revised for experiment 12. These changes included format differences 
and input-output modifications required because these programs were written 
for the IBM 704. 

14MarkHorovitz, A Summary of Available Programs for Calculating 
Phase Space Distributions, PHASE SPACE Distributions, Alvarez Physics 
Note No .. 392, May 23, 1962. 

15
M. Horovitz, BElDEN, Alvarez Physics No. 393, May 1962. 

16
M. Horovitz, ATHOS, Alvarez Physics Note No. 394, May 29, 1962. 

17
M. Horovitz, 4-Body Phase-Space Program H4, Alvarez Physics 

Note No. 395, May 23, 1962. · · 
. 18 . 

M. Horovitz,. 5o. Body Space Program H5, Alvarez Physics Note No. 
396, May 23, 1962. 

19 . 
. M. Horovitz, 6-Body Space Program H6, Alvarez Physics Note No. 

397, May 28, 1962. · 
20

Physics Division ,Semiannual Report, UCRL- 9704, May 1961, p. 33 
21 w. E. Humphrey, A General Minimizing Routine-MINFUN, Alvarez 

Programmer's Note P-6, September 7, 1962. 
22

Ron Ross, Elastic Scattering of K- Mesons in Hydrogen (The sis), 
UCRL-9749, June 21, 1961. 
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A subroutine FCN was written"to c_alculat.e Jheyalue of any function 
and its derivatives:, in'It's "pr'es'ent fo:trh; .FeN' cart''c·a.n tip'to'6~n different 
subrou{ines desci·ibing}unctions~ 

}: 

Thk',o::\li,r(;>rk'described up.tothis point was done'by Robert' Harvey, 
Benjamin Abp:lgt6n, Silverio Almeida, Lynn Chaln:pomier, · Barbara.'Cottrell, 
Cecil Draper, Bill Graziano, Joe Hanna, Mark Horovitz, Marjorie Hutchinson, 

. Daphne Innes, David Johnson, Ralph Jones, Max Leavitt,. Alice McMullen, 
Jack Merkin, Barr~e Pardoe, Sam Penny, Tom $chneider, Jon Stedman, 
Tom Tanis son, Linda Watkins, a:J;ld Hovan Zaria~... · 

•' . . .~ ' . . . ' ' 

FAKE and GEN'PCM 

.···A 7090· program,·· FAKE,·. which simulates particle interaction's l.n 
bubble chambers, was completed. This program permits the shnu1aticin of 
up to four connected events, each involving up to seven particl~s '· a:p.d yields 

. kinematic data corresponding to measured quantities for such events' .. It is 
expected ~hat this program will. be u.sed to study sources of.err_or and bias 
i~ the analysis oi'l?ubb_le chambe:J: experiments~ .·A 7090 Monte ~arlo pro
gram, GENPCM, was wr~tten t<;Lg~nerateand 1:-andomly orient momenta cor-
respc>'~tding to 'particle'intetactfons ~g up t<Yelevem particie,s .. GENPCM 
is used in phase-space calculations and in obtaining effective~mass distributions·. 
The program is expected to be of use in analyzing experimental data for par-
ticle resonances. (Grove Nooney for the Alyatez Group) · 

The E;cpediting System 

In an effort to' secure maximum efficiency ~n the processing of Alvarez 
Group computing jobs, an expediting system.' has been established. · The pres
ent system is the .latest in, a sequence of approximations, each of which was 
ne.ces sitated by an ·over -all increase in data-processing .activities ... · 

The system is staffed by a full-time expediter, five part-time ex
pediters, and four key-punchoperators. 

. . The services.provided include: . 
·Constant surveillance of fhe,group:'' s lmfl.<::hin¢ time,: . .Usage, a:p.d ne~d~. -· . 
Complete. keypunch service. · 
Maintenance of various records which serve as main sources of 1nforrna

tion regarding machine time and key-punch us(l.ge. 
Maintenance of the group's tape-storage areas. 
Complete computer job service, including job setup, delivery, and return 

· ·from the tomputer.. .. 
(C. Toland Draper and Robert Harvey for the Alvarez Group) . 

. l 
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B" Additional Bubble Chamber Analysis 

Two Monte Carlo programs, KMUTHY and KNETHY, have been 
written for the 709" 

KMUTHY calculates the complete decay configuration of a K+meson 
decaying into n°, fl, and v particles. The energies, direction cosines, 
and potential paths of the three secondaries and of the two y rays resulting 
from n° decay are calculated from the probability densities supplied by the 
theory" The energy distributions and certain angular distributions of these 
particles are also calculated. 

KNETHY calculates the complete decay configuration of a K 0 meson 
decaying into n±, e±, and v particles. In .addition to calculating the energies, 
direction cosines, and potential paths of the secondaries, this program also 
calculates the electron-detection probability, and range-energy histograms. 
(Carl Quong for John Brown) · 

A least-~quares program has been written for finding the degree and 
coefficients of a polynomial that would best fit some given y-ray data (mean 
free paths versus energy). (Carl Quong for John Brown) 

A program was written to make a maximum-likelihood estimation of 
a parameter in the K 3 o momentum spectrum. (Bill Benson for John Brown) 

' fl -'IT 

A maximum-likelihood program to obtain the best fit to the pion energy 
spectra in K+ - n+n+n- and K+ - 7r+TI 0 n° decay was written" . Results from 
this calculation can be usedin tests of validity of the 1.0. T j = i rule in non
leptonic decays" (Bill Benson for John Brown) 

Abu'bble chamber design program was written to determine a satis
factory distribution of lights illuminating a bubble chamber" The program 
calculates, for various points on a film, the intensity of light scattered from 
bubbles in the chamber. (Bill Benson for John Brown) 

A CERN multivertex fitting program is being adapted specifically 
for analysis of K+ - n+ + n° + n° decays observed in a xenon bubble cham
ber. The fitting of kinematic variables at all wertices simultaneously should 
remove many of the difficulties encountered in the present (T AUFOR) analysis 
program" (Bill Benson for John Kadyk) 

To aid in the design of a possible Bevatron experiment, we wrote a 
.program to determine to what extent K+ - e+ + n° + y events (K:3) (events 
:in which only one of the y 8 s from the n° ·decay is detected) simulate the 
rare decay mode K+ ...,. e+ + y + v'" The program tests K~3 events generated 
by the Monte Carlo program KETHY23 to see what fraction of them satisfy, 
within the assumed measurement errors, the tests appropriate to the 
K+ ..... e+ y + v mode" ·(Bill Benson for John Brown) · 

As an aid to interpretation of the results of a xenon bubble chamber 
experiment on the K+ -J.L+ + n° :t v {Kt3) decay mode, a program was writ
ten to calculate various energy and momentum spectra and angular correla
tions" The program allows theoretical parameters to be changed, and in
corporates necessary experimental corrections to the data. The program 
output enables us to see clearly how the conclusions drawn in the experi
ment, depend on the data, and allows us to isolate the effects of conceivable 
experimental biases. (Bill Benson for George Trilling). 

23
KETHY was previously described in Physics Division Semiannual 

Report, UCRL-10349, May 1962, p. 46. 
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A-number_o~F<:)RTRA.N cocies,. b~~ed qnt)ie EXAMIN system,. were 
written duringthi$ period for selecting specific data from KICK output tapes 
and performing various testing 'and further computing operations: Various 
angular distributions, masses of combinations of particles, and variances 
were 9[>.tained Jor events in both the low-energy K+ experiments with the 
15-inch·:t>til>ble chamber and the recent 2-BeV experiment done at :Brookhaven. 
Also, ,s%;¥:e'±al programs were written to perform soi-ting operations on these 

.· re,sults • <·<_·. 

A:program that combines the distribution of the lengths of leaving 
tracks in the fiducial volume and the distribution of their energies in the 15-
inch bubble chamber was also wr:ltten. · · · · 

... A program was written.that, usi11g all avp.ilable K+ and ,K- sc'attering 
·data, computes certain integrals an,d coupling constants occ:tlrring in the dis
persian theory of strong interactions; it also computes the combined errors 
due. to all the parameters involved. (Fred Andrews for Sulamith Goldhaber 
and Gerson Goldhaber) · 

:Work has.beendone to adapt the PANG, KICK, PANAL, and PACKAGE· 
. programs (Alvarez, Bubble Chamber) for use in processing dat~ from the 
Brookhaven 20-incn bubble chamber. Thes'e programs have been changed 
as follows: 

·1, Optical Constants 

Fidtlcial position,s, camera positions, .chamber position, etc., have 
been inserted into the 15-inch processing routines of PANG" A usable set 
(>i these optical ,constants is now available and further refinement in. the near 
future is contemplated. 

2 .. Data Conversion 

. . EvEimts in :the 20=inch bubble chamber are photographed on four films, 
whereas events in the lS~inch chamber are recorded on only two films. This 
necessitates a modification in Franckenstein handling for the film from the 
20-inch chamber. The data-conversion routine merges the two input tapes 
obtainedfrom tP,e .. 20-.inch Franckenstein, sets the corre.ct .camera relations 
between.the chambers, inserts missing fiducials, control characters,. etc.; 
and .outputs data in. the 15-inch format for processing by PANG .. 

The data-conversion.routine is now contained as a separate portion 
of the PANAL program tape for use on the 7090. Future modifications of 
this routine will include making it an integral part of the PANAL program 
used for 20-inch data. 

3 ·. · Magnetic Field 

' 
'.A simple equation to calculate the Z component only of the 20-inch 

chamber's magnetic field has replaced the 15:..inch field routine of PANG. 
Work is in progress to adapt the 72-irich field routine of PACKAGE for 20-
inch use. Future consider~tiori.s include a table lookup for field .values. 
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4. Processing 

. The details of 20-inch bubble chamber processing discussed in para-
graphs 1, 2, and 3 above have .been incorporated into the latest versions of 
PANAL and PACKAGE available from the Alvarez Group. (Kirmach Natani 
for Sulamith Goldhaber, Gerson Goldhaber, and William Chinowsky) 

C. Segre Group 

Two previously written programs were modified and one new program 
was written, as follows. 

A 7090 program that analyzes data from a cyclotron experiment meas
. uring 1T - e + v + y has been modified. The original program tabulated the 
. counter statistics,· which were then recorded .directly on magnetic tape. 
The present program has been modified to tabulate almost all possible counter 

: correlations, and the output format has been changed. (Joe Good for Robert 
Bacastow) 

A 7090 program that calculates fits to data from a 1T-1T scattering.:. 
length experiment has been modified. The original program fitted data. to 
phase-space calculations (with resonance factors added}, after folding in 
experimental resolution:. Modification consisted of a generalization of the 
program to automatically vary the input so that we could observe the sensi
tivity of the results. (Joe Good for Norman Booth) 

A 7090 program was written to calculate p-p cross section and 
polarization parameters from phase shifts following .the method of Chew
Ball- Fulco. (Joe Good for Herbert Steiner) 

A 7090 program was completed to perform phase-space calculations 
for the reaction 1T- e.+ v + y. The program makes use of the simplifications 

. for zero-mass particles and is not valid for a general decay. (Joe Good for 
·Rudy Larson) 

A 7090 program was completed to provide double-buffered binary tape 
input-output. This program is not inten:ded for general use. (Joe Good for 
Joe Lach} 

A 1401 program,. CARAT,. was completed to combine binary tapes . 
. This program is not intended for general use. (Joe Good for Joe Lach) 

D. Accelerator Design 

IBM 7090 codes were written to perform computations based on meas
ur.ed ~ data from the 88-inch cyclotron,. to obtain optimal trim~coil currents, 
and predict fields for these currents. Other codes are being revised for the· 
purpose of improving the process. A summary report on. the system of 
computer codes used24 was presented at the International Conference on 
Sector-Focused Cyclotrons at UCLA. A more detailed report is being pre-
pared. 25 · 

24 . . . ' 
A.Garren, J. Young, and A. Kenney, Computational Procedure in the 

Adjustment of a Cyclotron Magnetic Field by Trim Coils, UCRL-10075, March 
2, 1962. 
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A series of computations was performed to obtain optimal trim-coil 
settings for a particles at low- and high-energy fields and for protons in the 

·middle-,.energy field. The adjusted predicted fields, phase shifts, and gradi
ent fluctu<!PApns. were calculated and the fields were processed for deflection 
.studies. ·T1A.,r_,clith Kenney.for Alper Garren) 

-· ··~. . . . 

Additional computations were performed for the Magnet Test Group's 
reports for the cyclotron conference. (Ardith Kenney and Jonathan Young 
for Alper Garren) 

The isochronization code, DORO,, a:rtd the cyclotron equilibrium 
orbit code, ORO, were rewritten for the 7090 and combined to form a more 
efficie.nt .operating procedure. ORO has been· incorporated ~into a new code 
that•generates equilibrium.orbit tables for use with the other orbit programs. 
{Herman Owens and Ardith Kenney for Alper Garren) 

· . The general orbit code, GOG, was used to study the effect of a har
monic bump in an attempt to coordinate this effect with the electros'tatic ·ex
traction method. Indications are that such a bump, properly placed, may be 
.helpful. (Herman. Owens for Alper Garren) · 

. We made deflection studies ~or 65-MeV alpha pattieles, 50-·MeV 
25 protons, and 65"'MeV deuterons, us1ng the 704 deflector. program,· CYBOUT. · 

A new deflector septum, ·which ·was a compromise between .two previous 
septums, was designed and built for the 65-MeV a particles'. Fea.sibility 
studies are now under way to determine its usefulness with 50-MeV protons 
and 65--MeV deuterons. (Herman Owens for Alper Garren) 

The 7090 versions of CYBOUT and GOG are nearly complete. 

A FAP program is being written which will describe the median
plane field of an. array of concentric iron-free solenoids? The coefficients 

:of a power- series expansion of the field will be used to evaluate significant 
perturbations up to sixth order in the focusing of an iron-free p· 7T beta 
spectrometer. (Donald Chaffee for Alper Garren} · 

.A 709 program, SYNCH 2,• has been written and debugged; This 
program determines the acceptance of particles in a weak-focusing synchro
tron. The output is: 
The totally accepted beam. 
The accepted beam for a given location in the a, x phase space (where 

a = initial angle upon entering a vacuum chamber and x = initial 
radial coordinate). 

The accepted beam for a given location in the energy-spread phase space . 
. ·The .accepted beam as a function of injection time. · 
• The accepted beam as a• function of. rf phase. 
·(Barbara Steinberg for Herman Grunder) 

25
Described in Physics :Oivision :seml.annual Report, UCRL-10349, 

M:~y 196~. p. 45. - ·· 
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Two programs, SQELCH and SURVEY, were written .. andare cur
rently being run on production. These programs error-check and correct 
field measurements from the 88-inch cyclotron. · A major modification in 
SURVEY has been made so that all Magnet Test Group data can .he error
checked and simultaneously compared with other data when desired. Both 
versions of SURVEY are being used independently. 

A program was written to make a harmonic analysis of field mea
surements from the 88-inch cyclotron. In addition,. this program plots the 
harmonic components on the CRT as output. 

Work has been.begun on the 7090 programs that will be used in pro
-cessing and error checking magnetic-field measurements of the Bevatron's 
auxiliary magnets by the Magnet Test Group. 

1 
The 7090 FORTRAN programs HAMFIT and SURVEY were modified 

so that magnetic-field measurements, to be taken_.for testing ,the full-scale 
magnet for the 72-inch cyclotron at Davis, could be processed and error
check'ed at the Campu:S; Gompute.r: Center. In preparation for full-scale 
magnet. testing, these modified versions were used for processing and error
checking magnetic-field measurements taken on a scale model of the 72-inch 
cyclotron magnet. (Bert Albrecht for the Magnet Test Group.) 

. We .have assisted the Cyclotron Group from the Davis Campi!f.s in 
using the codes written for 88-inch cyclotron work. Some codes have been 
revised for use on the 7090 at the Campus Computer Center. (Ardith Kenney 

. for Alper Garren) 

A fea.sibility study was made to determine.the usefulness of an elec
trostatic deflector in deflecting _100-MeV protons in the Davis 72-inch cyclo
tron. (This/work was done in cooperation with Mr .. T. McCarthy of the Davis 
Campus.) 

A FOR TR"'if program using measurements in units of effective 
quadrupole length2 was written for the IBM 7090 in order to calculate .the 
parameters of quadrupole field strength for various values of object and 
image .distances. (Claudette_ Rugge for Claude Ellsworth) 

A FORTRAN program was written to provide a least-squares fourth
~rder polynomial fit of magnetic-field data. (Donald Chaffee for Alan Grebene) 

E. Crowe Group 

Several programs have been written to help in the analysis of an ex
periment involvingthe decay products of K+ particles. 

A FORTRAN program, BBQ IDEAL, was written for the IBM 7090 
to ~nalyze ithe behavior of various particles in a spectrometer. By spectrom
eter we meari an arbitrary sequence of quadrupoles {convergentin either 
the horizontal or vertical plane) and counter planes, tollowed bya deflection 
magnet with circular pole pieces (which also contains counter planes), 

26 . 
Harold A. Enge, Ion-Focusing Properties of a Quadrupole Lens Pair, 

Rev. Sci. Inst .. 30, 248 (1959). 
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followed by a fhial,bank of counte,r.planes .. 'Al-lowance. if? n1ade_'for inpu,t of 
an arb:ltrary' c;tperture sequence.:..:.that is' a sequence of rectangular aiiertures 
in the co:unter planes through which particles are ~xpected to pass~ , ]for. a:. 
fixed morioenergetic point source, P, a givenapertU.re s~quence induces,' on 
th~ unit s~i}:e:re c.entered ai P, aregion R .in whichthose particles pas-sing 
through all!i:·he apertures intersectthe unit sphere about P. The calculations 
made included: . 

L for, a·~gi:V¢n radial angle about the axis, the widestpossible deflection~ 
from the axis with which a particle will pass through all the apertures ; 
2. the solid angle of R, that is, 

J:.dA/4n; and 
R: 

3. the average distance, that is, 

· } sdA/ J da, 
R tt 

~h~re dA. is ari d~ment ~£surface area and. s is .the distance tr'aveled by 
a ,J>article passing through dA. 

Tracking of particles is done, for the quadrupole region, by means 
of optical approximations, and for the deflection-magnet region, by Circular 
arcs in the plane parallel to the pole faces .. Linear tracking is us~d in the 
intervening areas of low field strength, with an approximate correction for 
fringe. fielc{s.,ar.oupd the deflection magnet .. · · ·. · · · · 

" "
0 ~ '• ,!, -~' O O 0 

0 
" ; 

0 J 0 0 0 
' .•, 0 1• 

0 
T

0
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Optional corrections are made for momentum loss in passirigthrc::>ugh 
. the counter planes; these corrections may vary in amount with the type of 
. particle. Optional allowance is also made for scattering at 'the counter planes 
to facilitate study of.~he effect of scattering on the intergrals. · 

A FORTRAN program, BBQ EXACT, was started for the IBM 7090, 
continuing the analysis of particle behavior in spectrometers of the type anal
ysis .of particle be_havior 'in spec,troineters of thetype analyzed by BBQ . 
IDEAL .. The purpose :ls to provide for actual tracking of particles a 30,000-
point table of field strengths throughout the spectrometer area. The differ
ential equations o'f motion in a varying magnetic field will be solved in regions 

.. of rapid variationifnecessaryto obtain adequate accuracy. Maxwell's 
.... 'equ):ttlons will ha:ve tobe solved in the area o'f the deflection magnet t,o com

plete. the table of field strengths' as readings were taken only norrnal to the 
pole faces. (Leslie Wilson for Hans Kruger) 

. . 

.. . . •. An IBM 709/7090FORTRAN/FAP program, CODE, which prepares 
data for input to a sorting program, was complet,ed. Several tests were 
added to detect errors inthe data cards.·· Also; output is now written onto 
a ,BCD tape. (James Eusebio for Hans Kruger and Bob Beck) 

... _ ... A.' FORTRAN program, RANGE, for_the 709/7090was written to . 
compute (approximately) the depth to which a given P?-rticle (for e?'ample, 
TT+,"fl+,e+) will p.enetrate a b~ock of a given niaterial (for example, AJ., Cu, 
etc.).· More exactly, the .differentialeguation desc'ribing t~e loss of mo
men,tum, of the ,particle is integrated step py step '!lntil either the momentum 
or the momentum los's becomes suffidently' $mall .. :. ' 
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A least-squares FORTRAN program, UNMUON, was modified for 
the 709/7090 computers_. UNMUON was designed to fit the input data to an 
unpolarized muon spectrum. The modified program, KAON, carries out the 
same fitting procedure, but the theoretical spectrum (fit function) is now to 
be supplied by the user as a subroutine. (James Eusebio for Bob Beck) 

, A 709/7090 FORTRAN/FAP program, SELECT,. was written. to select 
or reject sorted data (see CODE, above} according to criteria concerning 
certain combinations of counters or counter planes or both. This program 
is now being expanded to assign momentum values by a table lookup, and to 
identify particles. 

A FORTRAN program for the 709/7090 was written to compute the 
momentum loss of a particle traveling through a series of materials. Given 
the final momentum of the particle, we integrate a differential equation back
wards through the various materials to the point of generation of the particle. 
(James .Eusebio for Hans Kruger and Bob Beck). · 

A system of programs written in FORTRAN and FAP for the 
IBM 7090 constitutes a Monte Carlo model of a shower of particles produced 
in heterogeneous material in a magnetic field. The output of the program 

· wili be several types of histograms showing the numbers of particles passing 
through an arbitrary plane as a function of energy. These will be used in 
connection with an experiment in which mesons hit a .beryllium target and 
the decay products pass through a magnetic field and scatter into an array of 
various materials, the arbitrary planes being represented by banks of scintil-

1ation counters. (Marjory Simmons for Bob Beck) · 

A 650 program was written to make a least-squares fit to a curve 
originally having discontinuities at two points. The curve was then made 
continuous by interpolation at the points of discontinuity. (Edna Williams 
for Hans Kruger} 

F. Plasma Physics 

A program, MODVARMINT, has been written to provide a .data-re
duction scheme for use in measurements of ion density in highly ionized 
hydrogen gases having a density range of 1015 to 1016 protons/cm3 and 
having a temperature in the neighborhood of 1 o4 °K. The program uses 
measured oscilloscope tracings as data. It fits theoretical hydrogen spectra
line profiles (whose shapes are a function of proton density) to experimentally 
determined spectral-line profiles. (Edna Williams for Gordon Spillman) 

In the investigation of how much energy per cubic centimeter is radi-
. ated fr()m a plasma, an IBM 7090 FORTRAN program was written that, giv·en 
the rrieas·ured light inte·nsity:, calcu1ate s the ·volume .of light radiated from the 
plasma. (Claudette Rugge for William Cooper) 

A 7090 FORTRAN program was written for the calcul<':t.tion of hydrogen 
absorption coe'fficients from line and continuum intensities. (Edna Williams 
for William Cooper) · 
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,. G. Spark <;::4ambers 

, '' .. A g'toup has been for'med that will investigate,. implement, andsustain 
. procedures for the ~ollectionand reduction of spark-chamber data and support 
·the.resi§oaich of spark-chamber development and aliiedfield,s. Thisgroup 
will support the Lofgren.and Moyer Groups, who are currently carrying on 

. research in this field, and other groups that may become interested. The 
ultimate aim is to .create a working system .to satisfy pr~s~nt spark chamber 
needs,. and .also:'p:~byide capacity for future expansion. Resear:ch and pre
.il.minary,prog:r;aM~are in process for evaluating data froni the latest experi
ments. These ihvestigations are concerned with statistical evaluation of the 
data, errors caused from system distortions, reconstruction of data points 
to ~orne spatial configuration, and orbit calculations. (Donald Zurlinden) 

-Work has. begun ona PANG-type program in 'FORTJ:tAN to handle 
spark chamber data. In the experimental setup, the images of several . 

, separate spark chambers have beeri directed (through the use of mirrors) 
at a single camera. Hence, the program must refer the images, of the spark 
chambers to their correct locations in real space, magnify them to original 
siz~, .. and. remove distortiol).S introduced by lenseS and mirrors.. Information 
on the z coo.rdinate of each spark will be obtained .from the hori~on,tal· dis
pl~cement bf a reflected }mage of the spark .. Otl?-er parts of the.pro.gra:in will 

·'·be 'concerned with the kinematics of the eyents. (Armond Nirdlinger for the 
M();yer Group). ·· 

A FORTRAN program was written for computing cha_rged-~particle 
orbits in the field of the Sagcine magnet. This program is to be used by the 
Lofgren Group in the analysis of data obtained .from spark: . .'chainber experi
ments. {Victor Brady for Lofgren Group). 

Numerical methods were developed tc::u:~altu:lat~ charged-particle orbits 
thi-ough magnetic fields and for fitting convenient functions to magnetic -field 
measurements. (Grove Nooney for' Carl Noble, Jr.) 

CORET AB was written to perform interpolations on two-dimensional 
tables used in applying corrections for Coulomb repulsion in events of the type 
y + d ~ 'IT- + Zp .. {Elaine Hovorka for Robert Kenney). · 

'A 7090 program, PIFS, was .wrltte'n. for generating a set of events of 
.th~ type Y.+ d-+ n-= + 2p [i.e., p + .hr' + n) - trr- + .pw} + p~]; this program 
permits selection of initial condifiop.s to make these events observable in a 
de~terium bubble chambe~, . The input parameters in the photon-neutron 'system 
are the total system energy and the angle between the photon and the emitted 

. pion. For each of a series of energies (lab) of incident photons, one chooses 
··. a complete rahge of values of the pion inomentum and of tlie azimuthal angle 
· of th~ 'proton p ·, about ari axis defined by the pion' momentum. Neglecting 

a triviiil rotatio~ of the entire event, these parameters ar.e sufficient to de
termine the event completely~ The laboratory-system momentum and labor

-atory angle with respect to the incident photon of all three particles 
' · -· .. (n-, p · , p y, together with other kinerr1atical data, are printedo (Elaine 

· 'Hovofka for_· William Swanson). · · · 
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H. Miscellaneous Physics Programs 
' . . ' 

Three 650 routines, RECOIL I, RECOIL IP, and RECOIL II,. were 
revised to give differential dose calculations for nuclear emulsions exposed 
to neutrons in and around human phantoms. In addition, RECOIL II computes 
a proton track-length distribution .and a special 30-point angular distribution 
of the proton recoils. (Edna Williams for Richard Lehman). 

A FOR TRANprogram is being written to fit data froni a gamma-:ray 
analysis on a scintillation spectrometer. The data represent the intensity 
of gamma rays as a .function of energy. The fit is found by least squares, 
arid the energies are found by interpolation of normalized Compton,components. 
(Gordon Butherland for John Ringle). 

A program was written.to fit, by least squares, experimental data 
. representing the flow rate of helium atoms through ceramic materials, as 
measured by a mass spectrometer. The experiment includes measurement 
of helium diffusion through the ceramic material, and the absorption of 
helium atoms by the material. (Gordon ·Sutherland for Perry Studt). 

A FORTRAN program was ~ritten which uses the optical model to 
predict the scattering of high-energy nucleons by complex nuclei. The pro
gram predicts scattering amplitudes from complex optical potentials, and 
compares <;:alculated values of the differential cross section, polarization, 
and totaLcross section with experimental results. _(Barbara Levine for Paul 
McManigal). 

A program was written for the 7090 Computer to solve some simul
taneous nonlinear equations arising in solid-state physics. (Marjory Simmons 
for Georges .Saada). 

A 7090 program for cyclotron orbits was modified. The original. 
program calculates the motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field 
H :::: H(r). The modification consisted of calculating a slightly better approxi
mation to the vertical motion. (Joe Good .for Morris Pripstein) 

A method to find the eigenvalues of the. radial Schroedinger equation 
with a Yukawa potential was formulated by utilizing .the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
A FORTRAN program was written to compute the energy eigenvalues as a 
function of angular momentum and potential strength. Several eigenvalues 
were calculated for comparison with those computed by members of the 
Theoretical Physics Group,. who used a numerical integration iterative method. 
(P~ml Concus for Geoffrey Chew) · 

A FORTRAN program to be used for computing eigenvalues of a dif-
ferential equation in one variable was completed. With this program and a 
potential function supplied by John Hiskes of the Livermore Laboratory, the 
bound state of the molecular ions He3H+, He4H+, He3T+, He4T+, He 3D+, 
and He4n+ were computed. (Victor ,Bradyfor John Hiskes) 

Computation of equilibrium shapes of charged liquid drops was con
tinued. (Victor Brady for Wladyslaw Swiatecki) 
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A FORTRAN · p.rograrri was writtei:\: .. to "ca:l'c'ulate .the linear distribution 
of n- ions st:ripped by a high n1.agnetic field.. {Barbara Levine for· Selig 
_Kapl~n)·· 

A 70·90 program,_ ARLRAP, wh:lch cornput'es and plots the root locus 
of a~y algeb~aic ~unction havi~g.up to 39th _order, was w,1-itten 1~ -i"~ver~o~e 
and 1s des en bed 1h Pluto Techmcal Notes Numbers 2242,7 and. 23&· -· Modlfl
cations have been made to make it possible for the prpgram to .be run by use 
of the Monit:or and· CRT systems in Berkeley .. Additional modifications are 
now being incorporated to c}lange the CRT output and to allow for the method 
of cornpi:msation~: by which additional poles and zeros may be given,as input. 
(Barbara. Steinberg for Edward Hartwig)·. · ' - · ·· · 

A FORTRAN program that numerically evaluates several complex 
functions· arfsing in electronic circuit theory was completed. (Armond 
Nird_li~ger for _Larry Scott) 

-. ' ~ 

·A prog'rarri was completed which prints out the polarizing cqmb:iriations 
for three- and four-pin keying on a 22-pin boaz:d. (Ar,mond Nir,dlinger for 
Ed Pililen): · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · ' · · 

A FORTRAN program was w,ritteri to investigate the end correction 
to .fourth and sixth ·order for a solenoid~ This was. done by varying .the two 
pal'~-met'ers of t~wo end-correcting coils; (Donald.Chaffee for Walte:r·Bagdad). 

The existing FORTRAN program 42BB {which solves. the differential 
equation of motion for the expansion system of a 25-inch-liquid hydrogen bub-
ble chamber), was modified. (Dave Stevens for John Myall). · · 

An IBM 709 code, HOT AIR, was written to compute various specified 
complex ~unctions of a real variable. (Jonathan Young fo~ D. Sachs). 

A serie·s oJ 7090 programs to simulate a TT-J-L experiment is.being 
written. The.prograrris ·compute lines of foci for a bending magnet, and energy 
spreads seen by counters along these lines. (Thomas Clements for Julius 
Sol:omon). 

The FORTRAN prog-ram, HYPERFINE ·4, was completed and put into _ 
pr-oduction. The ·purpose of the computer program is to reduce a set of atomic
beam resea·rch data by niearis of a least-squar'es· fit and determine the best fit 

· ··for ·a. subs'et of the five parameters magnetic dipole~ electric quadrupole,· 
octupole moment, the Land~ g factor, and the -nuclear g factor. The experi
mental data are in the form of frequency for an observ_ed resonance as a func
tion of magnetic field'for arbitr'ary hyperfine transitions for .a 'given .. spin and 
angular momentum: :By use ofthe firi~d values of the parameters, the energy 
'levels and· residuals are calculated Jor ea:c·h datum .. (Donald Zurlinden), · 

' . 

Z1 James A. Gal~in,. THE. RAP CODE, Pluto Technical Note No. 224, 
,A,p._ril-25, 1961.. 

28 
James A. Galvin, THE ARt/~ CODE, ·Pluto TechniCal Note No. 238, 

August 28, 1961. 

/ 
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. HYPERFINE has been converted to a 709 program .. Modifications 
. have been incorporated which primarily change .the form of input-output and 
allow more. flexibility in processing the data. The program has been completed, 
except for a write-up. (Barbara Steinberg for Howard Shugart) .. 

A program has been written which calculates the energy per unit solid 
angle seen by a counter. Measured wire-current orbit data are converted to 
an energy scale that takes into ·consideration ~nergylos s• in the co.unter;the data 
are then numerically integrated to give energy per unit solid arigle; {Carl 
Quong for Julius Solomon) 

Work was started on a FORTRAN program to be used for computing 
orbits of charged secondary particles in the magnetic field of the Bevatron. 
{Victor Brady) 

II. Ch e m i s t r y 

Several programs have been.writtenfor the Chemistry Group. 

Work was begun on the numerical calculation of the roots and weight 
coefficients for a Gauss- Laguerre quadrature formula to evaluate integrals 
that behave like x-i e-X times .a polynomial in X. {Paul Concus for 
John Rasmussen') 

An IBM 7090 FORTRAN program was writtento read a preassigned 
mass-energy map from tape, ·set predetermined extraneous points to zero, 
and calculate statistical moments. Calculations are made with respect to 
both mass and energy of the zeroth through.fourth origin and. central moments, 

. and the results are printed in tabular form. (Claudette Rugge .for Eldon Haines) 

A program has. been written and debugged which fits,. by least squares, 
experimental data to a given function of several variables. _ The functions given 
are eigenvalues of matrices. The program is now being run on the IBM 7090. 
(Thomas Clements for John Conway.) 

The energies and magnetic properties of low-lying crystal-field levels 
of PuC 13 have recently been determined at this Laboratory. Published work 
indicates an anomaly in the temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti
bility of this compound. Theoretical treatment of the magnetic properties of 
crystals has developed to such an extent that it should be possible to explain 
the magnetic-susceptibility anomalyin terms of the properties of the crystal
field levels. A calculation is being made as an attempt at such an explanation. 
{Edna Williams for Ralph McLaughlin) 

A machine-language subroutine, SOFTLY, designed for use with 
FORTRAN programs, was written to provide buffered read-in and processing 
of magnetic tapes prepared by the. ten-~dimensional pulse-height analyzer. 
(Paul Concus for the Chemistry Group) 

A 7090 version of the 704 FORTRAN program FRENIC was prepared. 
FRENIC is a program to fit decay data by sums of exponentials. {Gordon 
Sutherland for John Mahony) , · 
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A FORTRAN program was written to evalu'ate for various elements 
some· functions occurring ln range-e:tiergy relationships. (Barbara' Levine 
for A. C. DeMildt) · · 

On the assumption of prompt neutron emission from spontaneous fis
sion, a FORTRAN' program that computes the neutron energy spectrum and 
its moments for ,:a preassigned nucleus was w'ritten for 'the IBM 7090. The 
·calculations requ~re tables of average binding energies, total excitation 
energies, and nurrtber of protons, all as functions of mass number~ The 
program uses the neutron-level densities as defined .by Cameron. The theory 
is based on th.e probability of getting_a Jth neutron of a tabulated energy, 
following (J-1) ~eutrons of various probable energies; an exponential proba-
bility of getting a gamma ray is as surned .. Along with the average number of 
neutrons and the variance of the neutron distribution, the probabihties oJ 
getting exactly J.•neutrons, the average gamma-ray energy, and the moments 
of the neutron. spectrum are tabulated as functions of the .J:.th energy lev-els 
for a given mass number. Runs have been made for Cf25'Z' and l)Z35 and 
mass numbers SO through 159. The results are fo/ingcompared with the 
experimental results reported by Bowman et aL · : on the spontaneous fis-
sion of Cf25 2 . (Claudette Ruggtf for l)ouglas Milton)'· ·· · . . . 

The Los Alamos least-squares IBM 704 program for nonlinear pa-"·· 
rametexs was converted for use on the IBM 7090 under Monitor controL This 
package was then applied to the specific problem of fitting data according to 
the· radioactive decay function of M ~10 compon:ents. ·A special input routine 
was 'writtert to analyze the data as they are obtained from the experiment. 
The· data include the number of counts at a specific time, the interval of 
counting time,· and the background at this time. Given this, the program is 
designed to find best values for the number of atoms and the spontaneous
fission half life of the M isotopes. (Claudette Rugge for Ray Gatti) 

By using the Los Alamos least-squares package for nonlinear pa-. 
rameter$, a fitting function, obtained from the ratio of the Mcintyre modified 
Blair model to the Rutherford formula for the differential cross section, was 
written in FORTRAN for the IBM 7090. This is a five-parameter model 
which is to be applied to heavy-ion elastic-scattering differential cross
section data obtained as a function of angle. (Claudette Rugge for Akira !soya) 

l' 

An IBM 650 code, HEAT, was written to evaluate a formula that cal
culates heat capaCities from energy levels. (Noel Brown for Guenter Ahlers) 

A program for use with the 7090 Monitor was written that determines 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a syn'urietric matrix and then calculates the 
Lande g factor. (Edna Williams for John Conway) 

A 7090 FORTRAN program to do Mohte Carlo integrations for the 
calculation of polarizations and differential cross sections in (d, p) reactions 
was written. {Edna Williams for Akira !soya} 

Harry R. Bowman, Stanley G.; Thompson, J. C, D. Milton; and 
· Wladyslaw J. Swiatecki, Velocity arid AI12ular Distributions of Prompt 
Neutrons from Spontaneous Fission of Cf 52, UCRh-9713-Rev., ·Dec. 1961. 
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A 650 program was written to calculate temperature from measured 
resistance in a germanium thermometer . 

A 650 program to calculate temperature from measured vapo.r pres
sure of hydrogen was written. (Bert Albrecht for Guenter Ahlers) 

A 650 . FORTRAN program was written to determine the concentra
tion of uranium; potassium, and thorium in sources of aggregate material 
for low-background shielding. (Bert Albrecht for Harold Wollenberg) 

A 7090 FORTRAN program was written to punch cards from selected 
files of a magnetic tape. (Bert Albrecht for Ralph Korteling) 

A 7090 FAP subroutine was written which will write at position J 
of output tape A3 the symbol stored at N, where J = N + 19. (Bert Albrecht 
for Norman Glendenning) 

A least-squares program has been written which calculates a. so 
. . ~.t.2 1 

that R = .I: (y. - .I: a. e 1 
J ·is a minimum. The· ~- are given. (Carl Quang 

. . j J i 1 1 

fo J;" John Mahony). 

Several three-dimension integrals arising in the calculation of polari
zation and differential cross sections in d, p reactions were evaluated approxi
mately for the Nuclear Reactions Group. A Monte Carlo technique was used. 
(Pay.l Concus for the Nuclear Reactions Group) 

30 ' . 
Changes were made in the program TAPER, · used by the Nuclear 

Chemistry Group in processing data tapes recorded by the pulse-height ana.,. 
~yzer. 'l;'he changes allow optional use of the 7090 cathode-ray tube to provide 
a1,1tomatic plots of data,formerly given only in tabular form. (Paul Concus 
for the Nuclear Chemistry Group) 

'.,.: 

Assistance was given to several members of the Laboratory, pri
marily from the Chemistry Group, in solving specific computational and 
mathematical problems. (Paul Concus) 

IlL Biology and Medical Physics 

An IBM 709 program was written to compute and plot on the CRT 
numerical solutions for the ordinary differential equation systems 

I 
B = kAB A- kBA B - kBC B (P-C), 

and 
C = kBC B (P-C) - kCD C 

Previously descrihed in Physics Division Semiannual Report, 
UCRL-10349, May 1962, p. 41. 
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and 
' N = kMNM (P-N) - kNO N, 

.. ·relatingto phagocytosis in the intact animal. The Runge-Kutta method was 
: .. used with an automatic but limited adjustment of the integration step. Com-

. '".putat~on was perfor~ed for eighteen choices ~f the set parameters. ~ AB' 
kBA' kBC' kC..D'. ken' kMN' and kND and for seventeen sets of 1mhcil con
dihops A(O);·-B(O), lVI{O}, and N(O). {J'ona.than Young for Howard G. Parker, 
Medical Services) 

Mathematical formulations were developed fot calculating the distri
bution of radiation dosage received by persons medically irradiated at the 

, · L?-wrence Radiation Laboratory cyclotron facility. (Grove Nooney for John 
Lyman of the Tobias Groupr 

. 'l;'wo FORTRAN programs were written to tabulate radiation dosages 
received at certain grid points during irra<fiation of the brain (especially the 
pituitary) with a high..;energy proton beam fr:om the 184-jnch cydotron. These 
tables are used in the pre:paratio~ of isodose contour maps. (Dave .Stevens 
for John Lyman) · 

An IBM 650 code, RAT TEST, was written in connection with an experi
ment to determine the effect ofradi()ac::tivity on rats. This program computes 

,yaxJous statistical functions by u:si:ag·,the data obtained from the experiment. 
(Noel Brown for Pat Durbin). 

;; A simulation program was designed for the IBM 7090 in order to de
termine the neutron flux through earth and air at a point at a given distan·ce 
from a neutron so-q.rce (for which the energy-emission spectrum is known). 
(Grove Nooney for Lloyd Stephens of the Health Physics Department) 

BAYOU 

. . . BAYOU is part of a project aimed at .automating the measurem,ents 
and analysis required in medical radioac.tive .... tracer experiments. 

A.nurnber of prograrn.s will be required in this project: 

· .a.; ,Pro.gram f{EART This program. to analyze data on arterial blood 
flow has been completed and tes:ted. One set of test data has been succ·essfully 
processed. Some furt}ler modifications to the·.program are now being made, 
and extensive testing will follow. . . . 

b. A program to be used for compartment analysis of tracer experi
ments is being obtained .from Dr. M. Berman (National Institute of f{ealth). 
Minor rilodificati.ons will be made to adapt the program for use with 
our FORTRAN Monitor system. The program may prove useful to several 
members of the Radiation Laboratory. 

\ 

c. A library program for use. with the proposed automatic measurement 
and recording syst~rrds inthe planni!lg stag.e. (Mark Horovitz .for. Dr. M. Pollycove) 
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AGE 

AGE is an attempt to represent the aging process in a human popu
lation so as to furnish a connection between physiological measurements and 
disease stat:lstics. 

The following preliminaries to this investigation have been completed: 

a. Data concerning the effects of radiation .on aging have been re
viewed so that they may be used as a test of the proposed representation. 

b. The properties of the matrix representation used have been in
vestigated. 

c.. The steps required to complete this investigation have been out
lined. 

d. A scheme for data processing and analysis of physiological meas-
urements as a function of age has been constructed and will be submitted 
to the National Institute of Health for comment. (Mark Horovitz for Roger 
·Wallace and Gordon Kepner) 

IV. M at h e m a t i c s a n d C o m p u t i n g 

Work has been done as follows to prepare general utility programs. 

The Legendre Polynomial subroutine used in the IBM 650 General 
Least-Squares Routine 31 has been revised. The original Legendre sub-

. routine generated erroneous values for P (0), n > 0. (Edna Williams for 
Edwin Towster) n 

A Los Alamos salary-analysis program, WILD, was revised so that 
it could be run under the new 7090 FORTRAN system. (Edna Williams for 
Paula De Lu.ca) 

A modification of the Library program VARMINT (Variable Metric 
M:inimization program) has been begun. The current program needs safe

.guards against too many lines of output, as well as other small changes. 
·(Joe Good for Harold Hanerfeld) 

Several subroutines for the 1401 system were written, including: 

a. a general-purpose BCD or BINARY (or both) tape dupiicate, 

b. a general purpose BCD or BINARY (or both) tape dump, with 
BINARY tapes dumped in octal notation, 

c; a program to print a table of 1401 numeric addresses, and cor
respondin,g alpha-numeric codes, 

d. a subroutine to generate 1401 test pattern tapes, and 

e. a subroutine, not completed, ·which will merge various sequences 
of an arbitrary number of files from two different tapes onto a third tape. 
(Gordon Sutherland for James Baker and Kent Curtis) 

Lester K. Goodwin, General Least-Squares Program for the IBM 650 
Computer, June 14, 1960, UCRL-9263. 
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·Work was c.ompleted on,a system of seven 1401 programs to do time
card accounting for the computing group. These include: 

a, an initialization program, 
/ 

b;,. a program that sorts time cards by account number and problem 
name, · (;·, , 

_ c;·:: 't:L_program to record time _cards on a Master Tape and print out 
a report oftime assigned and time remaining for each.account number on 
·each machine, -

d. a program to make insertions, deletions, and corrections to the 
Master Tape, 

e. a program to enter weekly assignments of time available to each 
; account number o:h each machine, 

L _ a program to prepare and print the monthly time repo~t- (two_ 
versio'ns),' and - · 

g. a program to prepare and print a su.mmary. of timE;! used on any 
machine or combination of machines,. between any two dates (0800-0800) by 

_ any account numb,er or any proble:rp. name (or by all account numbers and 
all problem names}, operating under any one system (or under all systems). 

; ., : 

The SHARE subroutine Dl AR ·SMP2 (Simp~on 1 s Rule Integration 
routi~e) was ;modified to run on the FORTRAN Monitor. 

A FORTRAN program was written to solve the equation Ax= y, 
where A is a large matrix (order ::::: 900) such that 

(a) A can be represented in a 1 ~hree-block 11 scheme, the diagonal 
blocks having order ~ 30, and. ' 

(b) A satisfies certain convergence criteria. (Dave Stevens) 

, , Some least-squares subr.outines were analyzed and tested to deter-
mine .their accuracy and speed. We found that the program MLR (minimize 
linear residuals), writtenby R. E. Von Heldt, which uses double-precision 
arithmetic, was the most accurate and fastest of the programs tested. The 
method used in MLR is premultiplication by unitary matrices. (Carl Quong) 

A modification, ZO _EO Z017, to Library Program VARMINT was 
completed. VARMINT i's a minimization program used to .fit a function to 
data points (where the user must supply the function and derivatives). This 
modification provides an 'option for checking that the coded derivatives are 
correct. 

Modification ZO EO Z018 was begun on library Program VARMINT 
to allow VARMINT to numerically calculate the derivatives when it is im
possible for the user to supply them. This may be used for phase-shift anal-
ysis, · · 

Assistance was givefi to artd some programming was done for various 
members of the Laboratory, specifically Mark Horovitz- and Jim Lindsey of 

:·the AJ_varez Group; Rus;sel Batt :and Gunther Ahlers of the Inorganic Research 
Group on Campus, Julius Solomon. a:nd Dick Kurz of the Moyer Group,- John 
Mahony of the Chemistry Group, and Ralph McLaughlin of Nuclear Chemistry. 
(Joe Good) · 
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Work was begun on solving a set of nonlin-ear partial differential 
equations by a perturbation technique. The equations arise in the field of 
fluid mechanics in the theory of finite-amplitude standing capillary-gravity 
waves. 

Work was completed on the numerical calculation of the roots and 
weight coefficients for Gauss- Laguerre quadrature formulas to evaluate integrals 
that behave like xBe-X times a polynomial in X, for B = - l/4, -1/2, and 
..-3/ 4. To achieve the desired accuracy, an existi:Q.g SHARE triple-precision 
arithmetic package was revisedto be compatible with the LRL 7090 FORTRAN 
Monitor system and was used for the calculations. Participants at LRL in 
the National Science Foundation s.ummer program of Research Participation 
for High School Teachers completed a portion of the necessary yrogramming 
as their project. A paper, 01Tables for the Evaluation of )~411\ Jje-Xf(x)dx by 
Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature" is being submitted for publication to Mathe
matics of Computation. 

A subroutine J4 EO CONV was written for use with FORTRAN 
double-precision programs. It provides fpr output of a double-precision 
floating-point variable to sixteen signific~nt digits. 

Work was completed on solving a set of nonlinear partial differential 
equations arising in the field of fluid mechanics, an.d a paper, "Standing 
Capillary-Gravity Waves of Finite Amplitude, 11 was submitted for publication 
in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics. 

Work was completed on a paper on, "Effects of a Magnetic Field on 
Natural Convection in a Toroidal Channel. 11 The paper was presented to the 
Annual Winter Meeting of the ASME and will be published in the Journal of 
Applied Mechanics in 1962. 

A series of lectures on tensor analysis was prepared and delivered 
to members of the Mathematics and Computing Group. Also, a series of 
lectures on the subject of advanced FORTRAN was prepared at the request 
of the Computer Center on the Berkeley Campus and delivered on the Campus. 
(Paul Concus) · 

The 7090 program, GENMOM (formerly GENPCM), a particle-inter
action simulation program for the 7090 computer, has been improved and 
generalized. A .7090 program, WHOOPS, which uses GENMOM to calculate 
certain distributions of angles and effective mass in phase space, has been 
written. WHOOPS was used also to check the accuracy of other programs 
performing phase-space calculations. (Grove Nooney for Gerry Lynch and 
Mark Horovitz) · 

Research was begun on solving, by variational means, nonlinear 
systems of ordinary differential equations with boundary and interior point 
conditions. 

Mathematical assistance was given in statistics, differential equations, 
and the variational determination of quantities as.sociated with differential and 
integra-differential equations (the last, particularly for the liquid .. drop model 

-of the nucleus)., A series of six one-hour lectures on the hypergeometric dif
ferential equations was prepared and delivered primarily to members of the 
Mathematics and Computing Group. (Grove Nooney) 
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A report .wct.s issued,: Jonathan.D. Young, Application of Linear Pro
gramming to tll.e Nurr1erical Solution .of' Linear. Differential Equations (Thesis), 
UCRL-10110, March 1962. 

V. C o m put e r. 0 p e r at i o ns and · S y st e m s P r o g r am min g 

. Ope rati·d~rs. · 
: : .. ~ 

. Duri:q.g the past six months, utili.?;ation of the 7090 computer by 
Berkeley Research Groups·inc:reased :from oneto four f!ihif~s per week. The 
709 Corriputer cont}mied utilization until October 1 at a rate of four shifts 
per week.· 

A system of' scheduled FORTRAN Mon~tor :runs 9f short production 
problems and debugging shots .was instituted on the 7090 computer. This 
system reduced the turn.:.around time for •su:ch machine runs to an average 
of about 2 hours. . 

Computer f,acilities in Building 50·-A were completed. Ari Input/Output 
Area, Tape Storage Area •. and a Ready Room wer,e in use in this building 
during most of this time. · · · 

On October 1; ·1962; the Laboratory q.ccepted a grant from IBM of 
machine rental on aU major components of the ,709 computer for the coming 
year. Under the terms of this grant, the 7'09 computer is to be used- ex
clusively in conjunction with the· development of on-1ine measuring. and" 
pattern-recognition systems. Systems of this sort currently u.nder develop-
m.ent include QUEST and SMP. . · 

On October 1» the Laboratory began to purchase significant amounts 
of tinie on the 7090 Computer installed at the Campus Computer ·Center. It 
is expected that thif? use of the Campus 7090 will continue throughout the re
mainder of FY 1963. 

In July 1962an.additio'nal1401 ·computer was installed at the Labor
atory. This 1401 is used primarily as ·an inp~t-output processor for the 7090 
co.mpute r: .. 

. . 

During the next months, the Laboratory··7090 computer will be con
verted to a 7094 arid an a.dditional 32,000 words of core storage will be in-
stalled on it.. (Marvin Atchley arid Paul Rhodes) · · 

Systems Programming. 
. ,. ' 

During the past half year, the Systems. Programming .effort was in 
the following areas: · 

a'. maintehari.ce and modification. of exis.tirig 709 and 7090 Systems 
Programs, 

. b. planning Syst~m,.s Prpgram.s to h<1ndle additional h(irdward to be 
.l.nstalled on th~ 7090, · . 

c. ;planning and- im'p'liernenting.Systems Programs to solve multi-
•··· programming probleins :as'sbciated with the operation of one-line measuring 
•equipment., and '· · }) .. , .. · · · 
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d. extending and refining 140l,Systems Programs. 

'"Ext.ensive modifications were incorporated.in the FORTRA~.Compiler 
'Program and the FAP Assembler .. A final version of the. SOS Machine 
.Language Programming System was prepared. It is hoped that during the 
coming .months, use of the SOS System will decrease markedly and that, 
hence, the necessity for maintenance of that system will disappear. (Donald 
Zurlinden, · Douglas Brainard, and Isabel Blandford) 

A set of subroutin~s for the use of the CRT Recorder on the 7090 
computer was completed during the past si~ months. The.se subroutines are 
compatible with similar subroutines for the 709. They.enable .. the user to 
prepare a wide class of graphical output on the CRT R.ecb.rder. (Ralph Jones) 

Specifications were prepared for a new CRT Display and Recorder 
·System which is proposed· for installation on the 7090 computer. This new 
system .is designed to allow on-line interaction between the computer and its 
users .. Plans were made for Systems Programs which would allow this new 
equipment to be used effectively. 

It was decided to make the following .modificatio!ls to the Berkeley 
7090 computer: 

a. convert it to a 7094, 

. b. convert all Tape Drives from 729 MOD IV' s to 729 MOD VI 1 s, 

c. install 1301 Disc Files, .and 

d. add an additional 32,000-word module of memory. 

The last two of these modifications have ·extensive implications for the· Systems 
Programs that are to be used with the 7090. The additional core memory 
module will be used to facilitate the simultaneous on-line operation of mea:.. 
suring equipment and the operation of standard computational programs~ 

In cooperation with the SMP Group, this group made design studies 
for multiprogramming systems for the 7090 and other computers. The goal 
was the design of systems whereby devices such as the SMP with relatively 
low input rates and analysis requirements could be used economically on large
scale computers. Systems were designed which,. it is felt, can achieve that 
goaL Because of the continuing availability of the 709 computer, the immedi
ate need for such systems has been somewhat relaxed. 

Machine coding and debugging of a programming system for the 1301 
Disk Memory, which is to be installed on the 7090 computer early in January, 
is nearly complete, The 1301 System will be used for two principal purposes 
at the Laboratory: for storage of programs and programming systems, and 
as scratch storage during the execution of data-processing programs involving 
large quantities of data to which random access is required. 

Preparations were initiated for the installation of the IBSYS Monitor 
Systems and the FORTRAN IV Compiler System late during the next report 
period. (Isabel Blandford,. Douglas Brainard, Myron Myers, and. Donald 
Zurlinden) 
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A special.:.,pu,rpose 1401 ·Tape Sort--Print program .wa:s written to 
process certain types of print tapes from the FOG System. The print tape 
to. be '.Processed~:·consists of.one file of n pages that are .out of sequence. The 
program·outputs. n. pages in sequence:..-the ordering being done on the basis 
.bfqrder numbers found in the first line of each page. 

;.: .... ;_-,'.'",., 

·z· .\·A 1401 tape -to-printer program was written to handle print tapes that 
may .'contain several print lines in one.physical re.cord, Although usable for 
other. types of print tapes, this program is primarily designed to facilitate 
fhe handling of FORTRAN Monitor output. 

A progra·m for converting paper tape to magnetic_ tape has been written 
for the· 1401 system, Once on magnetic tapes, data may be used' as input to 
709-7090 programs, 

A ''tape -.compare 11 program designed to detect and indicate differences 
between pairs of ..tapes has been written. Records on tapes to be .compared 
must not exceed 5.00-words in length, 

All the 1401 programs described above have been incorporated in the 
1401 system tape. (Walter Hutchinson and Fran Permar) 

. -~ . 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

INTERACTION STUDIES 

K-.,. Proton Interactions 

Edgar F. Beall, William Holley, Denis Keefe, Leroy T. Kerth, 
John J, Thresher, •:< Ching L, Wa,ng, and William A. Wenzel 

The analysis of the data collected on K-- proton interactions is con
tinuing, A total of 360,000 spark chamber pictures was taken for incident K
~omentum between 700 and 1400 MeV/ c, About So/o of these pictures have 
been scanned for elastic scatterings only. Each event was fitted to coplanarity 
and opening-angle requirements by using kinematics tables and stereographic 
plots, About 120 events at each of ten different momenta were accepted as 
elastic scatterings in this preliminar.r:y sample. The .angular distributions 
were fitted with the power series da jdO =~A cosne. In the region of the 
resonance (1050 MeV /c) the results ofthe fittP.ng procedure indicate a van
ishing A6 over the entire energy region studied, A plot of the An for 
fifth-order fits as a function of momentum shows that A4 and As have 
significant peaks near the resonant energy {1050 MeV /c). The most probable 
spin assignment for the resonance, based on this preliminary sample, is 
Fsj.z or DS/2 , 

The analysis of all the film for elastic scatterings by use of the 
SCAMP system is under way. An IBM-7090 program for elastic scattering 
has been written and is ready for use . 

.I 

,A study of the charge-exchange interaction K- +p- K 0 +n has been 
begun. An IBM 7090 computer program now being written will fit events to 
each of the reactions 

(1) 

and 
(2) 

where the missing mass X is to be determined. Preliminary studies in
dicate that a s~pat:ation of the eventr:; ~n, cat;ego~y (l) from tho~e in (2) will be 
possible ... We ex.ped to have a few hundred events at-each Of several mornerita. 

':c: 
Work done while on leave from the Rutherford High Energy Laboratory, 

Harwell, Didcot, Berkshire, England. Dr, Thresher has now returned to Harwell. 
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. Tr-'IT, Interactio.n 

>,~ 

Denis Keefe, Leroy ':f. l):E(rth, Carl M. Noble, John J. Thresher, 
William A._- Wenzel, and Theodore F. Zip£ 

,\ ... 
. . This experiment is: designed to study final-state correlation. between 

pions ;i?- pion-nucleon interactions. A total of 700,000 spark chamber pic
tures; was taken during the run at the Bevatron that ended in June 1962. The 
data were taken at 2.0, 3.0, and 4,0 BeV/c incident pion momenta. The nee ... 
essary IBM 7090 comput~r prograJ:I?-S to calculate optical distortions, three
dime.nsiona1 orbits through the Sagane magnet, kinematics {the spark chamber 
equivarent to KICK-GUTS), and geometrical corrections are beingwritten. 

- . 

. -. l?relimi~ary scanning is under way to evaluate the data and develop 
scanning procedures ... -· _- · 

. ~·· . + ' . 
Tr - Proton Elastl.c Scattering at _1,5,. 2,0, ai_ld 2.5 BeV /c, 

Victol,' 'cook, B~uce Cork, and William· R. Holley 

The anal-ysis and d1scus-sion oft:qe;-data have.been' co:rn:pleted, .A de
scription of the re~ults of the angular--distribution measurements was given 
in .the preceding s_erniannual repprL Predictions ofthe theories for ele- _ 
~e'n}ary: __ particle-~poles and .Reg~e poles were compared with the measured 
angular distributions_ near case = - 1. _The elementary rreutron::-exchang~ 
p'ole contributed approx 90 mb/s.r at 2,0,BeV /c, where the measured value 
was approx 0.4 mb/sr. In the Regge-pole analysis, the value a= - 0.8 was 
taken for the n~utrontrajectory and the; nform factor 11 b(u) was calculated 
f:rom the measur,~d values of dq/dO, We found 

and 

b(u) = 135 ::1!: 16mb at 1,5 B~V/c, 

64 ::t: 12mb at 2,0 BeV/c, 

45 ± 15mbat2.5 BeV/c. 

The values of b(u) at 2,0 and 2.5 BeV /c are equal within one stand-
ard deviation, in accord with the requirement that b should not be a func-
tion of incident momentum. Because o£ the .approximations required to rnake 
this analysis possible, this result is only weak support for the Regge hypoth
esis, which predicts v~riable ~ngula.r :q-1oiTI.entu,tn for the neutron. A more 
comprehensive experiment, which _could s-ett~~ this question, is being proposed. 

. . ' . 

+ 
. ( 

K - Proton Interactions 

Victor Cook, Denis Keefe; Leroy T. Kerth, 
William A. Wenzel, and T:heodore F. Zip£ 

The analysis and discussion of the data have been completed and re
ported. An account of the results waf:) given in the preceding semiannual re
port. Manuscripts for publication were completed during the period covered 
by this report. 

( . ;.:C'; ): . ' ' ·:·. ' .. 

Work done while on le<:we f:rom,t_he;!Rutherfprd .High Ener_gy Lei.b()ratory,: 
Harwell, Didcot, Berkshire, England, Dr. Thresher has now returned to Harwell. 
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SPARK CHAMBER TESTS AT LOW TEMPERATURE 

Edgar F. Beall, Victor Cook, an<,i Theodore F. Zip£ 
.. ~ 

A program to study the feasibility ofoperating spark chambers at low 
temperature was begun. The ultimate goal is a chamber that can operate at 
liquid hydrogen temperature. Because of the technical difficulties inherent 
in developing a system containing hydrogen and electrical sparking apparatus, 
it was felt that a test at liquid nitrogen temperature would be a useful first 
step. 

A five-gap aluminum plate chamber was placed in a tank containing 
helium .gas, which was surrounded by a liquid nitrogen jacket. The spark 
chamber pulse was provided by a hydrogen thyratron puls.er. Cosmic ray 
particles were used in this test. Because of the low counting rate our re
sults are mainly qualitative; however, they do indicate that good sparking 
efficiency in helium a.t liquid nitrogen temperature and 1 atm gas pressure 
can be achieved with gradients of the order of 25 kV /em. The next test will 
require a liquid hydrogen flask that can accommodate a spark chamber plate 
assembly. 

We have also begun tests to determine if helium bubbles can be intro
duced into liquid hydrogen and if a glow discharge can be initiated in the 
ionized gas by applying a high-voltage pulse across two plates in the liquid 
hydrogen, between which the bubbles are moving. We are now developing a 
"bubbler 11 that will squirt small helium bubbles into the gaps of a spark cham-
ber placed in ·a flask of liquid hydrogen. · 

BERKELEY LINEAR ELECTRON ACCELERATOR: OPERATIONS 

Douglas W. Pounds 

During the period May through October, beam time for experimenters 
amounted to 342 hours or about 3lo/o of the available time. The remainder of 
the time was devoted to (a) modification of the machine for an increase and 
improvement in performance, (b) extensive modification of the facility in 
preparation for new long-term experimental programs, and (c) setup for 
experimenters. 

The principal groups utilizing the machine for this period were Plasma 
Physics, Radiation Chemistry, U. C. Soils and Plant Nutrition, Bio.,..Organic 
Chemistry, Health I(hysics, NASA (via Bio-Organic Chemistry), and U.S. 
Department of Agridulture. 

Machine modification was primarily directed toward increasingthe 
maximum energy from 5 MeV to 10 to 12 MeV. These modifications are 
mostly complete, with final testing dependent upon acquisition of new 5-MW 
rf windows. Other modifications include new beam-monitoring equipment, 
alterations in the safety-interlock system, and some incidental changes. 

Facility modifications included rearrangement of existing space and 
an increase in ac, de, monitoring, water, and gas lines. A further increase 
in working space (about 40o/o) to meet new experimenter requests is just be
ginning. 
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The outlook,for the corning 6-month period .is for. a .substantial in~ 
crease in beam time due to the addition of se~erallon'g-terrn experimenters, 

.the completion of th~ modification and testing ,for a 10- to 12-MeV machine 
capability,. and an increase in.working area and in experimenter facilities. 

PUBLICATIONS 

1. Victor Cook, Denis Keef~, LeroyT. Kerth, Paui G. Murphy, William 
.:f);:. Wenzel, and Theodore F. Zip£, .Elastic K+~ Proton ScG}.ttering at 
.i;l'7b, 1170, and 1970 MeV/c, BulL Arn .. Phys .. Soc. 7, 469 (196,2); 
UCRL-10183, Sept. 1962), submitted to Phys. Rev.-

2 ... EP,gar F. Beall, William. Holley, Denis KeE:fe; Leroy T, Kerth, .John 
. J. Thresl}er, Ching L. Wang, and William A.,. Wenzel, Cylindrical 
. s·park Cha,rnber Array for the ·Measurement of Angle, Range, and. 
Polarization in a Study of iC -p Interactions, UCRL- 10249, May 
1962. . . 

3.. Denis. Keefe, Leroy T. Kertl?;, Carl M. Noble, John J. Thresher, a!ld 
William A. Wenzel, A Ma~fnetic Spectrometer Using Spark Chambers 
to Obtain Large Solid Angle and High Resolution in 1T-1T Interaction 
,Studies-, UCRL-1025.0, May 28, 1962. 

4. Edgar F. Beall, William Holley, Denis Keefe, Leroy T, Kerth, .. John 
J. Thresher., ChingcL. Wang, and .. Willi.a-mA., Wenz:el, Elas'tic K--p 
Scattering .. Between 700 and 1400 MeV /c,. presented by. D. Keefe at 
the Conference on High-Energy Physics, CERN, 1962 (UCRL-10222 
Rev. , Aug, 1962)., . · 

5, Vic~or Cook, . Bruce Cork, William R. Holley, and Marti~ L. Perl, 
Elastic Differential Cross Section of -rr+ +p at 1. 5, 2, 0, and .2. 5 BeV / c 
(UCRL-10391, Sept. 1962), to be published in Phys. Rev. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Burton J. Moyer and A. Carl Helmholz in charge 

PION PRODUCTION BY PIONS INCIDENT ON PROTONS 

Barry C. ·Barish, Richard J. Kurz, Victor Perez-Mendez, and 
Julius Solomon 

Analysis of the data from the following experiments performed at 
the 184-inch cyclotron has been continued. 

Reaction Incident Method Date of 
experiment n- + p-+ 

(a) n+n~-n 

(b) n-n°p 

(c) n-n+n) 

n°n°n) 
) 

energy 
(MeV) 

365 
432 

310 
377 

374 

417 
454 

n+ detection 

p detection 

n detection 

August 1960 

March 1961 
August 1961 

December 
1961 

The general features of the data reported pr~viously have not changed. Cor
rections to the data of these experiments are being co:r:nputed in more detail. 

NUCLEAR EXCITATION FROM 1J.-- MESON CAPTURE 

Jagdish Baijal, Justo Diaz, Donald E. Hagge, Selig N. Kaplan, and 
Robert V. Pyle 

The neutron energy spectra from nuclear capture of 1J. .mes.ons have 
been measured for Al, Ca, Fe, Ag, I, Au, and Pb. 

'T'he experirnept was performed in the meson cave of the 184-inch 
cyclotron. The detector was a liquid scintillator ~n conjunction with a pulse
shape discrin1inator. Measurements with D- T, Pu-Be, and mock-fission 
sources. indicate good reproduction can be obtained from a first-collisi.on 
theory with hydrogen alone. 

The neutron energy spectra have been obtained from the proton, pulse-· 
height spe.ctra with the aid of a computer program. Calculations of the di
rectly emitted neutron spectra are being maQ.e. Whe.n this contribution is 
subtracted from. the total· spectra, the resulting evaporation spectra should 
furnish the nuclear temperatures. Information on nuclear excitations will 
be obtained when these data are analyzed, in conjunction with previously 
measured neutron multiplicity distributions, in terms of a nuclear model. 
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PROTON POLARIZATION IN ELA,STIC 'TI-p SCATTERING 

·Richard· Eandi, 'fhomas:-J. Devlin, Robert W. Kenney, 
Paul G .. McManigal, and. Burton J. Moyer 

A spark chamber experiment wa.s performed in ,the Fall of 1961 to 
study the polarization of recoil protons at pion energies between 500 and 
1000 MeV. The film taken is about 80o/o s<;:anned, and all film analysis will 
be compl~ted in a few months. 

"?.: ,;. : .. ·· 

':_ "< :·· :· .. :.:~ . 

Vti'ih'the present available data on.the analyzing power of carbon,· 
.tentative results for the recoil-proton polariza,_tion as afunctionof pion scat
tering artgle have been ca1culated for pion energies between 500 and 700 MeV. 
Examples of polarization data obtained for TI-· scattering are (3.:;5 follows. ' 

Polari.zation, · P, as a function of scattering angle 

' 

* Energy (lab) (MeV) cos eiT (c.m.)' 

(de g) 520 570 690 

0.30 -0.98±0.15 -0.38±0.20 -0.24±0.20 

-0.30 0.44±0.20 0.62±0.30 0 . .30±0. 20 

To completely analyze the film data for pion· energies above 700 MeV, 
data are .needed for the analyzing power of car.bon at highe.r energies. To 
obtain this, a calibration experiril.ent using a proton beam of known polari
zation and involving the same spark chambers is now being performed at the 
cyclotron. Upon th.e analysis of .the latter data res.ts the remaining analysis 
of the pion experiment. 

A digitized-protractor scanning system is also being developed to 
fa'cilitate scanning and analysis and is expected to be in operation to .a,_id in 

·scanning the cali~ration expe:r:iment. 

PHASE-SHIFT ANALYSIS IN TI,-p SCATTERING 
. '· 

Robert' J. Cence 

We are just now beginning a phase- shift q.nalysis of · n±-p from 530 
MeV to 1.6 BeV, using the program previouslydescribed; Thedc:~.ta for 
'IT± + p-+ 11 ± + p are. those of Helland, Moyer, et al. In addition we are going 

. to use the recoil-proton polarization data for the .same reactions of Eandi, 
Moyer, et al. as ·they become available. (Some are already available.) 

Preliminar'y work on 'IT+ -p ~t 530 MeV shows that if one uses partial 
waves up to and ind~ding F wav,es and demands that the real part of the S

1 12 
an~ ~112 phase shifts be negahve ~nd that the real r~rt of the .p3/zphase 
sh1ft he oetweeri 140 deg and 190 deg, then one gets on.ly <3. few acceptable 
solutions. These constraint conditions are minimal and appear to be clearly 
indicated by data at lower energies. · 



.. 
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Contrary to our previous report, we have decided against doing over 
again the phase--shift analyses at all lower energies. The reason is that the 
available data do not have nearly enough precision to make such an analysis 
meaningful. We feel that the experiments in the energy region from 0 to 
300 MeV could well be done over again with the much greater precision avail
able by the methods in current use. 

POLARIZATION IN NUCLEAR SCATTERING OF 740-MeV PROTONS 

Richard D. Eandi, Selig N. Kaplan, Robert W. Kenney, 
Paul McManigal,. and .Vincent Peterson 

The polarization in proton-nucleus scattering is being measured at 
the full energy of the 184...:inch cyclotron. This polarization is being meas
ured from the asymmetry from double scatterings both external to the cy
clotron. Eight different elements are being p.sed as target materials, in
cluding hydrogen, helium, and carbon. In order to insure the elasticity of 
the scatterings, the protons .are being momentum--analyzed, after scattering, 
by a magnetic spectrometer. 

Original motivation for this work stemmed from our work at the 
Bevat-ron concerning polarization in n-p scattering. We had used spark 
charnbe:rs with .carbon plates to analyze the polarization of these protons, 
and decided to calibrate these chambers at the cyclotron. Lack of data in 
this energy range, including proton-proton polarization, added motivation. 
Since conception, this program has blossomed into a most interesting series 
of measurements, ·Because the polarizatioi1 is different for protons scattered 
elastically and inelastically, momentum analysis was deemed necessary after 
the second scattering. The biggest innovation in technique is measuring the 
scattering only to the left at the second scatterer, but both left and right at 
the first scatterer, This is to decrease systematic errors and avoid moving 
the analyzer, which is capable of resolving a few MeV, while deflecting 140-
MeV /c protons through 102 degrees, 

RADIATIVE CAPTURE OF n IN FLIGHT 

Robert W. Kenney, John A. Poirier, Jim B. Carroll, 
William C. Bowman, and Morris Pripstein 

A. An experiment has been done at the 184-inch cyclotron to study 
the reactions 

and 
n + p - n° + n -+ + y + y + n_ 

7T +p-+y+n 

(l) 

(2) 

at an incident pion kinetic energy of 50 MeV, . The experimental data will 
provide information about the low-energy behavior of pion-nucleon phase 
shifts. 

The energy spectrum of y rays from Reactions (1) and (2) has been 
measured at a laboratory-system angle of {84±5) deg by using a total-ab
sorption counter. [This counter has been described in Rev. Sci. Instr. 33, 
741 (1962), and has a measured resolution of ±6% at 129 MeV.] The data 
are now being analyzed. 
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B. The ~ppa.ratus used for the experiment des·cribed in A has also 
been used to .study the interactions of 50.,. MeV negative· pions in deuterium . 

. The ene rge'tically~ possible reactions are 

and 

1T- + d _,.. n° + n + n - y + y + n + n 

1T +d-y+ntn, 

n .+ d- n + n. 

( 3) .·· 

(4) 

. (5) 

Reactions (3) ·and (4) may be detected by measuring the energy spectrum of 
y rays, as in. A -above. 

It is not yet certain that the cross section for Reaction (5) tan be 
obtained from ou:r:; present data .. Analysis of the data is in process., 

C.. In the·•.course of our ·cyclotron work we have developed a low.;.. 
energy pion beam. with the .following characteristics: 

T 
1T 

30 

50 

70 

' ·. ~p ' 
~omentum spread, -p = ±6o/o; 

.Beam spot size (ful.l width at half maximum), horizontal 2. 2 in, , 
,and vertical 2. 0 in, 

'.j. 

Flux= F 

(l o6 
min) 

0.7 

2,5 

3,0 

F 
n 

0.60 

0. 70 

0.80 

Composition of 
bea.m 

F F 
1-1· e 

0.10 0. 30 

0.10 0.20 

0.08 0.12 

For studying low-energy pion beams we have developed instrumentation en
abling us to use several techniques of measuring the beam composition that 
are mote rapid than the conventional one of measuring range curves. These 
techniques, with their approximate range of usefulness and the "state of the 
art 11 of their instrumentation, are listed below. 

(a) dE/dx: T ~50 MeV,plastic scintl.llator, 1 in. thick,·resolution 
1T . 

approx 8; 

(b) Time of flight: T ~50 MeV, T 
n res 

-9 . 
= lo 10 sec; 

and 
(c) Cerenkov threshold: T,. > 50 MeV, styrene cell, 12 in long. 

[Methods (a) and ·(c) are facilitated by the use of a multichannel pulse
height analyzer. ] · 
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PAPER ISSUED 

Jerome A" Helland, Thomas J. Devlin, Donald E, Hagge, Michael J. Longo, 
Burton J" Moyer, and Calvin Do Wood, Angular Distributions in 'TT.±{-p) 
Elastic Scattering in the Range 500 to 1600 MeV(UCRL-10478, Sept. 1962), 
submitted to Phys. Rev" Letters. · 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

William A. Nierenberg in charge 

ATOMIC BEAM GROUP 
Howard A. Shugart 

UGRL-10572 

Th.e Atomic Beam Group continues to devote rriost of its effort toward 
the systeri+¥hc measurement of various atomic and nuclear properties of 
radioactiv~:.is~oto,pes. Some of the properties measured are nuclear spins, 
nuclear rn5i.g·~~~ic dipole and electric quadrupole moments, atomic hyperfine 
structures" ci'ifd. hyper fine- structure anomalies, and electronic g factors. 
Many of th~·~:~·. prope.rties serve two useful functions in nuclear physics. First, 
they form test information for theories of the nuclear ground state. Second, 
nuclear spins act as a base for constructing decay schemes in beta- and gam
ma-ray spectroscopy. 

Papers Issued 

l. Vernon J. Ehlers and Howard A. Shugart, Hyperfine-Structure Separations 
and Nuclear Moments of Gallium-68, Phys. Rev. 127, 529 (1962). 

2. Y. W. Chan, W. B. Ewbank, W. A. Nierenberg, and H. A. Shugart, Nu
clear Spin of 9.5-hr Aul96m, "Phys. Rev. 127, 572 (1962}. (This is the 
largest dire_ctly measured nuclear spin, I = 12, for _Au 196m.) 

3. H. A. Shugart, Summary of the New Published Measurements from the 
Atomic Beam Group at the University of California from Oct. 1960 to ·April 
1962, presented at Sixth Brookhaven Conference on Molecular Beams, June 
1 1 - 1 3 , 1 9 6 2. 

4. E. D. Commins and D. Dobson, Measurement ofthe Nuclear Moment of 
Neon-19 by Observation of the Asymmetry in the Positron Decay ·of Polarized 
Nuclei, presented Sixth Brookhaven Conference on Molecular Beams, June 
11-13, 1962; D. A. Dobson and E. D. Commins, Measurements of the Nuclear 
Moment of Nel9, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. !..._, 475 (1962). 

5. 19.fu W<J%han, The 1~ggear Spins and Magnetic Moments ~f Ag
1 f 2

, Ag
113

, 
Au , Au , and Au (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-10334, June 1962. 

6. W. Bruce Ewbank and Howard A. Shugart, Hyperfine-Structure Measure
ments on Silver-lOS (UCRL-10406, Aug. 1962), submitted to Phys. Rev. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Wilson M. Powell and Robert W. Birge 

INTERACTION STUDIES 

Beta Decay of Hyperons 

Robert P. Ely, George Gidal, G. Kalmus, Wilson M. Powell, and 
William J. Singleton · 

The stopping K- film has been scanned for A-hyperon decay branching ratio 

A preliminary paper on this work, published in the 

Proceedings of the 1962 International Conference on High-Energy. Physics 
at CERN, reports the ratio as (1.0 ±0.03)Xl0-3, based on 126,000 visible A 
decays. This ratio is considerably lower than that predicted theoretically, 1 
and also lower than the experimental values published by others. 2, 3 

Sinc.e the preliminary paper, the scanning has been completed and 
106,000 additional lambdas have been found. The final analysis is not yet 
complete. Groups from the University College, London, and the University 
of Colorado are participating in this work. 

K+ -p Elastic Scattering 

George Gidal and Warner Hirsch 

In the K+ -p elastic-scattering experiment at 910 MeV /c in propane, 
results have been obtained on 879 events (about 85% of the total). The angular 
.distribution can fit the cosine series (1 +a cos8), where a= 0.20±0.05. Po-
larization measurements using proton-proton and proton-carbon recoils were 
made. A phase- shift analysis incorporating these polarization data is cur
rentl y beil}g carried out. 

T1 + -p Scattering at 600 MeV 

Peter Newcomb 

We have taken 18,000 pictures with the 15-in. hydrogen bubble cham
ber in a separated rr+ beam at 725±13 MeV/c. The pictures were scanned, 
'and the following numbers of events were _obtained: 

1 
R. P. Feynman and M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. 109, 193 (1958). 

2 --
W. Humphrey et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 478 (1961). 

3
B. Aubert et al. , in 'Proceedings of the ~x-en- Provence International 

Conference (Centre d'Etudes NucH!aires, Saclay, 1961), Vol 1, p. 197. 
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.+ 
.1T + p + 

- n + p' 1245 events; (1) 

- n + + P + 1To 418 events; (2) 

-n++n+n+ 75 events, (3) 

In all the film only five evei_?.ts, excluding events with Dalitz pairs, were 
found with more than two outgoing prongs. Therefore, double-pion production 
was ignored. 

The angular distribution for the elastic events was fitted with a fourth
order polynomial inZ,tp,~ cosine of the scattering angle. 

-The ratio obt·cirtied between Reactions (2) and (3), 
. . r , 

:' '{p + O) / (n + +) = 5.6±0.7, 

is in qualitative agreement with the value 6.5 predicted by the isobar model 
of Sternheimer and Lindenbaum. l In _Reaction (2), both the momentum spec
trum of t-he 'IT+ and that of the n° · agree rp.ore ·closely with the isobar model 
than they do with phase-space calculations .. The destructive-interference 
effect predicted by Bergia, Bonsignori, and.Stanghellini2 was not present. 

These data were presented at the _August 1962 meeting of the American 
Physical Society. 3 

Pion-Pion Resonances 

Zaven G. T. Guiragos sian 

-We have recomputed our 3.3-BeV/c TI-+p data from the 72-inchhydro
gen bubble chamber, using the new FOG V date;t-reduction program and im
proved optical constants._., The main difference is to increase 'the effective 
magnetic field by lOo/o. 

A study of the momentum transfer to the nucleon in the reactions 

.'IT 

and 

- + +p-+1T +1T +n 

+ p ..:... 1T- + 'ITO + p 

( 1) 

(2) 

shows the predominance of the single-pion-exchange mechanism. The Yang
Trieman test gives isotropy up to !:::,.2/'tl-2 ::::: 4.5. The n-n spectrum from con
strained events of R¥-,actions (l) and {2) shows the p resonance at 
MP = 770 MeV with ~ = 75.0 MeV, We are examining the data to determine 
whether there are ·other resonances. 

Preliminary data were presented at the Washington meeting of the 
American Physical Society, 1962 {BulL Am. Phys. Soc. 7, 281 (1962). 

1
R. M. Sternheimer and S, J. Lindenbaum, Phys, Re; 109, 1723 (1958). 

2s. Bergia, F. Bonsignori, and A. Stanghellini, Nuovo .Cimento 16, 1073 
(1960). 

3
P. Newcomb, BulL Am. Phys, Soc. 7, 468 (1962). 

.. 

.. 
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Study of Three-Pion and _F_our-Pion Mass Spectrum 

Zaven G. T, Guiragossian and Thomas Schumann 

We have .looked at 'IT- -p interactions in the _72~inch hydrogen chamber 
with a beam momentum of 3,3±0, 1 BeV /c. 

and 

The <following four~pronged reactions are being studied: 
+ 'IT +p-7T +7T +7T +p ,(1) 

'IT + p - 'IT + 7T + 7T + + P + 7To (2) 
~ + + 7T +p-7T f'IT f7T +TI +n~ (3) 

We have taken those events that were readily separable into one and only' one 
of the above reactions and plotted the effective mass of all combinations of 
2, 3, and 4- particles for Reactions (2) and (3), lri this category there are 
289 events for Reaction (1 ), _ 329 for reaction (2)', and 273 for Reaction (3). 

•- Of particular interest (because of the spec11lated Pomeranchuk particle) i.s 
the 7T+7T+7T-7T- combination in Reaction (3). - With the data analyzed so far, 

-:< 
no obvious peak has been found. The w and N3;2 resonances are observed. 

Double Hyperon Production in Deuterium 

Robert W. Birge, George Gidal, and Sedong Kim 

We are studying double hyperon production by 1.53-BeV /c K- mesons 
on deuterium in the .72-inch chamber. Scanning of the 25,000 pictures taken 
is half completed, and measurements of potential candidates are under way. 

_ Sigma-Hyperon Production 

Yu Li Pan 

-The 1.15-BeV/c K- film has been scanned for sigma hyperons in an 
attempt to look for sigma-pion resonances. Of particular interest is the 
T = 2 -resonance predicted by the global-symmetry theory. l We chose to 
study the reactions 

- + ± -
K +n-E f7T +TI 

- ± + ...; 
K + n(c)- ~ - + 7T + 7T + p 

and 

for the possible existence of this resonance. 

Also of interest are (a)+the production cross sections _of I: in propane, 
and _(b) the polarization of :I: • 

The scanning and measuring are essentially complete. Computer 
analysis of the events is in progress. 

1 
Leroy T. Kerth and Abraham Pais, -On the Gentle Art of Hunting Bumps 

in the Pion-Hyperon System, UCRL-9706, May 1961. 
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Lifetime of the. Lambda 

Sun Yui Fung 

. ... A sample of 344 7 lambdas was obtained from the interaction of 
1.11±0003-BeV /c K mesons in the 30-inch propane bubble chamber at the 
Bevatrono The Barlett S function was plotted, and the mean life of the lamb
da was found to be 2o52±0,08Xlo-l0 sec, Various criteria in lambda mo
menta, actual decay lengths, and fidu~ial yolumes were applied, and the vari
ations in the resillts were consistent with the above errorso 

. '. ~ . " : 

Pd·~:~rization of the Neutron from I: Decay 

Robert W, Birge 

Recoil protons from the neutrons in l: decay have been found and 
measuredo. To date only 20o/o of the expected humber fit the re.quirements 
of the multfvertex ·constraint prograrno We are re-evaluating the numbe~r 
of eve,nts expected on the basis of the experimentaL distributions of the neu-
trons, and.are checking the uncertainties in the kinematic fits made by the 

_computero Progress has been slow because of unexpected problems in the 
programso 

The Muo,nic ·Decay Rate of the Lambda Hyperon 

4, I<:ernan, Wilson l\-L Powell, and Carl Sandler 

We are attempting to estimate the muonic decay rate of the lambda 
hyperon, using ii_ sample of 15X.l04 visible lambda decays recorded in the 30- · 
inch propane bubble chamber, The lambdas were produced by stopping K
mesons in .a mixture of 55o/o propane and 45o/o Freon by volumeo 

· The branching ratio for beta decay of the' lambda has been estimated 
at (l.O±Oo3)Xl0-3 (see report above on beta decay of hMeroris, Po· 9l)o If 
the ratio for the two leptonic modes of decay J~ ~ + + V is proportional · · - +e+v 
to thei:r· phase-space ratio, about 90 muonic decays are expected in our sam-
pleo 

There are approximately 10
3 

lambda decays in which the meson track 
terminates with a f.L-- e- + 2v decay; these are predominantly nonleptonic 
decays in which the pion decays in flight. We are applying various kine
matical criteria to separate out any muonic decays that may be present. 
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DATA REDUCTION 

Robert. W. Birge and Paul W. Weber 

A. System 

Scanning: Gary Griffin, Larry Oswald, F. Swartz 

To allow faster film handling, one-third of the two-view scanning 
projectors in the group have been improved by: (a) designing a tilting top 
for film-loading accessibility, (b) modifying the film drive to a positive 
motor-driven system, and (c) installing an automatic frame-centering de
vice. Film scratching has virtually been eliminated by the design of a de
layed film gate. Also, an improved projection systeJ;TI, which closely par
allels chamber optics, enables scanners to uti~ize spatial relationships with
in the chamber. 

In the near future, 35-mm four-view film will be scanned on modified 
two-view projectors. 

To accommodate the new thr~e-view format of the.heavy-liquid bub
ble chamber, a scanning projector incorporating the advanced two-view pro
jector features is being designed and is near completion. The scanner will 
handle both 70-mm and 46-mm film. 

Measuring: Norman Andersen, B. Antuna 

The Franc~enstein measuring projector is processing three-view 
46-mm as well as three-view 70-mm film. Both a refined detecting head 
system and an external magnifying system have improved setting accuracy. 

The two digitized microscopes and the :F(ranckenstein have been con
stantly checked with a straight-line program that has shown an abnormally 
high error rate on one microscope and the Franckenstein. This condition 
will be remedied with the addition of advanced datex Encoders. Transistor
ized translators have been suggested to prolong encoder life, and are under 
serious consideration. It is hoped that the incorporation of these improve
ments will reduce the event-rejection rate from 25o/o to l Oo/o, thus increasing 
the measuring capacity. 

B. Operation 

With a total effort of 14 (full-time equivalent) Visual Measurement 
personnel, the following data reduction was accomplished in the past 6 months. 
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Scanning 

Expt. 

·': - :' 

Measuring 

No. 

16 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

-96-

Bubble chamber 

30-inch propane 

·. 30-:inch propane 

72-inch hydrogen 

72-inch hydrogen 

7Z-inch hydrogen-

72-inch hydrogen 
- - - - - "'7 

Beam 

1.15-BeV/c K-

4~50-MeV/c K-

1.17-BeV/c TT-

3.31-BeV/c rr"" 
. . . 

1.17 -BeV /c TT-

_L53-BeV /c K-

Total 

UC!t~-10572 

No. of frames 

20;000 

88,250 

620 

3,610 

575 

15,800 

. 128,855 

Thefol~o'Ying is a summa-ry of the measuring activity during this 
half y~a-r .. _[Equipment code: D =. Franckenste'in measuring projector. 
(MP-IC); C and E = digitizing microscopes] · --

Equipment 

Expt. Origins Remeasures c n· E Part of 
No. measured effort 

(o/o) 
-1b -.· 4268 1343 2807 -70 2734 23:6 

18 16 0 16 0 0 0.1 

19 96 102 139 59 . 0 0.8 

20 2031 541 1373 0 1199 10.8 

·21 . !11 339 0 0 350 1.5 

22 ·o 112 0 0 112 0.5 

.2-3 9944 1990 '3723 1248 6963 50.1 

24 78 7.5 24 129 0 0.5 

25 1721 375 .0 2096 0 8.8 

26 324 0 0 324 0 1.4 

... 27 446 0 0 ·446 0 1.9 
- - - - -

Total 18935 4877 8082 4372 11358 100.0 
'--

• 
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Equipment 

c 
D 

E 

Total 

-Measuring 
hours 

1338.9 

1375.7 

1685.7 

4400.3 

-97-

No, of 
vertices 

8082 

4372 

11358 

Vertices 
Meas. hours 

6.04 

3.18 

6. 74 

UCRL-10572 
I 

Meas. hours 
4032 hours 

34A% 

34.1% 

41.8% 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -

23812 5.41 36.4% 

Note: Further data reduction is performed by using the. FOG- CLOUDY
FAIR data-analysis system. 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

Emilio Segre and Owen Chamberlain.in charge 

POLARIZATION OF THE NEUTRON 
IN TI-+p CHARGE-EXCHANGE SCATTERING 

Norman E. Booth, Robert J. Esterling,. Roger E. Hill, 
David A. J'enkins, Norman H. Lipman, Hugo R. Rugge, and Olav T. Vik 

\ ,· . 
. •"-'-

D1,1ring thi.s r~:p~orting period, a meas·urement was. made of the polari
zation of the neutron 'ptbduced in the reaction TI- + p- TI 0 + n at an incident 
pi·o~ ~nergy of TlO M~V. · This measurement followed a preliminary experi
ment conducted during the preceding. reporting period. l The second experi
m·ent, as the first, utilized a pion beam produced at the 184-inch synchro
cyclotron impinging on a liquic;l hydrogen target, but used an improved version 
of the liquid helium analyzer. The principal improvements of the analyzer 
were the addition of a second photbmultiplier tube viewing the analyzing volume, 
and the modification of the apparatus to allow for rotation .about the hydrogen 
target, 

Data were taken at a barycentric scattering angle of 30° on both sides 
·of the incident pion beam, Some additional data were taken at a barycentric 
scattering angle of 45'\· · Analysis of these data is now in progress. 

'OU'r early finding's indicate .that >the ,measurement _was ,p~o,bably sue
cessful in that.the data display the expected behavior; as one example, the 
sign of the left- right asymmetry reverses in going from one side of the pion 
beam to the other. The final polarization numbers await the completion of 
the analysis of the experimental data and a detailed calculation of the effective 
analyzing power of the system. 

PION BET A DECAY 

Robert Bacastow, Tom Elioff, Rudolf Larsen, 
Clyde Wiegand, and Thomas Ypsilantis 

Experimental work on the branching ratio for the decay process 
TI+ - TI 0 + e+ + v was continued at the 184-inch cyclotron. A report on the 
work has been submitted to Physical Review Letters. 2 A total of 5.6X 1olO TI+ 
mesons were stopped in a counter system whose efficiency in detecting the 
rare decay mode was 0. 77%. Six events were. found leading to a branching 
ratio of 1.4XIo-8 

Experimental effort is being continued on pion decay processes. We 
will try to measure the. branching ratio for 

+ + 
1T -e +v+y 

and try to improve our results on the beta decay. 
1
Physics DivisionSemiannua~ Report, UCRL-10349, May 1962,p. 68. 

2 . / 
Robert Ba<;:astow, Tom Elioff, Rudolf Larsen, Clyde Wiegand, and Thomas 

Ypsilantis, Measurement of the Branching Ratio for Pion Beta Decay 
(UCRL-:-10486, October 1962). 
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DETECTION EFFICIENCY OF PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR 
FOR NEUTRON ENERGIES 4 TO 76 MeV 

Clyde E. Wiegand, Tom Elioff, William B. Johnson, 
Leonard B. Auerbach, 'Joseph Lach, and Thomas Ypsilantis 

In connection with the instrumentation for our study of pion-pion.in
teractions, we measured the neutron-detecting efficiency of plastic scintil
lation materiaL A description of the work has been published. 3 We report 
the results in the accompanying figure (Fig. l): 

STUDY OF PION-PION INTERACTIONS FROM PION PRODUCTION BY PIONS 

Leonard B. Auerbach, Tom Elioff, William B. Johnson, 
Joseph Lach, Clyde E. Wiegand, and Thomas Ypsilantis 

Analysis of our data on the reactions 

1T +p-,- f1T++n 

+ + - + 1T +p-,- f1T +n 

.at. incident .pion momentum 1. 75 _BeY /c has been completed and reported. 4 

TARGET CONTAINING POLARIZED HYDROGEN 

Owen Chamberlain, Helmut Dost, Claude Schultz, and Gilbert Shapiro 

Following mainly techniques suggested by the work of Professor , 
C._D. --Jeffries, we have successfully obtained significant polarization of the 
hydrogen nuclei in the water of crystallization of lanthanum magnesium 
double nitrate. The technique follows closely the method described in a re
cent article by T. J. Schmugge and C. D Jeffries [ Phys. Rev. Letters 9, 
268 (1962)]. The total sample weight was 20 grams, of which only 0.6 g 
was hydrogen; we had substituted neodymium (even isotopes) for 1% of lan
thanum. We have achieved hydrogen polari~ation of 20% in a field of 9000 
gauss, using microwaves of 35 kMc/sec. The temperature was 1.5°K. The 
pola·rized target will probably be used initially for studies of pion-proton 
scattering near the energy of the 3, 3 resonance and of proton-proton scat
tering near 700 MeV. 

C. Wiegand, T. Elioff, W. B. Johnson, L. B. Auerbach, J. Lach, and 
T~Ypsilantip, Rev. Sci. Instr. 33, 526 (1962). 

4 --
' L. B. Auerbach, T. Elioff, W. B. Johnson, J. Lach, C. E. Wiegand, and 

T~Yp$ilantis, Phys. Rev. Letters 9, 173 (1962). 
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• Scintillator ·A·. 

! Scintillator B 

.. U:CRL':"'1 . .05 7 2 

l 

' From Grassier STesch4 

Neutron kinetic- energy (Mev)' 

MU-2SS26 

Fig . . ) . Counting efficiency .versus neutron epergy for two 
sizes ofdetectors, both 15 em thick. C::::ounter A 

, was 20X60 em, B was 20X20 em. The curve shown 
is the calculated efficiency considering only single' 
n-p collisions. · 
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1T+ -p ELASTIC SCATTERING AT 250 MeV 

Frederick W. Betz, Owen_Chamberlain, Helmut Dost, Claude Schultz, 
Gilbert Shapiro, and Wladyslaw K Troka 

The iT+-p elastic differential cross section at 250 MeV was measured 
by observing the angular distribution of scattered pions at ten selected angles. 
Protons scattered at these angles were discriminated against by means of a 
water Cerenkov counter, The experimental data are not yet fully reduced. 

It is hoped that in conjunction with the results of a forthcoming pion
scattering ,experiment with a polarized proton target a unique set of phase 
shifts can be reported, 
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PHYSICS RESEARCH 

George H. THUing .arid Gerson· Goldhaber in charge 

STUDY OF K+ DECAY~ 

· ''lJCRL-L0572 

John L. ·Brown, John A; Kadyk, George H.·. Trilling, and 
Re-:iny T, Van de Walle 

(in collaborati,on with Byron·P, Roe and Daniel Sinclair · 
of the Univer~ity of Michigan) 

·st ·d. ' ··.f. h K.· + ·. + .·. 0 ·d + + 0 · d · · · ·b 
. . u 1es o t e. e 3 - e + 1T +-v an K :3-+ f.1 · +n · +. v ecays o -

ta1ned m a xenon bubble chamber have been con~1nued. Deta1led study of 
energy- spectra and angular correlations has led to results in satisfactory 
agree.me;nt with present theories, This work has been published. 1 

STUDIES OF K 0 DECAYS 

John L. Brown, John A. Kadyk, and George H, Trilling 
(in collaboration with Byron P, Roe, Daniel Sinclair, and J. VanderVelde 

of the University of Michigan) 

T};l.e analysis of the data used in obtaining the branching ratio 

B = K 

has been completed, and we have as our final result B = 0,335±0.014, in 
excel~ent agreement with the T = 1/2 rule prediction of<0.337 (including 
phase-space corr,ections). This work is being published. 2 

HIGH-FIELD BUBBLE CHAMBER 

John .L. Brown, John A. Kadyk, and George H. Trilling 

Design studies for a large 40-kilogauss magnet using superconducting 
coil!:? are being carried out in collaboration with the superconducting- co'il group. 
Optimization of the design awaits the results of small-coil tests being carried 
out under the auspices of that gr~up. 

1 
John L. Brown, John A. Kadyk, George H. Trilling, Remy T. Van de 

Walle, Byron P, Roe, and Daniel Sinclair, Phys, Rev, Letters 8, 450 (1962); 
also John L .. Brown, John A. Kadyk, George H. Trilling, Remy~T. Van de 
Walle, Byron P. Roe, and Daniel Sinclair, Experimental Study of the K+ 3 
and K~3 Decay Modes of the K+ Meson, UCRL-10205, Aug, 1962. f.1 

2
John L, Brown, John A. Kadyk, George H, Trilling, Byron P. Roe, 

Daniel . Sincla~r, and John C. VanderVelde, New Determination ?f the K 1 
Branch1ng Ratlo (UCRL-10539, Nov. 1962), Phys Rev, (to be pubhshed). · 
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K+-p INTERACT)ON FROM 140 TO 642 MeV/c':c 

Gerson Goldhaber, Sulamith Goldhaber, Wonyong Lee,t 
Thomas A. 0 1 Halloran, and Theodore F. Stubbs:i: 

(in coilaboratiori with William Chinowsky of the. Segre Group and G. M. 
Pjerrou, Donald M. Stork, and Harold K. Ticho, Department of Physics, 
University of California, Los Angeles, California) 

A detailed investigation of the energy d~pendence of the K+ -proton 
scattering cross section at low momenta has been carried out in the 15-inch 
bubble chamber. In. the region from 140 to 642 MeV /c the nuclear cross 
section varies little with energy. The cross sections are distinctly lower 
than values quoted earlier. 1 The momentum dependence of the phase shifts 
below 300 MeV/c can only be interpreted ass-wave scattering, .and does not 
admit isotropic p-wave solutions such as were obtained as possible ambiguities 
at 810. MeV /c 2. The isotropy in the differential cross sections and the con
structive interference with Coulomb scattering at each of the momenta show 
that the repulsive s -wave character of the K+ -p T = 1 state persists through
out this region. The experimental data and the s -wave fit to it are summarized 
below. 

Experimental results, T = 1 S-wave fit 

Cross section 
p Nuclear + Co'ulomb Nuclear 

iM~~~- for cosec. m. 0~85 (mb) 
{mb), · 

140±2.0 14.9±2.5 9. 2±2.1 

17 5±15 16.0±2,4 12.5±2.2 

-z-o-s-±15 13.7±1.8 11.5±1.7 

235±15 12. 7±1.6 11.2±1.6 

265±15 11.0±1.6 10.0±1.6 

355±2.5 11.9±1,2 11.7±1.2 

520±15 11,9±1.2 12. 2±1. 3 

642± 7 1 L 9±0.8 12A±0.9 

}:< . 
Reported in Phys. Rev. Letters 9, 3 (1962). 

t Now at the Nevis Laboratories of Columbia University. 

:j:Now at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Liver~ore, 

oL 
(degrees) 

- 7. 2±0.8 

-10.4±0.9 

-11. 7±0. 9 

-13. 2±0. 9 

-14.0±1.1 

-20.0±1.1 

- 29.4±1. 7 

-36.2±1.4 

1
T.F. Kycia, L.T.Kerth, and R.G. Baender, Phys. Rev. 118, 553 (1960). 

2 
T. F. Stubbs, H. Bradner, W. Chinowsky, G. Goldhaber, S. Go1dhaber, 

W. Slater, D. M. Stork, and H. K Ticho, Phys. Rev. Letters 7, No. 5, 
188 (1961). 
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K+-p INT-ERACTIONS AT 1.96 BeV/c 

. Gerson'·Goldhaber; ·sularriith G~ldhaber, Wonyong Lee, 
Thon:\as. A. 'O' Halloran, and Bertram M. Schwarzschild 

(in collaborati'qn with 1William Chlrio~sky of the ,Segt,e Group) 
"!', . ' 

An·'ekperiment of K+ .:.meson interaction, with hydrogen was performed 
in the .. 20-in·ch bubbll;!: chamber exposed in the Yale-B~ookhaven separated K+ 
be am at the AGS. , 

The study of'_:the' inelastic channels giving ri~e to three and four parti-
cles resp_ective1y in;;the final state permitted u'E>, .· . 

(a) to determine the spin on the K~ to be J = l (the. details Of this 
· study. •have been publish.edl); - . . 

(b) to study ~_he one-pion-e~change model in the reaction K*+N*, 

(c) to .study the K* spin alignment in- the reaction, K+ + -p -·K*+ p. 

MESON EXCHANGE IN THE REACTION K+ + p- K* +N* 
_ .. )., 

The reaction K+ + p - K +/ n + N + n behaves essentially like a two
particle reaction giving a K':< (I = 1/2) and an -N* 3 (I= 3/2). The cross 
se·ctions~for:the va-ri'ous charged mo.de.s m·e~surea.to.date are:: - ·_ ' 

+" ·.- + . . . a (K . n pn ) = 1. 9±0.2 mb, 

a (K0 n°pn+) = 1. 4±0.3 mb, 

a (K0 ;+nn+) = 0. 35±0.1 mb. 

i 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In Reaction (1) we can define as the "resoz:.ance regions" ~40 ~MK+~-: ~940 MeV 
and 1130 ~M_. + ~ 1300 MeV. The expenmental product10n 1s. as 1'0llows. 

pn . 

Products Production (%) 

->:<o ':'++ 64 K + N 

· K+ + n- + N,:'++ 25 
>:<0 . + 

K +p+TT- 5 

K+ + 'IT- + p + TI + 

(nonresonant) 6 

These percentages are in good agreement with calculations based on the 
"one-pion-exchange" model. 2 The latter~ also gives quantitative agreement 
with the distribution in MK+n-' Mptr+ • ; and th~ K".c-production angular 
distribution, which ill observed to be stron,wly forward peaked. Further
more, the model can explain the strong K .spin alignment we reported 
earlier. 1 · -· - . · . , · . 

. 1 Chino~sky, Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee, and 0' Halloran, Ph,ys. Rev. 
· Letters 9, 330 (1962). 

2
Salzman and Salzman, Phys. Rev. 120, 599 (1960). 

\~ 
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:::.; + }:c: 
. K SPIN ALIGNMENT IN THE REACTION K + p- K + p 

The reaction ·K+ + p -+ K 0 + 1T + + p proceeds essei;ttially through two 
distinct channels, viz: (l) K*+ + p and (2) K 0 + N'~~+, together with an 
interference region between them. The cross section for both channels is 
4.3±0.3 ml?, based on 288 observed even~.s with the K~ charged decay mode 
and 268 T decays. In ch~nnel 'l the K"'' production 1s strongly forward · 
peaked, while the N':' production in channel. 2 is strongly backward peaked. 
It is noteworthy that the N':' production (channel 2) cannot proceed via a 
single pion exchange. 
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· DATA HANDLING 

Howard S. White in charge 

The Data Handling Group began operation on July 1, 1962, having 
previously operat'ed as a section of the Powell Group. This report covers 
the. entire six-month period from April 1 through October 31; 1962. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Flying~ Spot Di gi tiz ~E~~y ste!E 

· Howard S .. White and, Jack V. Franck 

Fabrication and debugging of mechanical and electronics hardware 
for the Flying-Spot Digitizer (FSD) continued during the period of this re
pq:rt. The final spot-generating slit disc was installed in October. Further 
work remains to be dorie on the film-transport mechanism. The sheet metal 
cov~ring and the operator 1 s console for the machine also remain to. be com
pleted. With the exce·ption of some minor items, all other hardware is now 
complet~d and is mostly operationaL , 

The first event to be measured with the Flying-Spot Digitizer System 
was. described at th,e CERN Instrumentation Conference in July. 1 This 
event, a I: prod\lction and decay, was measured and the data were reduced 
by procedure:s intended for the final production programs. The results were 
compared with several Franckenstein measurements made on MP IC and 
ga:v~. evidence of qeing .at least as ac~':lrate as the best of several measure
ments obtained with the Franckenstein. 

By October 1 the hardware had reached a stage of development that 
made possible digitizings of several pictures taken from the K- run at the 
72..,inch hydrogen chamber. The 11roads" made on the scanning table were 
fitted.to tra-cks in these pictures and final debugging of production programs 
was made possible.· By the end of October a number of tracks had. been fol
lowed and filtered. Five events were satisfactorily reduced by use of the 
FOG- CLOUDY programs. 

A delay of several weeks was caused by a difficulty of overlaying 
roads generated from the scanning table digitizings upon the FSD measure
ments. This unexpected difficulty in operation was caused by the discovery 
th;;tt for all existing Berkeley film, only one external fiducial mark could be 
used to relate the coordinate'S measured on the digitized scan table to those 
measured on the FSp. Although three other fiducials are contained within 
the chamber, focus and exposure on existing film were not held within suf
ficient tolerances to make the other fiducials always usa'J?le. This imposed 
the very stringent requirement that film must be mechanically constrained 
so as to be repositioned to tolerances of less than 1 mil at either end of the 
film frame. The requirement necessitated some modification of the film
transport mechanism, but was the only means by which the measurements 
could be made of the existing Berkeley film. The problem has now been 
s-olved successfully by the mechanical positioning of film. 

1 
Proceedings of the International Conference on Instrumentation for High 

Energy Physics, CERN (Nuclear Instruments and Methods, North-Holland 
Publishing Company, 1962). 

·-:. 
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The design of the SP VB scanning projector for the Flying-Spot Digi
tizer was completed, and one such device was fabricated and put into operation. 
Preparations were begun for fabrication of three additional identical machines. 
These scanning projectors will share a common magnetic-tape recording unit, 
which .will be used to accumulate scanning information for later use by the 
computer in controlling measurement with the FSD. 

The design of the SPV is based upon the design of the earlier 
SPIV, but several improvements have been made to this design. These in
clude provision for 70-, 46-, and 35-mm film as well as for the format us'ed 
by Brookhaven and CERN chambers in addition to that used by the Berkeley 
chambers. Also the design has been changed to make film loading easier 

·than on the previous model projector. Scanning for the· Flying-Spot Digitizer 
requires that points be digitized to an accuracy of ±2 track widths (approximately 
± 2 mils on the film) over the image of the bubble chamber. This has required 
only an improvement of the optical quality of the mirrors over that in the 
SPIV projector. The required accuracy has been satisfactorily achieved. 

It is desirable that the scanning process go rapidly so that the mini
mum number of scanning tables can be used to provide control information· 
for· the FSD .. Therefore, correlation of identification information has been 
made a:s automatic as possible, and we observe that a typical event is meas
ured by a trained scanner without previous experience on this machine in 
less than 3 minutes. This time agrees well with the j:n~edictions used iri e'sti
mating the capacity of the Flying-Spot Digitizer system,. and some improve
ment is expected as the scanner gets more experience with this equipment. 

With successfuil. operation of the scanning table demonstrated, We have 
begun fabrication of three additional machines. 

Several computer programs were written and made operational dur
ing this period. Two are required for the operation of the Flying-Spot Digi
tizer system; the other programs are used as tools in debugging and main
taining the system. The program that sorts and edits scan table measure
ments into. the sequence of pictures found on a roll was completed in June 
and has been tested with the data obtained on the FSD scan table. This 
p.rogram is required to separate the interleaved data from several scan tables 
operating with a· common tape transporL It will handle film in the Berkeley 

.··and Brookhaven formats and is capable of dealing at one time w:i.th data from 
·Several different experiments. 

The maih Flying-Spot Digitizer program, HAZE, has progressed in 
step with the hardware developments and has been used in debugging the hard
ware. Gating and filtering of data obtained with the FSD has been done sue ... 
cessfully and one event was processed in time to' present at th~ CERN Instru
mentation Conference in July. 1 Severe difficulties have been encountered be
cause of the difficulty of finding fiducials in existing film and because only 
one fiducial can be regularly found. A new more sophisticated fiducial search 
has been written and is being debugged;. it is hoped that with it at least one 
fiducial cart be found in each view. 

Two display programs utilizing the 7090 CRT have been written and 
are in use. ·One of these displays a specified area of the film digitized by the 
FSD at various magnifications, enabling one to closely examine the digiti zings 
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of any part of a picture. The other GRT program displaysthe roads pro
duced by the· HAZE program together. with the gated points within them to 
make possible ev1luation of different techniques for filtering noise and other 
tracks from the track in question. · 

Equipment Fabrication 

Two Franckenstein measuring projectors, MP IE and MP IF, are 
being constr#c)ed .for use bythe Trilling-Goldhaber Group and the Segre 
Group respei~{(:Evely. These measuring devices are similar to those now in 

.use at the Lifbd'ratory but will. also be capable of measuring film in non. 
Berkeley forrnats,~as well as film ranging up to 70 mm in width. Provision 
wiil be made on MP IE for installation of hardware by which ionization .can 
be measured by use of bubble-counting techniques. This measurement will 
be made concurrently with the measurement of track position. Completion 
of these measuring projectors is scheduled for Spring of 1963, 

Two SCAMP measuring projectors are being fabricated for use by 
the .Lofgren Group .in measuring spark chamber pictures, These are adapted 
fro:rp. the prototype SCAMP built by members of that group. Completion is 
sched11led for S,pring 196~. 

Five SP YA scanning projectors are being fabricated. These machines 
are identical in mechanical and optical qesign to the . FSD scanning projector 
now .. 9.esign~tecl as~ SP VB, but. do notindude electronics .nor the d~gitizer 
necessary for ,FSP use, .The mirrors will be selected plate, rather than 
specially lapped, glass, since the optical requirements for these projectors 
are/not as stringept· as for FSD use. SP VA scan:q.ing projectors will, how
ever, irkorporate the improvements previously described allowing the use of 
films from various other-installations in addition to those produced at Berkeley. 
Completion is scheduled for. Spring 1963. 

FOG- CLOUDY-F AI~_CQ_~~~t__e.E_~!_<?_gE?:~ 

Howa.rd S. White and Dennis Hall . . -r 

Modification of the. FOG program to operate in a multiprogrammed 
ffi.anner in conjunction with the FSD programs is nearly complete. The pro
gram now runs independently from the HAZE program, .but in the locations 
and with the procedure it will use while time-sha~ing with HAZE. Since de
bugging can be done more rapidly with these programs operating independently, 
we have not yet combined the1n, although provision has been made in the pres
ent use for meeting demands caused by their concurrent. operation. 

1\. me.rging program for the FSD version of FOG output was written 
and de.bugged, · This program allows for s.everal short libraries generated by 
FSD runs on successive .days to be cQpected onto a ~ingle library for the en
tire experiment., 

The curve-fitting sections of the FOG program were prepared for 
reassembly, with modifications making provisions for as many as five kinks 
per Jrack as well as a more fl~xi ble provision for calculating magnetic fields 

.ir1- d:lfferent chambers. These progra:r;ns are now reducing events from the . 
3o . .:.inc,h P.ropane, and the_ 72-inch an(l :i5-inch hydrogen chambers at Berkeley, 
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as well as the 20-inch hydrogen.~hamber c'lt Brookhaven and the 1- meter· 
propane chamber at Ecole. Polytechnique. 

The abstracting portion of the CLOUDY system (Program 208) w9-s 
plagued by an intermittent 7090 computer failure. Several man-months of 
effort were expended in establishing to IBM's satisfaction that the program 
was not at fault, but that core memory was failing. In .addition to this effort 

'expended upon maintenance of operations, there was work applied to greatly 
extending program logic capability for dealing with several levels of mass 
permutations in Program 208. · It is now possible to allow the level entries 
to have· a generalized OPS (particle -identification) code, so that .one le:vel 
entry represents an entire class of reactions, A level represents a plateau 
of reaction probability, so that attainment of satisfactory kinematic fits ·with.,. 
in·a. more probable level can be made to preclude computations in less prob
able levels, so as to limit expenditure of computing tiine. The ability to 
handle FSD output was added to all .CLOUDY programs. · · 

·The kinematic section (Program 209) of the CLOUDY system was 
. reassembled with many added improvements. The subroutine that calculates 
the· 1: rriome,ntu,m based on the momentum and an.gle of the 'IT was improved 
to find the ''closest 11 real solution in the case in which two imaginary solutions 

·were obtained .. Multivertex constraints on charged connecting vertice's were 
also .put into useful physics production. Finally, a new form for calculating 
the range -momentum func.tion was installed in the CLOUDY system for use 
with propane -freon mixtures. 

The level-defini'ng ability of the FAIR system was extended 1na re-. 
assembly of the abstraction program {304). "Level" is a term used to. char
acterize a group of events chosen as representing an arbitrary set of nu
merical or logical selection criteria. This change allows "global levels" to 
be defined over any subset of mass hypotheses of a given event. Planning of 
the FAIR compiler was continued during this period. As a temporary so
lution to the need for a FAIR compiler, the ability to generate a FORTRAN 
input tape w:as added to Program 305. This allows a physicist to perform 
further numerical calculations on his data, using a FORTRAN program of 
his own design. Work was begun on Program 305 to provide the ability to 
request detailed pages of FAIR output for specific events satisfying given 
levels .. This ability will be especially useful for examining those events that 
fail to fall into any expected kinematical category. 

A KICK-to-FAIR conversion program, Program 307, was written 
and debugged. This allows physicists having KICK data to use the FAIR 
system for analysis of their events. 

Automat~~_§~~!?:~~ Program 

Howard S. White and Charles Dickens 

The success of the FSD automatic measurement program has given 
encouragement concerning the possibility of automatically scanning as well 
as automatically measuring bubble chamber film. Programs written at 
Bropkhaven by Pasta,. Marr, and Rabinowitz were acquired and made , 
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operational at Berkeley. 2 It was found that these programs as written w~re 
not especially' suitable for following tracks for the Berkeley 72-inch hydrogen 
chamber, and therefore some modification of these programs was necessary 
in order to allow them to operate here. Other prototype programs have been 
written at Berkeley, using different strategy for track following,.· and from all 
these it is believed an overall strategy can be generated that will allow auto
matic scanning of pictures, Because these are prototype programs, a skel-

. eton control program has been written which initializes the various parts that 
test different strategies, and then operates an output display program for vis
ual evaluation of the several strategies, A total of four programs ha,s been 
written in this manr1er. ·At present, beam tracks have been followed fo'r up 
to 3/4 of the length of the 72-inchchamber. Since this chamber is the largest 
one in_ which autom~tic tra~:k following has been attempted, these constitute 
the following of more track length than any program has achieved 'elsewher,e. 
Work ls :continuing upon the improvement of strategy for followihg tracks in 
both hydrogen and propane chambers. · · 

A proposed procedure fo! applying scanning criteria to the measure-
ment~ of ~ata contained in bubble chamber_ film abstrac'ted3onto~ magnetic tape 

. was descnbed at the CERN Instrumentation Conference. Th1s _procedure 
<·would divide the proc·ess into t~o parts: {a) track.:. recognition, m~a.surement, 
. and abstraction phase,. in which each stereoscopic view ofthe film would be 
searched for all tr.ack segments and which would yield precision measure
merits on magnetic tape, (b) a subseqil.ent sc.annjng phase, in which the mag
netic tape abstract would be examined in comparison with selection criteria 
defining. the types of events desired, and which would yield an output tape, 
suitable for input to FOG, containing those eve·nts meeting the selection 
·criteria. 

,._ 

OPERATIONS 

FOG- CLOUDY-FAIR 

· · During the period May 1, i 962.. through October 31, 1962, the FOG 
program proc~ssed 44,182 origins from four different bubble chambers. 

. · Apprbximately 17,000 of these origins were re-,runs. That: is, an 
improvement of such significance as to warrant reprocessing for this class 
o'f events was made to the·. FOG program. ·A summary of the current ex
periments is shown in Table L 

Identification of particle and charge was generated automatically by 
Program 119 for 15,320 of these events·, This program allows events to be 
automatically tested against a predefined series of event'-type hypotheses, 
and specifies that the particle identification of the event is of the requested 
type. The remainder of the eve_nts were assigned particle and charge 

2 J. Pasta, R. Marr, and G. Rabinowitz (Brookhaven National Laboratory), 
private commur1ication . 

. ·:,: 
;3 .. ·' .. ' •.: :. ' 

Howard·S .. White, -An Atlto;matic Scanning System for Bubble Chambers, 
CERN In.ternatio;nal Conference on Instrumentation for High Energy Physics 
(to be distributed as CERN Internal Note). 
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Table I.· Summary of bubble chamber events processed by FOG program . 

Experiment Beam Particle Bubble chamber Vertices 
momentum computed 

(BeY/c) 

16 1.15 K - 30-inch propane 4467 

18 0.5 e2 30-inch propane 8 

19 3.30 TT 72-inch hydrogen 8670 

20 0. 75 K+ 30-inch propane 2476 

21 0. 75 n+ 15-inch hydrogen 239 

22 0. 75 TTf 15-inch hydrogen 78 

23 0.50 K- 30-inch freon 23832 

24 1.17 n- 72-inch hydrogen J54 

25 3.30 TT 7 2-inch hydrogen 3152 

98 17 .. 0 K:- 100-cm freon 1106 

44,182 

identification by a manual ·process. This .option allows a greater flexibility 
in identifying individual events, and allows the scanner to positively specify 
mass identifications of which he is certain from visual scanning. 

A total of 26,279 new events was processed through the CLOUDY sys
tem of programs to be used in 22 different experiments. A summary of 
these experiments .is shown in Table II. 

The FAIR system of programs abstracted 48,337 chains from 19 ex
periments, contained on separate CLOUDY libraries. The FAIR pro
grams abstract from the CLOUDY library only the information that is of 
interest to the experimenter. It is then economically feasible to perform 
many different statistical analyses as well as to calculate additional qu-antities 
from the abstracted parameters. These abstracted libraries were passed 
through the computer a total of 85 times, each pass taking only a few min
utes but producing a new statistical summary of the data based upon informa
tion gained from previous passes. 

' ~I 

' : ~ ~ 
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:.JabJe II. , .S1;1mmary:of ev~nts p.~,ocessed by CL.OUD.Y program. 

"::·;·· 

. Experiment 

'AWO.l - A W05 (Werbrouck) 

CWOl· {Whatley) 

HW03, (Fretter·) 

· HW04 (Ely) 

JGO i - 02 (Gaidos) 

PNO 1 - 02 {Newcomb) 

RBO l - 02 (Birg~d 

T SO 1 - 0 2 (Schuman) 

WP08 (Powell) 

· WP13 (Kerna:n) ' 

WP15 (Ely) · 

W:Pl6 (Powell) 

WP17 (Powell) 

· ·z·GQ4 (Guira:gossian) 

·.'i 

Events 

2317 

408 

236 

572 

1171 

386 

87 

3743 

7291 

715 

898 

8 

211 

'8,236 

26.,279 

"' • 

v' 
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·ACCELERATOR OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

BEVATRON 

Edward J. Lofgren in charge 

The report for November 1961 through January 1962 has been issued 
as 11Bevatron Operation and Development .. XXXII," UCRL-10347, December 
1962, 

Reports XXXIII, XXXIV, and XXXV (for February through April, 
May through July,. and August through October 1962) have not yet been pre
pared,· 
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184-INCH CYCLOTRON 

Robert_~· Thornton in charge 

Reported by James T 0 Vale 

UCRL-10572 

Mate~ia1 for tl}~:s, section had not been received at the tUne of publi-
catiorL ;';J:::;,;. 

, I 
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88-INCH CYCLOTRON 

Elmer L. Kelly in charge 

In this six-month period, the 88-inch cyclotron has been brought in
to productive operation; an external beam of half-energy a 1 s of exceedingly 
good quality has been delivered into an experimental cave and used for·Scat
tering experiments. 

A few isotope-production runs have been made. 

With the internal beam limited to about ZO f.LA, we typically get 5 f.LA 
of external beam that can easily be focused on. an external isotope -production 
target. For scattering experiments, the beam is bent 57° by the switching 
magnet and collimated by a slit 0.080 in.wi,de by 0.5 in,high. Through this 
slit one gets from 6.25 to 0.40 f.LA. This is sufficient beam for essentially 
all the nuclear reaction experiments, and far too much for coincidence co~nt
ing experiments (in which something like 1 mjj.A is all one can use, anyway). 

We have completed a ~tudy of the elagtic and inelastic scattering of 
65-MeV helium ions from c 1 , N14, and o1 . Using the switching magnet 
as a beam monochromator, and detecting scattered particles with a lithium
drifted silicon diode, we have obtained a resolution in energy of 140 keV. 
The main source of energy spread is probably still the beam itself. 

We expect to achieve, within the next six months, extended beams of 
higher energies and of other particles- -alphas, protons, He3, and probably 
deuterons. 
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;HEAVY ceiON .LIN,EAR.AGCE.LERATOR 

Albert Ghior.so:in charge 

Reported by Edward Lo Hubbard 

UGRL-10572 

.Material .for t·his .section had~notbeen .received at the time of:publi-
.cation. ·." . 

: .~ .. 



'-' This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe pri va tel y owned .rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee' or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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